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DISCOVER THE EASE AND EXCITEMENT
OF TRAINING AT HOME THE NRI WAY

-

New Achievement Kit Custom
Training Kits -"Bite Size" Texts
Only NRI offers you this pioneering method of simplified "3 Dimensional" home -study training in Electronics, TV /Radio and Broadcasting /Communications. It's
a remarkable teaching idea unlike anything you have
ever encountered, the result of more than half a century of simplifying, organizing and dramatizing learn ing-at -home techniques. If you are an ambitious man
-regardless of your education -you can effectively
learn the Electronics field of your choice the NRI way.
NRI has simplified Electronics by producing "bite
size" lesson texts averaging only 40 pages each. Dozens
of illustrations open wide a picture window through
which you'll see and understand practical usEs of E ectronics. You start out with NRI's exclusive Achievement
Kit, containing everything you need to get started fast.
(Illustrated at right.)
NRI has organized Electronics training to take you
step -by -step from the first stages into more intriguing
areas. Once you know the fundamentals thoroughly, it's
easy to grasp more advanced theory and techniques.
You move with confidence and enthusiasm into a new
adventure filled with the excitement of discovery.
NRI has dramatized Electronics through the careful
development of special training equipment that is
programmed into your training systematical y ... beginning with your first group of lessons. Things you
read about come alive in your hands as you build, experiment, purposely cause "problems" in circuits
and solve them. You learn to use test equipment, to
build radios and TV sets, transmitter, or computer
circuits. It's the priceless "third dimension" in NRI
training ... practical experience.

-

More than 50 years of leadership
in

Electronics Training

YOU GET MORE FOR
YOUR MONEY FROM NRI
Mail postage -free card now for your free NRI catalog.
Then, compare. You'll find -as have thousands of others
-NRI training can't be beat. Read about the new
Achievement Kit sent the day you enroll; about "bite size," texts and custom designed training equipment.
See why NRI gives you more value. Whatever your reason
for wanting more knowledge of Electronics, NRI has an
instruction plan for you. Choose from major programs in
TV /Radio Servicing, Industrial Electronics and Complete
Communications. Or select from
special courses to meet specific AvailableUnder
needs. Check the course of interest to you on postage -free card
and mail today for free NRI catalog. Nosalesman will call. NATIONAL
RADIO INSTITUTE, Electronics Div.,
Washington, D.C. 20016.

NEW
BILL

GI

Career? Part -Time Earnings? Hobby? Choose From 12 Training Plans
1.

TELEVISION -RADIO SERVICING

-

Learn to fix all TV sets. including Color.
Includes your choice of NRI Color Kit or
19" black white TV Kit. Also covers
radios, stereo hi fi, etc. Profitable field
spare or full time.
2. INDUSTRIAL -MILITARY ELECTRON.
Basics to computers. Starts with
ICS

-

fundamentals, covers servos, telem
etry, multiplexing, phase circuitry, other
subjects.

-

3. COMPLETE COMMUNICATIONS*
Operation. service. maintenance of AM,

broadcasting stations. Also
covers manne, aviation, mobile radio,
facsimue, radar, microwave.
FM and TV

*-

Prepares you for
4. FCC LICENSE
1st Class FCC License exams. Begin

with fundamentals. advance to required
subjects in equipment and procedures.

-

Brief
5. MATH FOR ELECTRONICS
course for engineers, technicians seek
math:
review
of
essential
ing quick
basic arithmetic. shortcut formulas,
digital systems, etc.

-

For anyone
6. BASIC ELECTRONICS
wanting a basic understanding of RadioTV Electronics terminology and components, and a better understanding of

the field.

7. ELECTRONICS FOR AUTOMATION

-

Not for beginners. Covers process control, ultrasonics, telemetering and remote control, electromechanical measurements, other subjects.

-

8. AVIATION COMMUNICATIONS*
Prepares you to install. maintain, service aircraft in flight and landing systems. Earn your FCC License with

Radar Endorsement.
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-

9. MARINE COMMUNICATIONS*
Covers electronic equipment used on
commercial ships, pleasure boats. Prepares for FCC License with Radar

Endorsement.
10. MOBILE COMMUNICATIONS*
Learn to install. maintain mobile transmitters and receivers. Prepares for FCC
License exams.

-

-

11. ELECTRICAL APPLIANCE REPAIR
Learn to repair all appliances, including
air conditioning. refrigeration, small gas
engines. Leads to profitable part or full -

time business.

-

12. ELECTRONICS FOR PRINTERS
Operation and maintenance of Electronic equipment used in graphic arts

industry. From basics to computer circuits. Approved by major manufacturers.

*You must pass your FCC License
exams (any Communications course) or NRI
refunds in full the tuition you have paid.
3

SA-4000

200 Park Avonuo, Now York 10017. For your rtaams(Parrsaml9 FY-

*Moir 4

631.4299.1n N.1., 800 962 -2803 We pay for the :all. Ask aboli our receners
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Dnn>ti1ar

Elnptraniec

ters. And when introduci g new topics or
circuits, a specific practical xample circuit
including the values of all components and
parameters -is provided fo analysis to give
the reader a firm understa ding of real cir-

-

cuits.

Published by Holt, Rineh rt and Winston,
Inc., 383 Madison Ave., Neu York, NY 10017.
Hard cover. 400 pages. 810. .
PULSE & SWITCHING CIRCUITS
l y Harvey F. Swearer

FREE NEW CATALOG
CB MOBILE ANTENNAS
equivalent of 78 new CB Mobile
Antenna Systems to select from.
Get all the facts. Visit your local
Mosley Dealer, or write factory direct, Dept. 204.
The

AILIEW ehltonett

4610 N. LINDBERGH BL

D., BRIDGETON MO. 63044

CIRCLE NO. 13 ON READER SERVICE PAGE

PROFESSIONAL
RECORDING
ELECTRONICS

Computers, radar, telemetry automation, and
TV systems -practically eve ry phase of electronics -use pulse and switcl ting circuits. And
as technology continues to advance, it becomes increasingly more iml ortant for everyone engaged in electronics to have a thorough
understanding of the princip les and operation
of these circuits. This book is made -to-order
to help you update your kno vledge of current
electronics. The opening ch spters deal with
the very basics. Then it is o n to more elaborate and sophisticated topic discussions, ineluding Pulse Generators, R esponse Characteristics, Television, Digital Computers, Radar, Telemetry, etc.
Published by TAB Books, Élue Ridge Summit, PA 17214. 256 pages. $7.[1.: hued cover;
$4.95 soft cover.
SOLID-STATE HOBBY CIRCUITS
MANUAL
More than 60 practical and seful solid -state
circuits which can be built 'y beginner and
advanced hobbyists are prese ted in this man ual. The operation of each circuit is fully
described, and photos, sche atic diagrams,
parts lists, and construction layouts-including printed circuit board etc ing and drilling
guides -are given. A guide to circuits by
area of interest (such as am teur radio, photography, audio, etc.) is inc uded to permit
easy selection of the most u eful circuits for
specific applications. The
anual also ineludes brief descriptions of the theory and
operation of various semico ductor devices.
Published by RCA Distelbuto Products, Harrison, NJ 07029. Soft cover. t 68 pages. $1.95.
,

ABC'S OF AVIONICS
professional solid state, monaural
record and playback preamplifier. For tape
transports with two or three heads. Selectable
equalization form 1-7/8 to 15 IPS. A -B
monitor switch. Mixing of mike and line
inputs. Bias synch provision for multi -channel
application. Phone jack, VU meter, record
light. Overall frequency response 30- 18,000
Hz +3 dB at 7.5 IPS. Compact design makes
this an ideal'amplifier for all serious recording
projects. $144.95. PB -10
Playback preamplifier. $46.20. PA94F
8 watt playback
amplifer. $91.25. Made in U.S.
RP -84,

R.00,,,

OF SOVNO

RESEAL,.

,..

TELEX.`
E,C.L.ONS

9600 Aldrich Avenue South
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55420
CIRCLE NO. 21 ON READER SERVICE PAGE

by Lex Parrish

This book is intended to exp in basic terminology and systems in aviati n, not to be an
instruction manual on navi tion or instrumentation flight techniques.
hardware approach is used to discuss t e requirements
for basic communications, na igation, instrumentation flight aids. wea her avoidance
equipment, and special flight control and
safety devices. Actual equipment and systems
currently in use are introduced to explain
basic operating principles, capabilities, and
limitations of aviation equipment. All of this
is done on an easy -to -under tand, non -technical level.
Published by Howard W. Sa s & Co., Inc.,
4300 West 62 St., Indianapoli , IN 46268. Soft
cover. 128 pages. $3.50.
16
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exciting home
N EWtraining to be a

COMPUTER
TECHNICIAN
includes a
complete, operating computer,
with memory, to make you
thoroughly familiar with
computer organization,
design, operation, construction,
programming, trouble shooting
and maintenance.
NRI program

You build your own digital computer step -by -step,
circuit -by- circuit. You rea ly get involved as you learn com-

puter organization, operation and programming with this remarkable
new training aid. It performs the same functions as bigger commercial computers -and its yours to keep and use.

What better way to learn all about computers than to actually build and use one? That's exactly what you do in NRI's
new Complete Computer Electronics home training program.
What you see illustrated may very well be the most unique
educational aid ever developed for home training. This is not
simply a "logic trainer." It is literally a complete, general
purpose, programmable digital computer that contains a
memory and is fully automatic. It's a small -scale model of
larger, expensive commercial computers. Once you build it
and it is operational, you can define and flow -chart a problem,
code your program, store your program and data in the memory bank. Press the "start" button and, before you can remove
your finger, the computer solves your problem and displays
the results.
NRI is offering this new course because this is only the beginning of the "Computer Age." The computer industry continues to leap ahead. Qualified men are urgently needed. not
only as digital technicians and field service representatives,
but also to work on data acquisition systems in such fascinating fields as telemetry, meteorology and pollution control.
Office equipment and test instruments also demand the skills
of the digital technician. This exciting NRI program can give
you the priceless confidence you seek to walk into a technician's job and know just what to do and how to do it.

You learn with your hands as
well as your head Planned from the beginning

to

include training equipment in the pioneering NRI tradition.
this exceptional new course combines kits with educator-acclaimed NRI "bite- size" texts in an easy -to- understand package. But, unlike other home training, this is not a general
electronics course. Lessons have been specifically written to
stress computer repair. You perform a hundred experiments,

built hundreds of circuits, use professional test equipment.
You build and use your own solid -state, transistorized voltohmmeter and your own oscilloscope in addition to your digital computer. Because you work with your hands as well as
your head, your training is as much fun as it is education.

Train at home with the leader
is so much to tell you about this latest NRI "first" in
home training, you must fill out and mail the coupon today.
Get the full story of Complete Computer Electronics and the
amazing digital computer you build and use as you learn. The
free NRI Catalog you receive also tells you about other NRI
training plans in Color TV Servicing, Communications, Electronics Technology. There is no obligation. No salesman will
call on you. NATIONAL RADIO INSTITUTE, Washington,
D.C. 20016.

There

r

MAIL NOW FOR FREE CATALOG

rttx

NATIONAL RADIO INSTITUTE
Washington, D.C. 20016
Please send me your FREE CATALOG with details about new Complete Computer Electronics
training. (No salesman will call)
91.021

Name

Age

Address
State

City

Zip

ACCREDITED MEMBER NATIONAL HOME STUDY COUNCIL

.11

(7
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ELECTRONICS

ur
paycheck
says lot
b
It tells you more than how much you make. It tells
you how far you've come. And if your paycieck
looks very much the same as it did last year, or the
year before, it simply means that you look very
much the same as you did last year and the year
before.

But times change, and you should be charging
with them. Old dull jobs are disappearing. New exciting ones are being created. There are challenging new fields that need electronics technicians
...new careers such as computers, automation,
television, space electronics where the work is
interesting and the earnings are greater.
RCA Institutes has one of the nation's largest and
most respected home study schools devoted to
electronics. They can get you started even if you've
had no previous training or experience. RCA Institutes has developed a faster, easier way for you to
gain the skills and the knowledge you need for a

fascinating, rewarding electronics career. And you
don't have to quit work and go back to school.
With RCA Institutes Home Study Plan you can do

both. You set your own pace depending on your
schedule.
Check over these RCA benefits:
You get Hands -On Training -over 300 experiments and as many as 25 kits with some programs.
You get RCA's unique " Autotext" method of
learning individual programmed instruction,
the easy, taster, simplified way to learn!
You get the widest choice of electronics
courses and programs-everything from Electronics Fundamentals right up to Solid State
Technology and Communications Electronics.
You get a selection of low -cost tuition plans!

-

Sounds great, and it is! For complete information,
without obligation, send in the attached postage
paid card...or return the coupon below. That will
say a lot about you.
Veterans: Train under new GI Bill. Accredited Member National Home Study Council. Licensed by N.Y.
State -courses of study and instructional facilities
approved by the State Education Department.

TRCA Institutes

Home Study Dept. 694.002 -1
320 West 31s' Street, New York, N.Y. 10001

Please rush me FREE illustrated catalog.
I understand that I am under no obligation.
Age

Name
I

(please print)

Address
City

reply card
Iis detached
send this
coupon today
If

Zip

State
Veterans: Check

h

-

_I
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Additional information on procucts described
in this section is avai able from the manufacturers. Each new product is identified by
a

corresponding number on the Reader Service

Page. To obtain additional information on any

of them, circle the number on the Reader Ser-

vice Page, fill in your name and address, and
mail it in accordance with the instructions.

MCINTOSH LOUDSPEAKER SYSTEMS -An

established producer of electronic high-fidelity components, McIntosh
has added loudspeaker systems to its line. The unit pictured here contains four speakers: one 12" handles frequencies up to 250 hertz; then an 8" takes over and
continues to 1500 Hz; a 11,4" dome mid-range speaker
carries the radiation pattern to 7000 Hz; and a compound
coaxial continues to 14,000 Hz on the outer diaphragm
and to above 20,000 Hz on the V. " inner diaphragm. Other
larger systems contain up to eleven speakers. Two systems are required, of course, for stereo and a complete
installation must use an equalizer (also by McIntosh)
for left and right bass and mid- and high- frequency differences.
Circle No. 79 on Reader Service Page

15

or 95

JOHNSON CB TRANSCEIVER TESTER -Worried about

your

CB transceiver's operation? The E. F. Johnson Co. has a
new checker that will test transceiver performance in
a number of ways and also monitor the on- the -air signal
continuously. It reads true r-f power output, modulation,
and SWR; and can be installed to read received S units
with transceivers that don't have S- meters. A built -in
dummy load can be used to make tests off -the -air and,
without changing cables, switch to the antenna to transmit. It's all solid -state, portable and battery operated.
Circle No. 80 on Reader Service Page 15 or 95

SOUNDCRAFTSMEN STEREO EQUALIZER- Accurate

tun -

ing of the frequency response of a stereo system and
listening room to a flat ±2 dB is possible with the
Soundcraftsren Model 20 -12 Audio Frequency Equalizer.
Toroidal and ferrite -core inductor passive circuits and
active transistor circuits allow a 24 -dB range of equalization for each of 10 octave bands per channel. An additional 18-dB range of full -spectrum boost or cut com-

pensates for acute response nonlinearities. Frequency
response is
dB from 20 to 20,480 Hz at zero setting.

-'

_

Circle No.

81

on Reader Service Page

15

or 95

COUSETTE AUTO TUNE -UP CASSETTE

-If the current price

of a tune -up for your car intimidates you and if you have
a portable cassette recorder, Conrsette System, Inc., a
producer of programmed audio-visual instructions, now
has detailed instructions for tuning up your car on cassette tapes. "Tune-Up- Tapes" are currently available for
Volkswagen, Maverick, Opel, Volvo, Porsche. and BMW
cars- others are being developed. The tape kit includes
YVYULAK
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an engine diagram, tool and parts list, service record
sticker, and window decal.
Circle No. 82 on Reader Service Page

or 95

15

DYNASCAN VHF MONITOR -Listening to

the police, fire,

business, and government channels is made easier by the
Cobra PF -1 monitor, introduced by Dynascan Corp. It has
separate front ends and separate tuning knobs for the
low (30-50 MHz) and high (152 -174 MHz) VHF bands, and
tunes manually across the bands. Provision is made for
crystal- controlled operation at a specific frequency in
each band. The PF -1 operates on ac or dc-117 volts ac
for base station use; 12 volts dc for mobile use (negative
ground). In addition: a jack for headphone or 8 -ohm
speaker, auto antenna jack, squelch control.
Circle No.

83 on

Reader Service Page

15

or 95

TOMPKINS RECEIVER MONITOR -For those

who must
keep in touch with a base station, but can't always be
near the receiver, the Tompkins Radio Products Mobilink
is a welcome accessory. Mobilink is a low-power AM
transmitter and companion pocket receiver which can be
used with any type of receiver and has a range of 1/4
mile. The transmitter, which uses a 9 -volt battery, is
connected to the speaker of the receiver to be monitored.
Transmitter frequency is 27.263 MHz or any CB channel
on request. It is crystal controlled and has an input impedance of 3 to 8 ohms. The pocket receiver has an 18"
collapsible antenna.
Circle No.

84 on

Reader Service Page

15

or 95

-A

new "impossible to
introduced by Tea berry Electronics. Secret of the new control method is
a system of generating carrier pulses at one of 19 pulse
repetition frequency (PRF) rates. The PRF codes range
from 11 to 75 Hz. The control transmitter operates on
one of 22 frequencies between 71.9 and 72.95 MHz. The
control receiver will be a crystal-controlled super- regenerative with a "Tee" filter. Switching is done with a triac.
Complete garage door operator facilities will be made
available.
GARAGE DOOR RADIO CONTROL
jam" radio control circuit is being

Circle No.

85 on

Reader Service Page

15

or 95

HOLLYWOOD AF GENERATOR -Sine and square waves
from 10 Hz to 100 kHz in four fundamental bands are
obtainable from Hollywood Instruments, Inc.'s Model 7000

Mini -AF Generator. With a FET in the oscillator circuit
and a thermistor and heavy negative feedback, constant
output signals of low distortion are provided over entire
frequency range. Accuracy is +4% X 1 Hz; frequency
response, ±2 dB at 1 kHz, weight 1.7 lb.
Circle No.

86 on Reader Service Page 15 or 95

HARMAN -KARDON PREAMPLIFIER /AUDIO EQUALIZER
-Versatility in an audio preamplifier seems to have
reached some sort of peak in Harman-Knrdon's Citation
Eleven. It combines the functions of a high- quality pre amp with equalizer controls -five of them -instead of

the usual base and treble knobs. (The equalizers affect
both channels in the same way.) Frequency response is
±0.5 dB from 2 to 200,000 Hz and the square wave rise
time at 20 kHz is 1.0 microsecond in all functions.
Circle No. 87 on Reader Service Page

15

or 95
23
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Now it costs less
to own the best
oscilloscope you awl.

*Inexpensive Quality
tOptional Distributor
Resale Price

The New RCA WO -505A Solid -State Oscilloscope

RC,'
The best you need is the new 5 -inch RCA WO -505A,
all solid -state oscilloscope. It makes yesterday's
general -purpose 'scopes look old- fashioned.
At just $298.50t the WO -505A offers an unmatched
list of features usually found only in more expensive, laboratory -type instruments. For example
there's the all solid -state circuitry... an illuminated
graph screen calibrated directly in volts, and a
deep -lip bezel for exceptional clarity. The regulated power supply minimizes trace bounce and
provides excellent stability. And the camera mounting studs offer still more evidence of the functional
value built into the new WO -505A.
But you've got to see this new RCA 'scope in
operation -see the sharp, clean trace it provides
to appreciate it.

-

24

Some statistics:
High- frequency response, usable to 8 MHz.
High Sensitivity (.05 V p -p range).
DC vertical amplifier; DC /AC input.
Return trace blanking...Trace polarity reversal
switch ... Phase control.
High- frequency horizontal sweep; solid lock -in
on 5 MHz.
Preset TV "V" and "H '' frequencies for instant
lock -in.
Built -in square -wave signal for calibrating P -P

voltage measurements.
Provision for connection to vertical deflection
plates of CRT.
Some statistics! For complete details, contact
your RCA Distributor.
RCAIElectronic ComponentsiHarrison, N. J. 07029

CIRCLE NO. 18 ON RE ADER SERVICE PAGE
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COVER STORY

BY DON LANCASTER

BUILD THE

SUCH- TO1E
MELCDY SYNTHESIZER

WITH 28 CONTROLS & 63 -NOTE MEMORY

This is a new and unusual approach to
music synthesis. The sounds it produces
are modern
say the very least -and
the operation is extraordinarily simple.
Technically, this is a "psuedo random
sequence generator" operating as a
tune computer with tempo, voicing selection, -one shaping, and pause gates.

-to

BEETIIOVE\ couldn't

synthesize music
like a Moog, nor could he be programmed
to turn out a melody of the listener's own
choosing. The ``Psycic- Tone" doesn't do those
things either, but it is a real composer of syn-

thetic music. Set up on its internal digital
computer are 1728 different 63 -note sequences
that can be selected and combined with any of
63 pause combinations to produce 108,864
different melodic lines. These melodies can be
played at almost any tempo, pitch, or volume
and they can be played forward or backward,
right side up (normal scale) or upside down
(inverted scale). Six different voices are provided and the user has full control of the attack, sustain, and decay of the output.
Because of the wide flexibility of the controls, the music can have the sound of a violin,
a piano, or something like nothing you ever
beard before. On occasion, the music may

February, 1971
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S2

TUNE
SELECTORS
SI3, SI4, S15

POWER
SUPPLY

-

FIG 9

1177V

+24

MONITOR
SPKR

FIG 4

1{

+3.6
11111111111

TEMPO
GENERATOR

ICI,R35
FIG 2

TUNE
COMPUTER

TONE
GENERATOR

IC2 -IC5

01

-07

VOICE
SELECTORS

a FILTERS
S16-

FIG 5

FIG 3

S21

FIG 7

JI

PAUSE

SELECTORS

TONE
SHAPER

FIG 6

FIG 8

IC6,S7 -512

OUTPU"

-

08 -010

Fig. 1. The overall block diagram shows the signal flow for the system. Note
that voicing filters and tone shaper are not linked to the monitor speaker

PARTS LIST
CI

400.0 -µF, 6 -volt

electrolytic capacitor

(:2- 0.1-µF, 10-volt disc ceramic capacitor
C3-500 -pF, 50 -volt electrolytic capacitor
C4- 100 -µF-, 25 -volt electrolytic 'capacitor

C.5,C10-1.4947 -pF, 50 -volt Mylar capacitor
C6,C4 -0.22 -pF: ,50 -volt Mylar capacitor
C7415,C16,- 47 -µF, 6 -volt electrolytic

capacitor
(:9,x12-C14- 0.47 -pF, 50 -volt Mylar capacitor
(:11-0.01 -pF disc capacitor
DI- D.3-1- ampere, 100 -volt diode (IN4002 or
similar)
D4-24 -volt, 1 -watt zener diode (1N4749 or
similar)
D5- D7,D9- Silicon diode (1N914 or similar)
D8-3.3 -volt zener diode (1N746 or similar)
ICI -Dual bufjer(MC799P)
1C2-1C4- Dual flip-flop (MC79IP)
105,106-Quad two -input gate (MC724P)
11 -Phono jack
Q 1- Q3.Q7 -Q9- Transistor (National 2N5129)
Q4- Transistor (National 2N5139)
Q5- Transistor (Motorola 2N4871, do not
substitute)
Q6- Transistor (Motorola MPS6523, do not
substitute)
Q10- Transistor (Motorola 2X4351, do not
substitute)
R1-330 -ohm. f'watt resistor
R2- R4,R12,R31- R33,R36 -R38- 1000 -ohm, '/swatt resistor
R5-R7-22,000-ohm, % -att resistor
R8- R10- 100,000 -ohm potentiometer
RII- 11,000 -ohm, Ys- wait resistor
R 13,R 18- 1500 -oh.m, %-watt resistor
R 14- 5000 -ohm potentiometer
-

RI5 -470- ohm,

'/s -watt resistor
R16 -20 -ohm. %-watt resistor

R17.R20- 100,000 -ohnz, Ys-watt resist+

R19.R28-4700 -ohm, f4 -rcatt resistor
R21,R23 -27.000 -ohm, fa -matt resistor
R22,R24.R25- 1- megohm potentiorne4er
R26,R30- 3300 -ohm, f4-watt resistor
R27 -1000 -ohm potentiometer
R29-2200-ohm,-14-watt resistor
R30-3300 -ohm, ''/a -watt ,resistor
R34-8200-ohm, !4-Watt resistor
R35- 10,000 -ohm potentiometer
R39,R40- 3.3- megohm, ''A -watt resistor
SI- 512 -Dpdt rocker switch
SI3 -S15- Single -pole, 12- position, non- shorting rotary switch (Mallory 321121)
S16 -521- Interlocked six -station dpit pushbutton snitch assembly (Southwest Technical SIV- 9678 -stf or similar)
TI -Power transformer; secondaries: 24 volts
at 100 mA. 6.3 volts CT at 400 mA
Misc.-Printed circuit terminals (47 optional), 3.2 -ohm speaker, suitable cha.'sis, sub chassis, grommets (3), line cord with strain
relief. bottom plate with mound r g hardware, rubber feet (4), switch hardware,
ground lugs (3), á" knobs (9), T. " knobs
-

(3).
Note-The following are-available fro Southwest Technical Products, Box 16 97, San
Antonio, TX 78216: etched ant drilled
printed circuit board at 86.50, 1 ostpaid;
complete 'kit with chassis, dialpl te, and
hardware at $47.65 plus postage and insurance for 7 lb.
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sound familiar but it is more likely to have a
science- fiction flavor with many wild tonal
sequences.
The Psych -Tone can be used with its internal monitor speaker; but, preferably, it should
be connected to an external power amplifier
to take advantage of the various voices and
the sustain, attack, and decay prow isons
which are not available when only the monitor
speaker is used.

General Circuit Operation. The Psych Tone consists of seven operational blocks and
a power supply as shown in Fig. 1. The tempo
generator determines the reference beat (or
clock) for the tune computer, which cycles
through 63 different states in step with the
clock pulse. The three tune selector swit_hes
convert the initial 63 -note sequence into any
one of 1728 different combinations. The tune
computer also drives a pause selector circuit
that decides when pulses are to be produced
instead of tones. The selected sequence of
notes and pauses then goes to a. tone generator where it is converted into audio tones.
In the voice selector (filters) the tones are
shaped into one of six selected voices, in a
manner similar to the operation of an electric
organ. The tones are further shaped in a
variable -gain circuit that provides for ad, usting the duration (sustain), attack (how fast

COMPUTER

IC2, IC3, IC4
FIG 3

+
C16

C15

+ 47yF

47yF

TO TONE

SHAPER
Q8
FIG 8

*ICI

MC799P

R36
IK

CD

R35

+3.6V

10K

TEMPO

Fig. 2. The tempo generator is a simple os-

cillator made up from

a

single quad -gate IC.

the tone reaches full volume), decay (how fast
the tone dies away from full volume), and
loudness.

Tempo Generator. This circuit, shown in
Fig. 2, contains a single integrated circuit
(ICI) operating- as an astable multivibrator.
Two square wave outputs are produced -one
having a. fast fall time and high drive capability for the tune computer, and the other for

SI3, SI4, SI5
FIG 4

FIG 2

TO

TO TUNE

TO TUNE SELECTOR SWITCHES

FROM TEMPO
GENERATOR

ICI,

+3.6V

R37
IK

"T"

INPUTS ON

IC2,IC3, IC4

IC4
C

0

C

1.1

T
S

O

S

0

C

O

C

O

0

S

0.

S

0

T

T

0

S

0

S

S.

8

F3

PLAY

U3

R38

BACK

IK

U4

S6

+3.6V
S4
UP

DOWN

CD

*ALSO

TO

I

FRONT

.

PAUSE GATE

IC6,FIG 6

Fig. 3. The tune computer is a digital sequence generator that repeats every 63
counts and can be programmed for forward, backward, normal or inverted counting.
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I

I

I

I
I

I

I

I

I

I

314

TO

TONE

02 GEN

FIG 5

I

I
I

I

I

I

JI

4. Three tune -selector switches
accept 12 outputs from the tune computer, and after the desired selection,
deliver three signals to tone generator.
Fig.

I

Q o

o

Q

Q o

Ica

o Q

ZC3

Q o

o

IC4

/

FROM TUNE COMPUTER

FIG 3

ALSO AVAILABLE
A recently introduced

unit which is quite

similar to the Psych -Tone

is the Muse, made
by Triadex, Inc., Newton Upper Falls, Mass.
With 14 trillion note combinations, the Muse
has four switches for volume, tempo, pitch,
and fine pitch and eight slide switches. Four
of the latter vary the interval and thus deter-

mine the notes, while the other four control
the theme and variations of the melody.
Triadex warns that it is possible to set up
a composition that would take 30 years to
play -which may be a little too long if you're
only interested in the finale. The Muse is listed
at $300.

Circle No. 92 on Reader Service Page

15

or 95
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SIVE

013 gate. Switches S3 and S4 connect
the logic so that the shirt register goes forward, backward, with a normal scale, or with
an inverted scale. The computer repeats every
03 counts. While any short sequence appears
to be a random train of binary words, the
same sequence repeats every time. Selector
switch ,s'(; holds the computer in any interrupted state until the user is ready to re -start
the sequence.
Each of the six stages has two possible outputs: a true or Q and the complement or not
Q output. Thus there are twelve outputs which
are .selected by ,S'13, S11, and .Y15, shown in
Fig. 4 so that three signals are supplied to
the tone generator.

the tone shaper sustain circuit. The tempo
(beat) is adjusted over a 5:1 range by potentiometer 135. If desired, the values of C15
and C16 can be increased or decreased to slow
down or speed up the tempo, respectively.

Tune Computer. As shown in Fig. 3, the
concllnter is a "pseudo random sequence generator." Like a random noise source, the computer sequences appear to be totally unrelated.
however, this circuit can be programmed to
return to exactly the same random sequence
at any time. The logic consists of a six- stage
shift register (IC 2, 1C3, and 1('1) and an
EXCLUSIVE 0ß gate (105). The shift register is toggled by the tempo generator described above.
At each toggle pulse, each stage of the
register shifts a 1 or a 0 to the next stage.
'l'he last two stages (WO
í) drive the EXCLU-

Tone Generator. The circuit shown in
is basically a uni, junction transistor
oscillator (Q5) whose frequency is determined

RATIO

+24V

111

R8

1 1

R14

R9

RIO

OOK

IOOK

IOOK

RS

R6

R7

22K

22K

22K

5K
PITCH

0
R13
1.5 K

04

al

SI5

+24V

R2
IK

RII

512

RI8

R15

47011

IIK

1.5K

C6

+24V

22pF

02
2N5129

VOICE
SELECTOR
8 FILTERS
TO

FIG 7

FROM
FIG 4

$14

R3
IK

517
10OK

05

Q3

2N5129

S13

R4
IK

07
R16

FROM
FIG 6

106

2011

O

MONITOR

OFF'

ON

1
D5
IN914

3.211
MONITOR
SPKR

Fig. 5. The tone generator consists of a LIJT oscillator whose frequency is dependent on the current
flowing through Q4. This in turn is determined by the pitch control and operation of Q1 through Q3.
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IC2

57

GO
o

©

Se

I

S9
FROM
FIG 3

I03

O

O

SO

TO PAUSE

©

FIG 5

GATE

I' ©

O
IC4,
O

©

©'

S12

Fig. 6. Pause gate is an arrangement
of two -input gates having a common output. The presence of signals on six input
lines determines when there is an output.

S7 -512 =PAUSE PROBABILITY

*3/4

IC6

SELECTORS
MC724P

by the value of f'S and the collector current of

ante output for the voice sele,tor without
loading the l'.JT oscillator.

Q -1.

Transistors QI throall Q3 cause the base
voltage of QI to vary in accordance with the
signals selected by S13, S14, and S15. The
effect of the signals on Q4 is determined by
the collector loads on QI through Q3. These
are potentiometers R8 through 1110. Normally,
one control is set near maximum, one at the
midpoint and the other near minimtun to get
a weighted average and provide a wide spread
of tonal values. The three ratio potentiometer,
permit an infinite variety of tonal forms for
each of the basic sequences.
Pitch is controlled by R14, which, when
combined with the tone -shifting base voltage
applied to Q 1, determines the frequency of
oscillation. Resistor 1117 and transistor Q6
form a buffer amplifier having a to v- imped-

FROM
FROM

Pauses are provided by Q7, w tic' shorts
out C5 and prevents a tone from being generated when a pause is desired.
The monitor speaker is switch ed in and
out by S2 while diode D5 insur - the same
pitch whether the speaker is used r not. The
speaker responds only to tone an pause sequences and is not affected by t le sustain,
attack, decay, and volume control. However,
the volume on the monitor is su ïicient for

pratt ive sessions.

Pause Gate..As shown in Fig. (, the pause
gale consists of three two -input g tes (IC6)
arranged so that a logic 1 on any i. put allows
HIP tones to be produced (throng Q7). The
IN inputs come through selector
witches S7

PEAKED
SAWTOOTH

GENE,

FIG 5

S16Á

j

SAWTOOTH

w--1

5174

SPIKES

SINE

CLIPPED

1
O-411

518A

519A

L.
-

520A

1N748

7. Voice selection is similar to that of an electronic
organ. To change the "color" of
any voice, vary component values.

OVERDRIVEN

WAVE

S2íÁ

R31

C12

Fig.

R28
4.7K

R29
2.2K

R30
3.3K
C14

47

.yF

IN914
C13

CIO

.047yF

CI

47yF

t

_O

5168

SI7B

C+-

5189

I

IK

.01yF

O
TO
TONE
SHAPER
FIG 8

P33

S

98

S208

5218

I
GND
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S7-S12
(PAUSE)

SI6-S 21

RS, R9, R10
( RATIO)

(VOICES)

Although any mechanical arrangement can be used, the prototype was assembled to the front panel with a set of brackets and the potentiometer mounting
hardware. The PC board is supported by the three tune -selector switches.

IC6

ICI
The tune-selector switch terminals fit through hones drilled in the PC board, and are soldered
to the foil side of board. The three switches then support the board away from the panel.
February, 1971
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R3O

D8 D9

R31

R32

R33

The six voice switches are mounted on their own bracket with other components attached
.irectly.
The switch combination should be such that only one switch can be operational at a y
time.

through S12, which provide either a Q or not
Q signal, the latter being ground. If all the
switches were grounded, there would be no
tone generated since the common output would
be high, saturating Q7 and stopping the oscillation of the UJT circuit. If any five switches
are grounded, the circuit plays about half the
tones, with blanks or pauses at random intervals. With four switches grounded, 3/4 of the
tones are sounded; while grounding any three
switches drops one note in eight (on the average) The combination of switches used determines the positions of the pauses. Thus, there
are 15 different ways to eliminate every
fourth note on the average and 20 different
ways to play the computer with an average of
one note in eight missed.
.

Voice Selector. The circuit shown in Fig.
7 is controlled by a six- station interlocked

pushbutton assembly (S16 through S21) . The
switches determine the waveform of the tone
produced : sawtooth, peaked sawtooth, spiked,
clipped, rough sinusoid, or overdriven. The
filters suggested here were chosen for economical purposes; filters such as those found in
electronic organs may be used to obtain other
tonal qualities.

Tone Shaper. The tone shap r (see Fig.
8) converts the filtered tones in individual
notes. Transistor Q10 is biased y R39 and
R40 to act as a variable resisto which conducts both positive and negative portions of
a waveform equally. This transis or acts as a
shunt to ground from the output erminal.
The voltage across C8 determin s the opera tional mode of Q10. If this voltag is 6 or more
volts positive (with respect to g ound), Q10
acts as a low resistance and short out the signal. If C8 is grounded, Q10 p ses all the
signal. Intermediate values of the control
voltage result in a controlled out ut level.
The rate at which C8 goes fro a positive
voltage to ground determines h w fast the
output amplitude rises (the attac time) ; the
length of time that C8 stays nea ground determines the sustain; and the ate of dis charge on C8 determines the deed y time. The
final output varies greatly for va ions values
of attack, sustain, and decay. N ith a mod crate amount of all three, a violin effect is obtamed. With sharp attack, short :ustain, and
long decay, the percussive sound a piano or
chime is generated. A long attac -, long sus tain, and very short decay provi e a totally
unreal sound similar to a recd ding being
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+ 24V

STEP

IM
DECAY

IM

GLIDE

R25

R24

R22

SUSTAIN

IM

ATTACK

C8T.22y

R20
100K

S5

R40
3.3M

D7

D6

010

2N4351
R19

FROM

4.7K

TEMPO +
GEN
FIG 2

C7

47yF
NC

R26
3.3K

Fig. 8. The tone shaper modifies the envelope of

FROM VOICE

the input signal in sustain (duration), attack,
and decay. Variation of these three controls produces some of the strange audio effects heard.

FIG 7

SELECTOR
R27
K

JI

OUTPUT

C9

.47yF

Construction. An etched and drilled PC
board is available commercially (see Parts
List of Fig. 1 ) or you can make your own
from a foil pattern that can be obtained
by sending 251 to Editorial Department,
POPULAR ELECTRONICS, 1 Park Ave., New
York, NY 10016.
Install the components on the board as
shown in Fib. 10. 1tistall the five jumpers next
to the IC's using insulated sleeving on the two
jumpers toward the center of the board. You
may use PC terminals for the external connections to the board.
To save a lot of individual wiring, switches
S13 through ,415 are mounted directly on the

played backward. Tremolo effects are obtained when the decay is set to overlap into
the next tone, producing a "waa -waa ". With
R; in the elide position, Q10 is disabled and
the 501111(1 is similar to that of a bagpipe.
Transistor Q8 is a monostable stage pro viding the Sustain effect. Its output is controlled by P.22 and is inverted by Q.9. The
output of Q9 is routed to (8 for the attack
effect or /l?f for decay.

Power Supply. The circuit of the power
supply is shown in Fig. 9. It generates 24
volts dc for the tone generator circuit and 3.6
volts dc for the digital logic circuits.

+24v

T

SI

I

+3.6V

I7 VAC

Fig. 9. As shown in the schematic,
the power supply is quite conventional. The 24 -volt supply has a zener
diode regulator. The other side is

6.3V

DI

Cr

not regulated since only the voltage
level is of concern in the circuit.

CI

D2

40005F

C2
.IyF

GNU
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RII

...CS
OS

R16
I

I

I

I

OR7

t

R6

RS

I

I

rCS

07
I

IQ3000Q1
02

4

>,...

R38

R2

R3

IC4

514

2

1C3

IC2

C2
R21

CI

R 13

.,:...jl+

p4
LSD

3-iä

-R36 -I

I

.JL _

08

I

07 F'f26

+

v+
+^
C16

I

-R37--

ICI

C15

-R19-

C3

Fig. 10. Component installation. Unfortunately, the

foil side of the board, with the switch terminals inserted through the board. The inserted
terminals may be crimped and fastened to the
component side of the board with epoxy cement; then solder them to the pads on the foil
side. A small wire jumper at the common

actual size foil pattern is too large for the page.

terminal of each switch simplifies the final
assembly.
When installing the components, use a lowwattage soldering iron and fine solder, and
observe the polarities of all components. Several different basing schemes are used on the

Author used

a set of brackets and
subchassis to assemble prototype.
With some ingenuity, any other mechanical arrangement can be used.

SUBCHASSIS A

.r

"U" BRACKET
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RESPONSE
POTS

GROMMET OR
THREADED BUSHING

SI-S12

DIAL PLATE

SUBCHASSIS "B"

VOICE
SELECTORS
SUBCHASSIS "A'

"U" BRACKET

C

RCUIT BOARD

Fig. 11. If you want to use metal supports, this drawing
will give you a good idea of how they are used and placed.

transistors so he sure you get therm installed
II le rly.
properly.
Transistor 4110 can be damaged by careless
handling. 'fa install this component, wait until all the other parts have been mounted on
the Iii ard. 1)o not remove the shorting ring
that comes with the transistor until yon are
ready to install it. Just before installation,
wrap several turns of lure wire around the

leads at the case, remove the shorting rind.
and turn the substrate lead up (it is left unconnected). Install the transistor using. a low-;tower soldering iron (not a gun). Once it is
in place, remove the shorting wire.
Two snbchassis brackets and a larger
U-shaped bracket are used in the final assemble (see Fig. 11 ). The dialplate is secured to
the brackets using the potentiometer hardware. The transformer is mounted wherever
convenient. The bottom panel supports the
speaker.
To avoid wiring confusion, it is best to us,
several colors of vVire and group then into
:Harnesses by tieing them or slipping' therm

through lengths of sleerina.

Preliminary Checkout. Double cheek all
-,airing, install the varions knobs, identify the
detests on the switches, ä111 use some foret of
lettering to mark all controls and switch positions.
Plug the unit in, turn on switch Si and
measare both supply voltages to make sure
they are correct. Place the monitor switch
position and set S6 to PLAY.
(,Y ?) in the
Set any three panse select switches (S7
through S1.2 up and the other three down.
The l'svch- '1'onc sllollill start to compose. Connect an external audio amplifier and speaker
o .11 and note the effects of the voice selectors
(,s,IG throtrin S,i1) .und all other controls.
There are no operating rules. Any and all
f the 28 operating controls can be used in
my sequence to produce any desired effect.

O
I

D5

In

with

S2

SI

most cases, components directly associated
a switch are mounted on the switch termi,als.
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Do you work in electronics?
Find out how CREI can ;give
you the specialized technical
knowledge you need for
better pay, more security.
Mail postpaid card for
FREE book and complete
information.
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The

QRP

Thing

BATTERY -OPERATED 40 -METER TRANSMITTER
BY HANK OLSON, W6GXN

This solid -state amateur radio transmitter overcomes some of the evils
of low -power transistorized designs
chirpy keying and plenty of harmonic
radiation. Through the use of a FET

-

crystal -oscillator and ferrite toroid
core oils, this transmitter puts out a
clean signal and has been used by the
author on 7135 kHz to work most of
the West Coast.

TI

ENE IIAS ALWAYS been an interest in
low power operation among radio amateurs. IDuring the first days of high- frequency
radio, the very earl } - QRP rigs were low -

powered because the more powerful tubes
were either rare or too costly. Even after the
arrival of "war surplus" and a 100 -watt tube
became cheaper than a new 3Q4, there was a

-

continuous stream of home -built QHP rigs
considered quite fashionable.
Most new QIiP rigs are transistorized
and therefore capable of low battery
draiu.,.2.'.d.s.6.' Such rigs nui easily for long
periods of time from inexpensive dry batteries or from a 12 -volt auto battery.

Pretty Good, But!

A

rather surprising

percentage of transistorized QM' rigs use
crustal oscillators with designs that leave
much to be desired. In fact, many of the circuits either key the oscillator or drive the
output transistor directly from the crystal
oscillator -both acknowledged to be relatively
poor circuit practices.
Pre -World War II ham operators will recall some of the simple crystal -oscillator transmitters similar to the famous (iL6 Tri -tet
circuit. These transmitters used a #49 incan-

February, 1971
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5011
INPUT

560
pF

20

120
pF

pF

560

5011
OUTPUT

pF

son

INPUT

5011
5E0
pF

180
pF

5-100
pF

56

OUTPUT

pF

IK

CENTER

Fig. 1. A double pi- network was designed to be used with this transmitter. At the left, note
that an untuned pi- network can be easily constructed using commonly available parts values
to operate at 40 meters with 50 ohms input and 1000 ohms output. Two of these pi- networks

placed back -to -back present the ideal impedance. The operating

descent bulb in series with a crystal as a fuse
to prevent cracking the quartz crystal due to
excessive currents. Radiating- directly from a
crystal oscillator-and keying it to boot -was
bad practice in that era, and it is still bad
practice in 1971. The only consolation is that
a chirpy 2\3053 single stage running at 100
mAV input isn't causing as much interference
as a chirpy 6E6 running- at 50 watts!
Most QRP crystal oscillator designs examined by the author used bipolar transistors.
The bipolar transistor does not make a good
crystal oscillator- except perhaps for use with
crystals that are cut for series -mode operation.
This is because of the low impedances associated with a bipolar transistor.' In many
QRP circuits, the crystal either doesn't oscillate reliably, or does so at a frequency considerably lower in frequency than it is marked

Q

was chosen to be about 10..

-since most amateur band crystals, are ground
for use in parallel resonant circuits (around
32 pF).
FEY Crystal Oscillator. The CARP transmitter discussed in this article solves several
of the problems inherent in circuits published
in the past. This circuit uses an FET in a
standard Colpitts configuration tl at presents
32 pF to the crystal. Amateur band crystals
in this circuit oscillate at the frequencies
marked. Furthermore, the low diive assures
thermal stability of the crystal to reduce frequency drift. Since the crystal oscillator stage
is not keyed, chirping is no longer a problem.
Keying is accomplished in the e itter of the
second (driver) stage which is unning in
class A. The final stage of this RP transmitter runs at zero bias-or class -and only

Fig. 2. This is the display of out-

put from the 2N3053 stage
without dual pi- network. Note
the excessive generation of harmonics that would go right into
the antenna. Each horizontal division is 10 MHz and the 3rd
harmonic is only 14 dB down.
With dual pi- network above in

circuit, the 3rd harmonic

was suppressed about 55 dB.
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conducts current when
tion is forward- biased
the r -f drive.
Those familiar with
probably now reading

its base-emitter juncby positive swings of

brow. Certainly the most nonlinear gadget in
the history of ham radio is a transistor operating in class C. After all, driving a diode

transistor circuits are
this with raised eye-

(base- emitter junction) into forward conduction is reminiscent of antique 100 -kHz calibrators, where a diode was inserted in the
output to enhance harmonic production. Since
the final of the QRP transmitter does have
such a large harmonic content, it is necessary
to insert an output network having a highly
effective operating Q. This is no real burden
in design since the output impedance of our
transistor final is quite low and a two- section
matching network is easier to realize than a
single -section network.
A double-pi network is shown in Fig. 1.
The point at which the two pi- sections inter compcet was chosen to he 1000 ohms and the
operating Q of each section was chosen to be
10. Since the input and output impedance are
both 50 ohms, it is possible to show the effectiveness of this network on a spectrum analyzer -see Fig. 2. Note that the analyzer pattern
shows the third harmonic at 21 MHz to be
only 14 dB down from the fundamental when
operating the collector directly into 50 ohms.
A srnilar spectrum oseillogram taken with
the double -pi inserted in the circuit would

front panel for transmitter, prototype had
second sheet of double -faced copper clad board.

For a
a

SOLDER
BONDING
Cl

Note how the front panel was soldered to the circuit board to make prototype unit. Copper on top
of board must be removed so that component leads can go through to foil pattern without shorting.
41
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o
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w
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o
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Fig. 4. Above is printed circuit
foil pattern for underside of the

double -faced board. Parts placement is shown at left. Note that
this is view looking up through
both copper foils. Terminations
that are not marked with an asterisk go through the top side of
the board and are soldered to

remaining etched foil pattern.

i#

:

TOJI

show the only harmonic visible (second) to be
55 dB down from the fundamental.
After experimentation, the final circuit for
the QM' rig is shown in Fig. 3. The overall
circuit is straightforward and uses readily

available components with the sole exception
of the two toroids, L1 and L2. If any coil
types other than the toroids are substituted,
considerable additional shielding will be required.

The heat sink which holds transistor Q3 is fastened by a bolt through the front panel. Note how
two of Q3's leads go through circuit board to foil pattern while the third is soldered to the top.

+180
STORE
CARRY
BORROW

R'

15K

CLEAR.

-

UP-

COUNTIDOWN

A
BCD B
DATA

INPUTS

A

A

COUNTER

STORAGE

74192

IC2
7475

ICI

C

READOUT
DRIVER

IC3

READOUT

7441

7447
i

1. Counter is essentially the same
other decade counter except in this case,

Fig.

as any
the use
of an MSI IC (ICI) enables both up and down c Du nting, and provisions for preset and modulo ch; rnge.

C

LOAD

PARTS LIST
IC1 -74192 synchronous 4 -bit up /down

and

1C2- 7475 4 -bit bistable latch
1C3- 7441 BCD -to- decimal decoder`
RI- 15.000- ohm,-watt resistor**
V1- Readout tube (Burroughs B-5750,
perex

Ant -

or similar)
-Note -The following are available from Southwest Technical Products Corp., 219 W.
Rhapsody, San Antonio, TX 78216: etched
Z,11 -1000,

speed-as more and more uses for the DCU
are found, counting frequencies are steadily
inereasiüg.
The Ultimate Counter, with a maximum
counting speed of 32 MHz, was designed to
solve all of the above problems. This counter
lias a number of new features (see Fig. 1)
which are made possible by the use of a new
integrated circuit (the 74192), the first medium-scale integration (MSI) device to be
used in an experimenters' construction

project.
The 74192 IC lias up and down inputs, four
extra data inputs to preset the counter to any
state, and facilities for clear, carry, and borrow functions. The clear input is completely
independent of the count and forces the outputs to a low state when it is activated. Several counters can be cascaded by connecting
the borrow and carry outputs to the up and
down inputs of the next counter. The four
data inputs can be used to preset the counter
to any desired number by feeding the respective BC'D (binary coded decimal) signal into
these inputs and activating the load line.
There is no prefix on the integrated circuit
type number since the device is made by several different manufacturers who use their
own prefixes.

drilled

board
kit of
parts including PC board (#, UC, V -1) at
525.00 plus postage and insurance J or 6 oz.
7A 7447 BCD -to-seven -segment decoct er /driver must be used here if 7-segment readout
is used. The PC board will hay to be
changed to accommodate different IC.
*Controls readout tube brightness. Way be
between 10,000 and 22,000 ohms, as desired.

(#UCB) at

(minter

PC
G -10 fiberglass
52.15 postpaid; compie

Storage. This stage does not a ''d anything
to the performance of the counter but makes
it more enjoyable to use. In ni ny instruments, the measuring cycle can ee from a
tenth of a second to several secoi . s. During
this time, an annoying blur of dig is appears
on the readout. This effect is remoi ed by storing the BCD data from the input . unter and
passing it on to the readout on com and when
the counting cycle is finished. In tl is way, the
readout remains stationary until th command
is given and the readout switches to the new
value. If this feature is not want d, the outputs of the counter IC can be co uuected directly to the driver IC, with the torage IC
omitted.
is either
Readout Driver. The driver st,
a 7441 IC (for a Nixie® tube res dout) or a
7447 IC (for a 7- segment readout .

Construction. The foil patte n for the
Ultimate Counter. using a Nixie ti e readout,
is shown in Fig. 2. Component
d jumper
intstallations are also shown. The oil pattern
will have to be altered if the 744t IC is used
for 7- segment readout. The pover supply
shown in Fig. 3 can be used to su.ply several
counter boards.
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2. Actual -size foil
pattern and component
Fig.

installation for Nixie

.Iro
4 a

-

tube operation. The foil
pattern for IC3 will have
to be revised if a 7 -segment driver is to be used.

COMMD

o-

Rl

m

,
o
\MD

a
O

o

d

--O

6M0

VIEW

VIEW

CSLTEOARRE

B°

OA

BORRUIN

IV

00000
a0000

L DEC

CARßr

o

60

OO
30
09 20
OA

r

DOWN

0010

.S

B

Oft

-5750

BOTTOM VIEW

R

DEC

0$ 10 \
09 20
DEC- 0 00 30 0
0 07 40

\

0650

/

Á

ZM-I000

BOTTOM VIEW

+180

TI

i'2

I2yF

02

02

I7 VAC

I

60Hz

DI-06=1N5060
D7-09=1N914

R5

OOR

Fig. 3. The power supply can drive a
number of Nixie readouts. Seven -seg-

ment indicators do not require the
high voltage coming from D1 and D2
therefore they, C2, and the high -voltage winding of T1 can be eliminated.

PARTS LIST
POWER SUPPLY

CI- 6000-µF,

10 -volt

electrolytic capacitor

C2- 12 -0%, 250 -volt electroyltic capacitor
D1- D6- 1Á,400V PIV silicon rectifier (I.!5060 or similar)
N9I4 diode
D7 -D9

-1

Ft-IA-fuse

QI-2N5128

transistor

Q2-M13055 transistor

(Motorola)

R1 -150 -ohm, ",::-watt resistor

R2-220-ohm,-watt resistor

R3,R5 -100 -ohm, iz -watt resistor

CI

6000yF

I

D7

GND

L

o

60Hz REF

R4- 100-ohm,

PC -type trimmer potentiometer
(1RC X -201 or similar)
Power transformer: secondaries: 6.3V at

TI-

IA.300VCTat25to A

Misr. -Heat sink for Q2, spacers, mounting
hardware. etc.
\ate -The following are available from
Southwest Technical Products Corp., 219
if . Rhapsody, San Antonio, TX 78216:
etched and drilled PC board # 169 -PB at
$2.45 postpaid: complete kit of parts including PC board # 169-C at $ 11.55 plus
postage for 4 lb.
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cuits from discrete elements: transistors, resistors, capacitors, diodes, etc.
The purpose of this article is to provide
information needed to breadboard IC logic
element equivalents, or near equivalents.
"Equivalent " -as used here -refers to the
function and not the configuration of the IC
and discrete circuits.
In this first of a two-part story on resistortransistor logic (RTL), attention is focused
on logic gates. ( The glossary explains the distinction between the three fundamental types
of digital logic systems -RTL, DTL, and TTL
-and provides definitions for the various
technical terms used in this article.) Instalment number two will deal with the more sophisticated toggled logic circuits, including
the JK flip -flop.

Virtually every RTL element consists of
some form of logic gate which operates in
much the same manner as a common relay.
The gate requires an input activating force
and a two -state (on /off, high /low, or logic
1 /logic 0) output. Only two output states are
necessary for digital circuits to communicate
in their two -digit, or binary arithmetic, lan-

guage. Consequently, the basic elements of
digital systems are quite simple.
Compared to the 0 -to-9 decimal system of
arithmetic, however, binary arithmetic requires a tedious number of operations to perform the same function and process the same
information. The extra operations, of course,
require extra logic elements which, in turn,
give all digital equipment the appearance of
being complex.
The actual simplicity of a digital logic element can be seen in the two -input IC logic
gate shown in Fig. 1. If only one stage of this
circuit is considered, it is the configuration of
an inverter, or one -input gate, in an integrated
circuit. This gate could not be simpler, consisting of a single transistor and its associated
-tad V

64/0a

base resistor. A hex -inverter I would contain
6 such inverters, all connect d to the power
source through a common 6 0 -ohm collector
load resistor. (Note : Integ: ted circuit designers have chosen 450 oh an, and 640 ohms
for the base and collector h d resistors, respectively. These values give he circuit optimum fan -in and fan-out. TI 450- and 640ohm values used inside IC's a not commonly
available in discrete compon nt form; when
you breadboard your element , you would use
470- and 680-ohm resistors. hese will work
adequately.)
The transistors in all RTl integrated circuits are silicon npn types wit i characteristics
similar to discrete compute] type switching
transistors. All RTL IC's ope: to from a power source of 3.6 volts within a
aximum tolerance of ten percent.
When breadboarding any RTL element,
keep in mind that a compute: type transistor
need not have a linear transf r characteristic
since it is never operated in linear fashion.
It is either completely cut off r fully saturated. However, it must havi certain other
characteristics : excellent hig 1-frequency response; comparatively high sa uration ourrent
gain; and 0.2 volt or less col ctor-to- emitter
saturation potential. The lati r is important
because when the output of ne gate is con nected directly to the input f another gate,
the output potential of the
rst transistor,
when saturated, is sufficient near ground
potential to insure that the si cond transistor
is fully cut off.
A one -input gate is most cor only referred
to as an inverter because its output is 180°
out of phase with its input. h terms of positive computer logic, when th input is at a
logic 1, the output is at a lc is 0, and vice
versa (logic 1 is the complem nt of logic 0).
In terms of negative comput r logic, the 0's
and l's change places for the on or off state
of a given transistor.
It is simpler to follow po itive computer
logic where a logic 0 is equn to ground or
near ground potential because the logic desig1

OUTPUT

nation coincides with the sign al
as logic is concerned, howev( r,

4`0It
/NPUT 1

usan
/NPUT

'n

Fig. 1. N -input integrated circuit gate.
50

level. As

far

it makes no
difference whether logic 0 is r presented by a
near -ground potential or by some potential
significantly removed from round. If you
think of a logic 0 as represen ed by a cut off
transistor, and a logic 1 as r@ presented by a
saturated transistor, then ne ,ative logic can
be followed as easily as can p bsitive logic.
The schematic diagram of F ig. 1 shows how
simple it is to provide addition al inputs to the
POPO AR ELECTRONICS

(,äoíì

avrP T

v70rz

//PUT

1

/NPUT

t

Fig. 2. N -input discrete -component logic gate.

logic ,gate. The collector load resistor remains
the same for each additional input stage.
Theoretically, at least, IC designers could ;o
on adding inputs in this fashion until the
total accumulated leakage current beean:e excessive. In easily available I(''s, four inputs
in a quad arrangement -are thie most you can

-

get. Within reasonable limits, adding inputs
lias no significant effect on the fan -in and fan out factors of a gate.

There is nothing mysterious about resistors and transistors on an lC chip. They
function the saine as their discrete counterparts. So, you can easily assemble an inverter,
a two -input gate, an ii -input gate, etc., r.sing
discrete components alone. (The circuits presented from here on are designed to operate
at speeds up to 100,000 Iiz, snllicient for experimental purposes. Digital equipment used
in science and industry, of course, bee -hues
practical only because it can operate at speeds
in the \IIIz range.)

Figure 2 show's how you can breadloard
logic gates with discrete components. Readily
available resistor values are somewhat greater
than those conventionally used in integrated
circuits, but they are close enough 1'oÿ the
most part -especially if you do not attempt to
work your discrete- component setups close to
maximum fan -out. But when working with
critical circuits, you shouldn't load your circuits too heavily in any case.
Almost any high- speed, computer -type silicon upn switching transistor can be used in
your circuit setups. A good example of such a
transistor is the 2N 24 î 5 and 11E1'56. I f you
are in an area where surplus parts stores are
located, you might be able to pick up gn_te an
assortment of silicon switching transistors at
bargain prices.
In the absence of computer -grade transistors, you might try using- any high- freq.tency
silicon npn transistors you have arounc:. But

remember to run the input up to where the
transistor is well into saturation, and check
the collector -to- emitter potential with a meter.
I f the reading obtained is 0.2 volt or less,
chances are you can use the transistor in digital logic -gate service.
Being able to expand a gate is particularly
useful tvIien circuits are being assembled on
your workbench. The circuit in Fig. 31 is an
.'.rjmw1Pr, resembling an inverter or one:input
gate with the exception that it lias no collector load resistor. Figure 3B shows hots an
xpander can be added to an IC inverter element to make a two -input logic gate. Simply
connect the collector (output) of the expander
circuit to the output of the inverter. The input to the inverter now becomes input 1 and
the input to the expander becomes input 2.
Note that the circuit is fundamentally identical to that in Fig. 1. In a similar manner, you
can add an expander to a two -input gate to
create a three -input gate, and so on.
Now, suppose you have a two -input -gate
IC, you need a three -input gate, and you have
no suitable transistor on hand to breadboard
the expander. You can expand the two -input
gate to a three -input gate by using a couple
of germanium diodes as shown in Fig. 4A.
The diodes can he 1\191 or IIFP134 types
or any diode with similar characteristics.
The purpose of the diodes is to keep a logic
signal at input 1 from entering input 2 and
vice versa. Yet each diode allows the signal at
its respective input to enter the IC left -gate
input. (Note: Discrete and IC configurations
can be identified by whether or not a circle
encloses the transistors. Discrete transistors
are enclosed in circles, while IC transistor:;

-

0U7PUT

iNPUr

(A)

6801.
OUTPUT

17.61/

/NI=uT

1

Fig. 3. Simple expander (A) adds inputs to gate (B).
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/NP/r1

Fig. 4. Germanium diodes

re often used to
add inputs to existing gal es (A) and (B).
Typical noise immunity cire uit (C) is below.

/NPUr2

/NPUT

3

6.3012

68012

,M-

c21/7-P(iT

4

/0K

f.3.6V
HEP56

4.7K

or

OUTPUT

ILO

/OK

HEP56

//VP!/"T

(C)

are not.) If you need a four -input gate, you
can add a similar pair of diodes in the same
manner to the input resistor on the second

positive -logic NOR g te is a nega.tive -logic NA NI) gate. From the point of
A

view of positive logic, the g tes described
thus far are all NOR gates in hich a logic 1
input to either input 1 or inp t 2 (or both)
produces a logic 0 output.
The circuit in Fig. GA is
conventional
positive -logic two -input AND gate wherein
both inputs must be supplied vith a logic 1
signal to generate a logic 1 sig al at the out put. This setup requires two il verters and a
two -input gate to bring the inp it and output
signals into phase with each of er. The small
circles at the apices of the log e symbols indicate inversion, or a 180° p ase displace ment, between the input and o ltput signals.
Hence, two gates or inverters re needed to
make the output and input s gnals of the
same phase.
If you have only three env rters and no
two -input gate available, you e n breadboard
a positive -logic AND gate witl the aid of a
pair of germanium diodes as . Town in Fig.

transistor.
There can be a 0.3 -0.4 -volt forward voltage
drop across each diode, so it is not advisable
to use diode expansion as part of the load in
a maximum fan -out configuration. The transistor expander in Fig. 3A is not subject to
this limitation.
On the other hand, if you are breadboarding a two -input gate using a pair of germanimn diodes and a single transistor, as shown in
Fig. 4B, you can often get around the voltage drop limitation by using a germanium npn
transistor (HEP641 or similar) in the setup.
However, there are significant. factors that
must be taken into consideration here. First,
germanium transistors call be operated in no
more than a moderate temperature environment since they perform poorly or not at all
at elevated temperatures. (The same, of
course, applies to germanium diodes.) Second, the lower the required logic level, the
lower the noise immunity of the circuit.
For those setups where noise pulses or
spurious signals are a particular problem,
the circuit in Fig. 4C can be of considerable
value. This circuit gates with an input logic
level of 3 volts but is unresponsive to input
signals of 1.5 volts or less. Additionally, its
fan -in is only about ten percent that of a gate
with a conventional input.
From now on, logic symbols will be used in
many of the schematic diagrams in this article. The logic symbols, with their equivalent
electronic circuits, are given in Fig. 5.
52
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GB. An AND gate, assembled with discrete
components is given in Fig. 6C.
An AND gate requires two nversions so
that logic 1 inputs provide a 1. is 1 output.
Without the second inversion, u e would have
a NAND gate. In the NAND e reuit, logic 1
inputs provide a logic 0 output. even in Fig.
6D and in Fig. GE are the logic diagram and
discrete component schematic diagram for
NAND gates.
In comparing the AND and TAND gates,
note that a double inversion is e ual to no inversion at all.
In the preceding logic -gate ei cuits, output
POPULA

ELECTRONICS

GLOSSARY OF DIGITAL LOGIC TERMS
ADDER: Switching circuit that combines binary information to generate the SUM and
CARRY of this information.
AND: This Boolean logic expression is used
to identify the logic operation where, given
two or more variables, all must be logic 1
for the result to be a logic 1.
DTL (Diode- Transistor Logic): Logic is performed by diodes with transistors used
only as inverting amplifiers.
EXCLUSIVE OR: A logic function whose output
is 1 if either of the two input variables is
1
but whose output is 0 if both inputs
are 1 or 0.
FAN -IN: A figure denoting the input power
required to drive a logic element satisfac-

torily.

FAN -OUT: A figure denoting the power output

of a logic element with respect to logic

element inputs.
AND GATE: All inputs must have 1 -level signals at the input to produce a 1 -level output.
NAND GATE: All inputs must have 1 -level signals at the input to produce a 0 -level output.
NOR GATE: Any one input or more than one
input having a 1 -level signal will produce a

0 -level output.
OR GATE: Any one

put having a
1 -level output.

1

input or more than one in-level input will produce a

HALF ADDER: A switching circuit which combines binary information to generate the
SUM and CARRY. It can accept only the
two binary bits to be added.
INVERTER: A circuit whose output is always
180° out of phase with its input. (Also
called a NOT circuit.)
NEGATIVE LOGIC: Logic in which the more

negative voltage represents the 1- state; the
less negative voltage represents the 0- state.
NOISE IMMUNITY: A measure of the sensitivity
of a logic circuit to triggering or reaction
to spurious or undesirable electrical signals
or noise, largely determined by the signal
swing of the logic.
RTL (Resistor-Transistor Logic): Logic is performed by resistors. Transistors are used
to produce an inverted output.
TTL, T2L (Transistor- Transistor Logic): A logic
system evolved from Diode -Transistor Logic
in which the diode cluster is replaced by
a multiple- emitter transistor.

GY/rPif'

Of/rpor
i

/rYfi2--

-,

Fig. 5. Logic symbols (at left of eacr

circuit) are generally used in logic flow diagrams.
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The best way to get electronics into your head
No book ever

written can give you the

"feel" of electronics.

This is why every NTS course in Elec-

tronics includes the most modern, professional training equipment in kit form.
Putting equipment together, kit by kit,
can teach you more about electronics than
a whole library of bone -dry theory.
Each kit contains illustrated instructions.
You look at the pictures, then you apply
what you see as you assemble or service
your equipment.
What could be simpler? Or more fun?
You'll enjoy every profitable minute.
Here's just some of the equipment you
get to build and what you will learn.

NTS COLOR AND B &W TV

NTS COMPUTER

SERVICING

ELECTRONICS

You receive a big screen color TV
with many unique features, including
self- servicing equipment so you can
make all normal test operations. You
also get an AM -SW radio, solid -state

One of the 10 important kits included
is this remarkable Compu -Trainer®
an NTS exclusive. It's a fully oper-

radio, field- effect transistor, Volt Ohmmeter and electronic tube
tester. You learn about electronic
principles, trouble- shooting, hi -fi,
multiplex systems, stereo and color
TV servicing.

-ational computer

logic trainer

-

loaded with integrated circuits. It in-

troduces you quickly to the how,

what, when, and why of computers.
This unit is capable of 50,000 operations per
second.

Solid state
B &W

TV

74 sq. in.

picture
(cabinet
included)

Exclusive

Compu-Trainer

NTS ELECTRONICS

COMMUNICATIONS
Color TV
295 sq. in. picture.

The B &W TV receiver features the
latest in solid -state circuitry, making
your TV training the most modern,
most advanced available.
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Two exciting courses in the big -paying fields of transmitting and receiving equipment. Either one qualifies
you for your FCC First Class RadioPOPULAR ELECTRONICS
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is to have the actual equipment in your hands.
Telephone License. NTS assures you
will pass this FCC exam within 6
months after successfully completor your tuition is
ing your course
refunded. You receive 14 kits to build
an amateur phone 6 meter VHF tranceiver plus NTS' exclusive 6 transistor soliiid -state radio and a fully
transistorized volt -ohmmeter.

-

complete workshop
that lets you build
five industrial
controls to regulate
motor speed,
temperatures,
pressure, liquid
level, smoke, and
much more.
5" Oscilloscope

5 watt AM

transmitter/
receiver.

11111
th-gt
_

s.

...
..

y,.

Mail card today for free, full-color catalog that details what each training program
offers. (Or if card is missing, send coupon.) No obligation. No salesman wit" call.
Remember, the best way to get electronics into your head is to have the actual
equipment in you hands. The sooner you
mail the card, the sooner you'll get your
hands on the finest, most advanced electronics home training ever offered.
CLASSROOM TRAINING
AT LOS ANGELES You can take cllassroom training at LDS Angeles in sunny California. NTS occupies a city block with over
a million dollars in facilities devoted exclusively to technical training. Check box
in coupon.
oo

NTS AUTOMATION/

INDUSTRIAL
ELECTRONICS
Let NTS put you into the age of electronic controls. Systems automation
is rapidly becoming the emphasis of
modern industry. NTS training includes equipment like a 5". wide
band oscilloscope. You also get the
new, exclusive NTS Electro -Lab

-a

February,

APPROVED FOR VETERANS
Accredited Member: National Association of Trade
and Technical Schoo s; National Home Stady Council.

NATIONAL

HNICAL

SCHOOLS

WORLD -WIDE TRAINING SINCE 1905

4000 S. Figueroa St.. Los Angeles. Calif. 90037
rII coed Is missing check

coupon and mail for tree
Catalog and sample
lolor
esson. Now

Please rush Free Color

Catalog and Sample

Lesson, plus information on course checked
below. No obligation.
No salesman will call.

National Technical Schools

4000 S. Figueroa St., Los Angeles, Calif. 90537

-1

i
L
CJ

Master Course in Color TV Servicing
Color TV Servicing
Master Course in TV & Radio Servicing
Practical TV & Radio Servicing
Master Course in Electronic Comm.
FCC License Course
Master Course in Electronics Tech.
Industrial and Automation Electronics
Computer Electronics
Basic Electronics
Dept. 205 -021
Name

Age

Address
State

City
L9n

»i.,e

=

va.,e. na,.,.ar..e.,..LC

Zip
I
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FFYT
Fig. 6. Diode pair can be used to make AND gate in
(A) from three inverters as in (B). Discrete -component diagram for ((B) is shown in (C); (D) and (E)
are logic and schematic diagrams for NAND gate.

I

i

OOTPUr

INPUT 2

C

(D)
680.2

,/FUT
OU7PUT

68012

/NP5T2

--0

OUTPUT

(A)
/NFUT

i

4708

4170

/OUT 2O
/NPUT

(B)

1

R/PUT 2

GuTPU!

logic directly follows input logic. In the simple two -input gate, for example, a. logic 1 at
either of the two inputs produces a. logic 0
output. Removal of the logic 1 input by sending the input to logic 0 produces a logic 1 output.
There are, however, applications where it
is desirable to turn on one gate by applying a
signal to one input and turn off the gate by
applying a signal to the other input. Unce
such a circuit is energized, it will remain
turned on even after the excitation signal is
removed. It will also be unresponsive to succeeding turn -on signals. Similarly, once it is
turned off, it will remain off and be unresponsive to subsequent turn -off signals. Such
a device can be thought of as a "latch" and is
known as an RS (for reset -set) flip -flop.
The fundamental circuit of a latch can be
represented by a pair of inverters, with the
output of one inverter connected directly to

the input of the other as shown in Fig. 7A.
Because inversion occurs in eae inverter, it
is obvious that when one side of he circuit is
on, the other must he eut off. It i equally obvious that the on side must remai i on and the
off side remain off unless somethi lg is done to
make the system change states. o provision
is made to effect any such control in the simple circuit shown.
A navre practical latch or fi . flip -flop is
shown in Fig. 7B. IIere a pair if two -input
logic gates is used. Une input, of each is used
for the feedback, and Ilie otlie is used for
control. A logic 1 signal applie to input 1
sends output 1 to logic 0 and output 2 to logic
1. The circuit then remains in th s state -held
there by its own feedback and lisrega.rding
any further application or remov 11 of turn -on
signals-until a logic 1 signal is applied to input 2, at which time the output 1pgic reverscs

itself.
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Fig. 7. Two inverters are employed in fundamen.
tal latch circuit (A). More practical latch is RS
flip -flop illustrated in diagrams in (B) and (C).

/NPUT.1

OUTPUT1

GuTP(/7Z

/NPUr2

(B?

INPUT!

Only a brief pulse at the proper input
terminal is needed to trigger and latch the
circuit in either state. The waveform of the
control pulse is not especially critical. In
fact, an RS flip -flop is often used to "shape"
a logic pulse by converting it to a square
wave with very steep sides.
If a logic 1 signal is applied to both latch
inputs simultaneously, both outputs will go to
logic O. The final state of the latch will then
depend on which of the two inputs is the last
to be removed. Ordinarily, a latch is not operated in this mode; but if a particular setup
calls for such operation, there is no reason
why it cannot be employed.
The circuit in Fig. 7I3 is given in discrete component form in Fig. 7C. Depending on
what components you have available, you can
breadboard a latch in several different ways.
It can consist of a dual two- input gate IC, a
pair of inverters in an IC (plus a couple of
expanders), or four individual transistors if
necessary.
If you need a latch circuit and have only a
single pair of computer -type silicon npn transistors, or a couple of spare inverters in a hexinvert cr IC, you can assemble the fundamental
latch circuit in Fig. 7B and gate or trigger it
from one state to the other with germanium
diodes. The circuit in Fig. SA illustrates how
this can be clone. It is possible to do this for
the same reason that it is possible to use a
pair of diodes for gate expansion, in which
the two diodes on each side of the setup operate as positive -logic OR gates.
In the circuit of Fig. 713, turn -on of a tran-

sistor is accomplished by pulling its collector
down to near ground potential. It then turns
on as a result of cross -coupling. In the circuit
of Fig. 8A, the same result is obtained by
driving the base positive with a logic 1 input.
_Minimum input logic level is about 50 percent
higher than that required by the circuit in
Fig. 713, however.
A power -gated or buffered-input latch
circuit is shown in Fig. 8B. A virtue of this
circuit is that, with light loading, it will trigger reliably from one state to the other with
an input current as low as a few microamperes. For a minimum -load setup, input resistors Ii can have a value as high as 500,000
ohms. It is important to note, however, that
input logic level must be about 3 volts. Input
current is exchanged for input voltage in this
setup. The "high-step" input can help to improve noise immunity.
You can assemble a power -gated latch using
a pair of inverters in a hex- inverter integrated
circuit, or you can breadboard the whole circuit with four transistors as shown in the
schematic diagram. You should use this circuit whenever you have a sufficient input -logic
voltage level but inadequate input -logic current to operate a more common latch. Do not
attempt to get around the higher input logic
level requirement by using a germanium transistor for triggering. Leakage current through
a germanium transistor is too great for this
application.
The fan -in of the circuit if Fig. 8B is so
low that, when used in the majority of digital
59
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Fig.

8.

Practical

latch

using

inverters

is

illustrated in diagram (A); discrete- component circuit for power -gated, or buffered -input, latch is shown in schematic diagram (B).
UTP072
/WPC/72

(A)

(B)
logic. layouts,

it can be considered as practically an open circuit. It is especially useful as
an exceptionally low -power input start /stop
switch in counter and time -lapse applications.
An element which can supply the OR logic
function and the AND logic function of two
inputs simultaneously is of considerable value
in digital circuitry. For one thing, with only
slight modification, it forms the foundation
for an EXCLUSIVE OR, or HALF -ADDER, element.
In the simultaneous AND /OR gate of Fig.
9, five diodes and four one -input gates perform all of the required logic functions. At
the output of the two input inverters, one
pair of the diodes provides the AND function,

/NPur 1

while the other pair, together w th the 1500 ohm resistor, provides the OR function. A
logic 1 is obtained at the OR output when a
logic 1 is applied to input 1, in out 2, or both
inputs simultaneously. A logic 1 is obtained at
the AND output only when a logic 1 is applied to both inputs simultaneously.
A state table for the circuit is also provided
in Fig. 9. This state table lists all possible inputs to a digital logic element or device and
the outputs which result from these inputs.
A half -adder or EXCLUSIVE OR Logic
circnìl is shown in Fig. 10. The circuit is obINPUT

INPUT 2

OR OUTPUT

AND OUTPUT

o

o

o

o

1

o

1

0

o

1

o

1

1

OR

INPUT 2

AND

1

OUTPUT

OUTPUT
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Fig. 9. Simultaneous AND /OR
gate at left employs diodes and
simple inverters. All possible

inputs and their outputs are
listed in truth table (above).
POPULAR ELECTRONICS
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13.6V

/NPUri
Fig. 10. Simple addition of diode
D and resistor R to the simultaneous
AND /OR gate yields the EXCLUSIVE
OR circuit that is shown at right.

SUM

CARRY

INPUT 2

INPUT

INPUT

1

0

o

1

o

2

SUM
OUTPUT
o

CARRY
OUTPUT
0

o

o

o

o

1

I

and diode D to
tamed by adding resistor
the OR circuit of Fig. 9. (In some cases the
diode may be omitted.)
In the circuit in Fig. 10, the EXCLUSIVE
Olt output is the SUM output, and the AND
output is the CARRY. As shown by the state
table in Fig. 10, the circuit provides a logic 1
at. the SU \I output when a logic 1. is supplied
to either-but not both simultaneously- input.
When a logic 1 is supplied to input 1 :rid input 2 simultaneously, the output is a :ogle 0,
as it is when both inputs are logic 0. The outputs of the circuit demonstrate the fact that
a logic I added to a logic 0, or vice versa, produces a sum ofl and a carry of0 .A logic 1
added to a logic 1 produces a sum of O and a
carry of 1.
A half -adder is required to sum or.ly two
logic inputs, whereas a full -adder must sum
I o inputs and a carry, for a total of three
logic inputs. (A full -adder consists of two
half-adders, plus some additional circuitry.
Details of this circuit would simply digress
from the subject of this article. Also, a. full adder would be impractical to breadboard in
any event.)
t

oUTPUr

OvrPvr

Now, if ive label input 1 with an A and input 2 with a B, then in a half- adder /subtracter in which B is subtracted from A, the
following happens: First, the SUM output is
1(-..eutical
with the DIFFERENCE output,
such that the SUM or DIFFERENCE output supplies the EXCLUSIVE A OR. B function. Next, the CARRY output supplies the
A AND B function. And, finally, the BORROW output supplies tue B AND A -COMPLEMENT function.
The circuit of a half- adder / subtracter,
which can be readily breadboarded, is given i11
Fig. 11. It consists of five diodes, four inverters, and a dual two -input gate (or the
equivalent in discrete form). This particular
setup also supplies the complement of the
SUM or DIFFERENCE output.
As you can see from the preceding, there

is little need -or reason -for you to make a

large financial investment in digital IC's if
you want to experiment with and design logic
elements and systems. Discrete components,
and maybe a few commonly used gate IC's,
will suffice for your breadboarding arrangements. You can select your IC's from the
knowledge you gain through experimenting

with discrete component elements. This is
really the best and safest route to go when
experimenting with integrated circuit digital
- -logic techniques.

1iPurz (A)

SUM OR
DIFFERENCE

Half- adder /sub-

11.
has DIFFERENCE
and BORROW outputs in
addition to the SUM and
CARRY of EXCLUSIVE OR.
Fig.

tracter

/NP!/T2 B)
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OR
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COMPLEMENT

LT),---0

CARRY
BORROW
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until the meter reads zero and reading the
resistame of RA.
As shown in Fig. 2B, potentiometer R27
controls the voltage applied to the bridge and
provides a means of increasing or decreasing
the sensitivity of the meter. The direction of
meter movement is determined by the respective polarities of the meter and the battery.
When the instrmnent is complete, attach a

64

known resistance to terminals J1 nd J2 and
determine the direction of deflec ion caused
by too much or too little resistance. It is
customary to make the left side c f zero "too
little" (or "under ") and the riel t side "too
much" (or "over "). Mark the eter to indicate which side is which. The scale itself
does not actually have to be ma Iced except
for an indication at zero.

POPULAR ELECTRONICS

Any size zero -center microammeter may be used and
the meter scale may be left as is ", or marked as
"over" and "under" on the right and left sides, respectively. The meter scale divisions are not used.

Construction. The prototype was asplastic case as shown. in
the phoh)s. With the 24 switches mounted
on the front panel, the precision resistors
sembled in a large

are connected directly to the switch tenniii ils.
In the prototype, the sensitivity control 1í.2ï
and the bridge power switch S29 were mounted on the top of the cabinet with all other
controls on the front. The battery is clip (Continued on page 99)

2. The classical Wheatstone bridge is illustrated at A, while B shows how it is created in the bridge- substitution box project.
Fig.

The bulk of the work is
in cutting the holes to
mount the 24 switches in

the selector circuit. Be
careful when drilling plastic as it shatters very
easily. If there is any
doubt, use a metal cover
for the plastic container.
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AL
'ORE
Stiirulatin
plant growth
without fertil zers

BY L. GEORGE LAWRENCE

This is an experimental arrangement
developed by the author to test certain
theories relative to stimulating plant
growth in a very high voltage electrostatic field. Details on the equipment
built for the experiment are detailed
and some of the background on the
"why" of electro- culture is discussed.

1NGING your pet geranium upside down
in the cellar all winter isn't necessarily
all it takes to grow a beautiful plant next
spring. Of course, amateur horticulturists -as
well as professionals-have any number of
theories about how you can automatically
have a green thumb; but several historical and
many more recent experiments have shown
that successful gardening isn't just a matter
of fertilizing, watering, and tender loving
care.

Indeed, only a handful of peor le realize the
role that natural electricity pia ,s in the development of plant life. Yet, in .902, physics
professor S. Lemstroem, after :. trip to the
northern polar regions, decided t tat the rapid
growth of vegetation during the short arctic
summer was due to the unique e ectrical conditions of the atmosphere in th tse latitudes.
Back in his laboratory, Profess c Lemstroem
reproduced the assumed arctic conditions by
increasing the atmospheric eu rent (which
normally flows from the air to tie plant) by
placing a wire with a high static charge on it
(generated by a Wimshurst ma hine) over a
plant. An increase in plant yield was noticed.
Study of electro-culture (
1e science is
called) began with basic experiments by a
Dr. Mambray in England in 17a:6. Later, in
1879, a French scientist, L. GIandeau, saw
dramatic possibilities in the field which he described in a paper "Influence do l'Electricite
Atmospherique sur la Nutritio des Vege.
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taux." But the real break came in 1902 vith
t be Least room experiments.

ln

more recent times, other experiineiiters
extended the work to treatment of viable
seals using radio -frequency and ultrasonic
methods. The r -f techniques involved frequencies above 30 MHz applied for a feu- seconds to seed bag; placed into r -f tank circuits.
Ultrasonic schemes involved the brief dipping
of hags into bath agitated at frequencies np
to 1 MIIz. Plains gtoWW-u from :ceci: treated in
this way had yield profiles ranging from fair
to excellent.

Fertilizers Spoil Picture. It was tie invention and use of cheap chemical fertilizers
that effectively suppressed elect r I-cultural engineering. Today, however, we are in the position where nitrate pollution by these very
fertilizers threatens not only our water supply
but the entire ecological panorama as well.
'l'hus it would appear that the revival of
electro-culture is not only desirable but irnminentlnecessary.
Experimenting with cleetro- culture is lardy- the same as building a stereo amplifier or a
digital voltmeter. For one thing, high, static
voltages are involved and a good deg Tee of professionalism is required to obtain good results.
(Keep in mind that we are concerned with
living plants, Avhich have their own peculiarities and may not always respond as expected
-only large -scale trends are important.)
Typical electro- culture systems frequently
operate unattended for long periods of time
in an open -air environment. This requires
heavy -duty construction in both the electrical
and mechanical aspects of the equiprient.

MORE INFORMATION?
See:

"Electronics and the Living Plant,"
Lawrence, Electronics World, Octo-

L. G.

ber 1969.
Plant Physiology, E. C. Miller, McGraw Hill Book Co., New York, 1938.

ITowever, expenditures can be kept low by
using surplus -type materials. In the case of
an experimental electro- culture system using
high-voltage discharge, the cost of a typical
exciter unit can be below $35.00.

Basic System. .\ schematic of a Lem stroem type of electro- culture system is shown
in Fig. 1. Ilcre, the positive terminal of the
high- voltage power supply is connected to the
overhead wire, with current return through a
ground path. Potentials are as high as 20,000
volts -up to 60,000 volts for short periods of
time. AVhile natural atmospheric torrents
range between 10-16 and 10'15 amperes, the
excitation provided by the high-voltage wire
provides currents around 10-1 or 10-11 A, as
measured by a sensitive electrometer. In Open air experimental fields, the height of the overhead discharge wires with respect to ground
may be front 3 to 10 feet. The height above
ground naturally affects the amount of atmospheric current. Ilemember that the high
voltage essentially serves as a "current carrier"-appropriate current values cannot be
generated under other than high -tension conditions.

INSULATOR

++++ANTENNA

HV
POWER
SUPPLY

WIRE

++++

TEST CULTURE

.4

11,
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`-.

/I

,f-__

±ï

.

>
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i!1(%In1
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used by Dr. Lemstroem who
got the idea from rapid growth of vegetation during the short
arctic spring and summer. He believed that the natural high atmospheric current was responsible for extremely rapid growth.
Fig. 1. This is system originally

+_ EARTH

GROUND
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Fig. 2. Provision must be made to prevent animals,
children, or strangers from touching the high -voltage lead. A simple wooden barrier is sufficient.

High -voltage electro- culture systems may
take the form shown in Fig. 2. The apparatus
was designed to investigate the susceptibility
of many different plants to stimulation. The
equipment generates ozone (03) and must be
used in well -ventilated areas only.

An electrical schematic of this system is
shown in Fig. 3. Transformer TI has an output of 3000 volts rms. After rectification, the
effective do is approximately 4200 volts. A
dropping resistor may be necessary on the
filament winding to obtain the correct voltage
for the rectifier. If leakage current in the reverse mode can be tolerated, r high- voltage
rectifier diode may be used instad of the tube
and filament winding.
The 3000 volts do generated ;s highly dangerous to touch.
Resistor RI (made up of several resistors in
series) serves as a current limiter and can be
anywhere from 5 to 20 megoh gas, the latter
value limiting the current to 210 pA in the
event of an accidental short circuit. Resistor
RI may be in series with either the positive or
negative output terminal.
Resistor R2 is connected to two pieces of
high-voltage cable with the connections and
resistor thoroughly wrapped Ns ith high-voltage insulation so that the resistor is actually
imbedded in the cable. Put insu ated alligator
clips on each end of the cable. This resistor
forms a safety discharge shunt and must be

RI

ALTERNATE
CONNECTION

+ DISCHARGE
ELEMENT
+

TI

Fig. 3. A high -voltage diode
may be used in place of V1.
The filament winding of T1
and R3 can then be omitted.

C1- 0.25-µF,

*SEE TEXT

PARTS LIST

3000 volts and 6.3 colts

7500 -volt capacitor

F1 -1- ampere fuse with holder
R1- 5- to- 20-megohm resistor (see text,

-watt each)
R2-100,000 -ohm, 2 -watt resistor
R3-See text
SI -Spst slide or toggle switch
TI- Oscilloscope transformer; secondaries:

V1- Half -wave, high -voltage recti er tube
Note- Alternate rectifier diode D (IR 67
050H55FNN) can be used as
dotted line. See text.
Misc.-Large plastic container, 3
line, mounting plate, insulators,
cable (10 -kV test), hookup wir
ground plate for pot.
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FILAMENT
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VI

POWER LINE

TO DISCHARGE ELEMENT

Because the relatively weak plastic chest cover will not support much weight, a perforated
metal base plate is used to mount the heavy components. Feedthroughs are used to
couple to the "antenna" and the main ground plane that supports the flower pot.

connected across the output terminals when
the apparatus is shut off to discharge capacitor l'1 and the antenna structure ( "discharge
element" in Fig. 3).
The power supply's physical layout is
shown in Fig. 4. For safety's sake and good
appearance, the entire power unit is mounted
on the lid of a plastic camping chest. Ceramic
insulators are fastened to the lid to provide
connections for the discharge element. and
,round wires. A simple ground electrode is inserted into the moist dirt (earth mixed with
moss is good) in the pot and the pot sirs in a
metallic basket which is connected to the negative terminal of the supply. The antenna or

discharge element is connected to the positive
terminal and consists of a, simple metal rod.
The 117 -volt line cord is a grounded 3 -wire
type, with the green (gnamd) wire connected
to the perforated -steel mounting plrle on
which the plant basket sits. The Thigh- voltage
transformer is mounted on insulators and the
rectifier tube socket is mounted on insulators
on a bakelite terminal board. The string of
resistors comprising Pi is fastened to stand off insulators of the ceramic type. In the model shown in Fig. 4, a separate transformer was

used for the tube filament supply with drop ping resistor R3 mounted on the bakelite ter minal board. The entire high -voltage section

is wired with high- voltage cable tested to
10,000 volts de.

R -F High -Voltage Supply. A schematic
for a radio -frequency high- voltage unit is
shown in Fig. 5. It is an inexpensive and
slightly less dangerous alternate to the supply

described above.
Effective do output of this supply is 5000
volts at 200 microamperes maximum. Thus,
should the supply's output electrodes be
touched accidentally, an unpleasant, but nonlethal, shock will be experienced.
Electronically, the supply is comprised of
a straightforward feedback oscillator. Optimum oscillator frequency is approximately
225 kHz. Tube V2 is a half -wave rectifier.
The supply may be constructed on a simple
chassis and installed in a manner similar to
the one shown in Fig. 2.
Note, however, that the transformer specified for Ti does not have a filament winding
for the rectifier. A filament loop may be added simply by placing one turn of No. 20 insulated high -voltage wire around Ti's ceramic
base, being careful to maintain spacing from
the tuned r -f circuit. (Follow the instructions
packaged with the transformer.) A VTVII or
similar high-impedance meter my be used to
measure output voltages without excessive
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RS

IOOK

C6

500
pF
2

7

-+
J._
C7

500
pF

GND

C3

.03yF
C4

CI

8yF

+
Fig. 5. An r -f type of power supply can be usec instead
of the power line version. It also delivers 5000 volts.

+250v

PARTS LIST

C1

-8 -gF, 350 -volt electrolytic capacitor

C2,C4- 0.03 -pF, 600 -volt capacitor
C3 -0.001 -gF, 600 -volt capacitor

C5-360

- 1000 -pF tuning capacitor
(J.W. Miller 160 -A or similar)
C6,C7- 500- pF, 10-kV capacitors (TV type)
II -NE -1 neon lamp
L1-2.5 -mH r -f choke (J.W. Miller 4537 or
similar)

loading. After wiring is complete, remove rectifier tube V.2 and adjust the oscillator for
maximum output power by tuning capacitor
C5 with an insulated alignment tool. Place a
"gimmick" or single -turn coupling loop with
a neon lamp on the output of T1 as shown in
Fig. 5 and tune the circuit until the lamp attains maximum brilliance. Remove the neon
lamp and gimmick after tuning is complete.
In operation, it is proper for the filament of
the 1B3-GT to glow a dull red.

Safety Precautions. Due to the inherent
shook hazards involved in either of the systems described here, they should be operated
behind a simple wooden barrier marked to
keep away "unauthorized personnel." The
experiment may then be operated near a window or other well-lit area indoors.
The equipment may also be operated outdoors, preferably in a fenced -in private garden, provided it is protected from rain and
moisture and the proper precautionary measures are employed. With component values

R1 -40.000 -ohm, 1 -watt resistor
R2-50 -000 -ohm, 1 -watt resistor
R3-100- 000 -ohm, 1 -watt resistor
High -voltage, r -f transformer (J. W. Miller
4525 or similar)

TI-

V1-6V6 tube

V2-1B3 tube
Misc.- Suitable high- voltage and filament sup-

ply, insulated chassis, tube socke!s, high voltage vire for 1B3 filament wind;ng (see
text), cap for 1B3.

shown, an "antenna" height of three feet is
suggested- depending on local wind conditions

and ambient aerobic moisture cor tent.
When it is necessary to work on a plant or
water it, turn off the power and connect safety
shunt P2 across the high- voltage terminals.
When watering, avoid wetting the electronic
equipment and the high -voltage d.scharge element. When you are through working on the
plant, remove the safety shunt, get out of the
way, and turn the power back on.
Always keep safety uppermost. in your
mind. Physically protect the electro- culture
experiment from strangers, child7en and animals.

What Can You Expect? According to
data advanced by Dr. K. Stern and others, a
true increase in yield of 45 percei t for a well cultivated field can be expected. Yield differences are determined by comparing results
against non -treated control cultures of the
same type. Some plants give very low yield
(Continued on page 96)
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Sixth in
ALTHOUGH I haven't really tried. I suspect it would be quite difficult to find an
audiophile who has never heard of The
Dolby. The Dolby noise-reduction system has
been discussed in record reviews, learned
audio journals, and the hobbyist publications
that serve as the "popular press" in audio
circles, to the extent that it would seem safe
to assume that everybody who cares knows
what the Dolby is, how it works, and why.
But, judging by conversations I have had
with some audiophiles and, on occasion, with
supposedly knowledgeable professionals, this
is not a safe assumption. There is still much
misunderstanding about the Dolby, and the
situation was not improved by the appearance of a Dolby variant known as the
B Dolby, to distinguish it from the original
Model A301 or A Dolby version.
At first, it struck me as odd that the people who least understood the Dolby were
often those with the most experience in
audio. Finally, it occurred to me that they
had encountered noise -reduction systems before, they understood how those worked, and
they assumed that the Dolby was another
variation that just happened to work a bit
better. Well, it isn't. It's an entirely new
approach to the problem of background
noise, and its success stems from the approach rather than from the refinement of
an old idea.
Early noise -suppressor designs, aimed at
the irksome hiss from 78 -rpm discs, were
MAXIMUM COMFORTABLE
LISTENING VOLUME

a

Monthly Series by J. Gordon Holt

based on the premise that, since surface
noise originates with the recording itself
and thus doesn't show up until the playback
process, any noise- reduction gadget had to
be in the playback system. The basic problem was that, once the audio signal was inscribed in the disc grooves, there was no
way of separating the signal modulations
from the groove -surface irregularities that
cause hiss. Since hiss is primarily high frequency energy, the obvious way of reducing it was by filtering out the high -end
response of the playback system. The hooker, of course, was that this also took out the
high end of the program material. The question, then, was how to filter the treble from
the surface noise without filtering the treble

from the program ?
Researchers and record listeners alike had
observed that surface noise was most conspicuous during quiet passages, and tended
to be covered up or "masked" by loud program material. This suggested the possibility of a "dynamic noise suppressor" that
would reduce noise only when the program
content was quiet or absent.
Two approaches were tried. One system
used the volume of the program material to
control the amount of treble filtering applied
to the signal. When little or no signal was
coming through, the treble "gate" would
close, filtering out the surface noise. When
the signal got louder, it caused the automatic
control circuit to open the treble gate until,

MAXIMUM COMFORTABLE
LISTENING VOLUME

w

s

These three charts show
how the volume expansion
system "seemed" to reduce
surface noise in 78 -rpm
discs. It worked to an

ó
>
a

i
x

but the overall
extent
effect was not sufficient
to warrant its acceptance.
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One of our students
wrote this ad!
Harry Remmert decided he
needed more electronics
training to get ahead. He
carefully "shopped around"
for the best training he could
find. His detailed report on why
he chose CIE and how it worked
out makes a better "ad" than
anything we could tell you.
Here's his story, as he wrote it
to us in his own words.

By Harry Remmert

Harry Remmert on the jab. An Electronics ' echnician with
future. he tells his own story on these pages

present position, I was made
painfully aware of the fact that I had gotten just about
all the on-the-job training available. When I asked my
supervisor for an increase in pay, he said, "In what way
are you a more valuable employee now than when you
received your last raise ?" Fortunately, I did receive the
raise that time, but I realized that my pay was approaching the maximum for a person with my limited training.
Education was the obvious answer, but I had enrolled
in three different night school courses over the years and
had not completed any of them. I'd be tired, or want to
do something else on class night, and would miss so many
classes that I'd fall behind, lose interest, and drop out.

it is right there in print for as many re- readings as I find
necessary. If I feel tired, stay late at work, or just feel lazy,
I can skip school for a night or two and never fall behind.
The total absence of all pressure h`Ips me to learn more
than I'd be able to grasp if I were just cramming it in to
meet an exam deadline schedule. For me, these points
give home study courses an overwhelming advantage over
scheduled classroom instruction.
Having decided on home study. Why did I choose CIE?
I had catalogs from six different schools offering home
study courses. The CIE catalog arrived in less than one
week (four days before I received any of the other catalogs). This indicated (correctly) that from CIE I could
expect fast service on grades, questions, etc. I eliminated
those schools which were slow in sending catalogs.

AFTER SEVEN YEARS in my

The Advantages of Home Study

Therefore, it was easy to decide that home study was the
answer for someone like me, who doesn't want to be tied
down. With home study there is no schedule. I am the
boss, and I set the pace. There is no cramming for exams
because I decide when I am ready, and only then do I
take the exam. I never miss a point in the lecture because

a

promising

FCC License Warranty Important
The First Class FCC Warranty* was also an attractive
point. I had seen "Q" and "A" manuals for the FCC exams,
CIE backs its FCC License -preparation courses with this famous Warranty:
graduates must be able to pass the applicabh. FCC License exam or their
tuition will be refunded in full.
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and the material had always seemed just a little beyond
my grasp. Score another point for CIE.
Another thing is that CIE offered a complete package:
FCC License and technical school diploma. Completion
time was reasonably short, and I could attain sometuing
definite without dragging it out over an interm :nahlc number of years. Here i eliminated those schools which gave
college credits instead of graduation diplomas. I work in
the R and D department of a large company and it's been
my observation that technical school graduates generally
hold better positions than men with a few college credits.
A college degree is one thing, but I'm 32 years old, and
10 or 15 years of part -time college just isn't for me. No,
I wanted to graduate in a year or two, not just start.
If a school offers both resident and correspondence
training, it's my feeling that the correspondence men are
sort of on the outside of things. Because I wanted to be
a full -fledged student instead of just a tagalong, C'IE's
exclusively home study program naturally attracted rie.
Then, too, it's the men who know their theory who
are moving ahead where I work. They can read schematics
and understand circuit operation. I want to be a good
theory man.
Front the foregoing, you can see I did not select CIE
in any haphazard fashion. I knew what I was looking for,
and only CIE had all the things I wanted.
Two Pay Raises in Less Than a Year
Only eleven months after I enrolled with CIE, 1 passed
the FCC exams for First Class Radiotelephone License
with Radar Endorsement. I had a pay increase even before I got my license and another only ten months I..ter.
I'm getting to be known as a theory man around work,
instead of one of the screwdriver mechanics.
These are the tangible results. But just as important are
the things I've learned. I am smarter now than I had ever
thought I would he. It feels good to know that I know
what I know now. Schematics that used to confuse me
completely are now easy for me to read and interpret.
Yes, it is nice to he smarter, and that's probably the most
satisfying result of my CIE experience.

Every penny I spent for my course was returned many
times over, both in increased wages and in personal satisfaction.

Perhaps you too, like Harry Remmert, have realized that
to get ahead in Electronics today, you need to know much
more than the "screwdriver mechanics." They're limited
to "thinking with their hands"... learning by taking things
apart and putting them back together...soldering connections, testing circuits, and replacing components. Understandably, their pay is limited -and their future, too.
But for nun like Harry Remmert, who have gotten the
training they need in the fundamentals of Electronics,
there are no such limitations. As "theory nun," they think
with their heads, not their hands- For trained technicians
like this, the future is bright. Thousands of men are urgently needed in virtually every field of Electronics, front
two -way mobile radio to computer testing and troubleshooting. And with this demand, salaries have skyrocketed.
Many technicians earn $8,000, $10,000, $ 12,000 or more
a year.

Send for Complete Information -FREE

Many men who are advancing their Electronics career
started by reading our famous book, "How To Succeed
In Electronics." It tells of the many electronics careers
open to men with the proper training. And it tells which
courses of study best prepare you for the work you want.
If you're "shopping around" for the training you need
to move up in Electronics, this 43 -page hook may have
the answers you want. We'll send it to you FREE. With
it, we'll also include our other helpful book, "How To Get
A Commercial FCC License."
To get both FREE books, just fill out and mail the
bound -in postpaid card. If the card is missing, send the
coupon below.

Institute
CIE Cleveland
of Electronics

1776 East 17th Street, Cleveland, Ohio 44114
A, credited

P.M,

Nn

Lela' Home study Council

Praise for Student Service
In closing, I'd like to get in a compliment for Mr. Chet
Martin, who has faithfully seen to it that my supervisor
knows I'm studying. 1 think Mr. Martin's monthly reports
to my supervisor and generally flattering commentary Lave
been in large part responsible for my pay increases. Mr.
Martin has given me much more student service than "the
contract calls for," and I certainly owe him a sincere debt

of gratitude.
And finally, there is Mr. Toni Duffy, my instructor. I
don't believe I've ever had the individual attention in any
classroom that I've received from Mr. Duffy. He is clear,
authoritative, and spared no time or effort to answer my
every question. In Mr. Duffy, I've received everything I
could have expected front a full -time private tutor.
l'nt very, very satisfied with the whole CIE experience.

ALeader mnect,omcsTrainidg _since 1934

r
Cleveland Institute of Electronics

1776 East 17th Street, Cleveland, Ohio 44114

E
COLLEGE LEVEL

Please send me without cost or obligation:
1. Your 44 -page book "How To Succeed In Elec-

tronics" describing the job opportunities

in

Electronics today,

and how your courses can
prepare me for them.
2. Your book on "How To Get A Commercial FCC

License."
am especially interested in:
I

COURSE IN

Electronics
Technology

Electronic
Communications

ENGINEERING

Broadcast
Engineering

Industrial Electronics
and Automation

for men with prior exin Electron-

First -Class
FCC License

Electronics

ELECTRONICS

perience

ics. Covers steady state and transient

Name

network theory, solid
state physics and cir-

Address

Engineering

1r..

ramr,

cuitry pulse tech-

ENROLL UNDER NEW G.I. BILL
All CIE courses are available under the new G.I. Bill. If you
served on active duty since January 31, 1955, or are in service
now, check box on reply card or coupon for G.I. Bill information.

niques, computer logic

City

and mathematics
through calculus. A
college -level course
for men alreatly work-

State

Zip

Age

Check here for 6.1. Bill Information. PE -13

ing in Electronics.

L
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The available dynamic range of
any recording medium lies between overload distortion point
and gackgorund noise level.

at full volume, it was wide open for maximum high -end range.
The other approach used the program's
volume to control the volume of the entire
sound, in order to provide an expansion of
dynamic range, making loud passages louder
still. This gave satisfyingly full crescendos,
and since the average listening volume had

to be reduced to avoid crescendo overloads,
there was also an apparent reduction in surface noise during the quieter, un-expanded
passages. This approach also, incidentally,
restored to the music some of the original
dynamic range which had had to be compressed to conform to the limitations of the
78 -rpm medium.
Both systems worked, in that they did a
pretty nice job of reducing record scratch,
but they were far from The Ultimate Answer. In order for the treble gate or the
expansion control to pass a sudden, loud,
signal impulse, it had to be able to respond
very rapidly, and this meant that it was also
likely to respond to disc surface ticks and
pops. And since the variable -gain circuits
that caused the gating or expansion were
inherently nonlinear, they introduced more
distortion than a lot of listeners were willing
to accept. There were other problems, too.
The control and gating circuits often tended
to over -react or to function with instability,
causing an accompaniment of thumping or
"breathing" noises that some people found
more annoying than the record scratch they
replaced. So, noise suppressors came, but
none endured.

Enter the Dolby. Then along came a
young electrical engineer, Ray Dolby, who
hadn't the slightest interest in record surface noise 78's were 20 years in the past),
but had worked with Ampex Corporation
long enough to learn what a problem tape
noise could be in multiple -step duplicating
the normal course of commercial record production. His answer was absurdly simple in
principle. Instead of trying to reduce play(

-

back with minimal effect on th program,
he let the program be drastically affected by
the noise reduction, and compens:- ted for the
effects during the recording profess.
This is easier to do than it sounds. If the
signal can be used to expand i s own dynamic range or attenuate its ow high end
in playback, it can just as easily be made to
do the opposite thing during th recording
process. And if exactly the sa e control
circuitry is used, first in one di ection and
then in reverse, the action of he system
during playback can be made a v rtual "mirror image" óf its action during r: cording, so
that the signal is restored to is original
state. The nice thing about this m rror -image
processing is that, even if the ontrol circuits in the record phase are
nlinear or
somewhat slow to react or pron to produce
overshoot, the playback control ircuits will
"malfunction" in exactly the sa e manner
but in reverse, and will cancel o t the prob-

lems.
The noise- reduction action of the Dolby
is easy to visualize if we consid the available dynamic range of a tape. O erload distortion sets the upper limit of recorded signal level, while the lower limi is set by
the tape's inherent backgroun. noise. So,
how can we squeeze a signal wi h 60 dB of
dynamic range into say a 50 -d space between the tape's overload point nd its hiss
level? We can do it by comp essing the
60 -dB volume range of the si: al down to
50 dB before it goes onto the ta.e. In playback, the softest signal will still e above the
hiss level, but we're now 10 dB shy of the
original signal's dynamic range. So, we use
the same compression circuits in reverse
during playback, to stretch the .ignal back
to its original 60 dB, and as th quiet passages are made 10 dB quiete so is the
accompanying tape hiss.
There is another way in whit the Dolby
differs from previous noise sup:ressors: It
will not help program material at is noisy
to begin with, and a momen 's thought
should make it clear why. If he noise is
mixed in with the program, Dolby record
compression will affect both the noise and
the signal, and Dolby playbac stretching
will restore both to their original levels,
without changing their relatio ship. If we
use the playback stretcher o ly, without
first compressing the material, s rface noise
will be reduced along with the . ieter parts
of the program. This might no sound too
bad were the actual Dolby nothin: more than
a volume compression and expansion system,
but it's more.
1:

o

Not Quite That Simple. The Dolby A301
device that finally became the orkhorse of
the recording industry is one v ry complex
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gadget. Its compression and expansion act
only on low- volume signals, leaving loud
signals unchanged. It is much more sophisticated than previous expander -compressor
designs in that it takes into account the fact
that noise is most effectively masked by
signals of similar frequency. Thus, instead
of a simple broadband volume expander, it
divides the audio spectrum into four separately controlled bands. The range below
80 Hz is controlled to reduce rumble (which
can arise from tape coating irregularities or
recorder imperfections) the 80- to 3,000 -Hz
range is controlled to reduce broadband
noises such as stereo separation leakage and
print- through, and the ranges above 3 kHz
to 9 kHz and on out are individually controlled to reduce hiss.
The resulting device lowers recording induced noises by as much as 10 dB at frequencies up to 5 kHz and by as much as 15
dB at 15 kHz-without audibly affecting the
desired signal in any way. The A301 costs
$1,495 for two channels of record or playback processing. If you want to record process and playback -process two channels
simultaneously, so you can monitor from the
output of a tape while it is being Dolby recorded, you need two A301's. Understandably, the average audiophile's only contact
with A301's has been through the quieter
recordings he's bought that were made using
this system.
Actually, vinyl discs had never been all
that noisy to begin with. The real noise
source in the home has been commercially
pre- recorded tapes (especially casset es),
and since most of the hiss from these originates in the final mass -duplicating process,
it was academic to the home listener whether
the previous master -tape copies had been
Dolbyized or not. What was needed was a
Dolby in the home, but not at almost $1,500.
The result was the B Dolby.
Since the noise problem in the home was
primarily tape hiss, the B Dolby was made
to concentrate on that exclusively. Instead
of four controlled bands, the B design operates only through the upper-frequency range
above 1,200 or 3,000 Hz. The greatly simplified circuitry, plus the absence of profes,

sional "frills" allowed the home -type B model to be produced at prices an audiophile
could afford. Two manufacturers were quick
to get their versions of the B on the market.
KLH was first with its Model Forty tape recorder that had a built -in Dolby B, an excellent electronics section, and so many earlyproduction mechanical problems that the
unit earned an undeserved blacklisting by
the buying public before it had even proven
itself. (I understand the Forty-One works
fine.) Advent Corporation followed KLH
with its Model 100, which is a self- contained
component -type B Dolby for use with any
tape recorder. It is an eminently popular
design for the perfectionist who will pay
$250 to gain 10 dB of signal -to -noise ratio.

Not For Cassettes? At that time, nobody entertained seriously the idea of using
a Dolby B with cassettes. Cassettes were so
bad in so many ways that their execrable
hiss was just considered further proof of
their hopelessness. But as cassettes improved in other respects, leaving hiss as their
main drawback, the Dolbyized cassette no
longer seemed an inane idea. At least it
didn't to the Fisher, Harman -Kardon and
Advent companies, all of which brought out
in late 1970 cassette recorders with built -in
B's. In each case, the B does a truly remarkable job of eradicating hiss, and this plus the
new DuPont "Carolyn" cassette tapes promise to make the cassette a quite respectable
medium for everyone but the real audio perfectionist.
The Dolbyized cassette is just beginning
to come into its own. Before the Dolby,
cassettes that you recorded yourself (on
low-noise tape) were capable of around 45
dB of s/n ratio, which isn't all that bad. By
comparison, a good 4 -track open -reel recorder may measure (without weighting)
around 55 dB. The typical pre-recorded cassette, on the other hand, has less than 40 dB
of s/n, which is not good. Any attempt to
reproduce these via the B Dolby playback
stretcher, without preliminary compression,
causes excessive stretching downwards) of
the high frequencies and makes the sound
(Continued on page 97)
(

The Dolby system reduces hiss
by a compression and expansion
process on low-volume signals;

loud signals remain unchanged.

ORIGINAL SIGNAL

TAPE RECORDING

February, 1971

PLAYBACK IDENTICAL
TO ORIGINAL
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THE PRODUCT GALLERY

Sixth in
ELECTRONICS experimenters and electronics development or repair technicians
have many things in common. Particularly
pertinent to this column is the realization
by experimenters and technicians alike that
the old reliable pieces of test equipment are
rapidly becoming antiquated and just can't
do a proper job with 1971 circuits.
To lay out, design or repair semi-conductor
circuits involving the use of IC's and discrete
transistors requires measuring and test
instruments of greater sensitivity, bandwidth, and flexibility than those old faithfuls
used in the day of the vacuum tube. Even
most VOM's or VTVM's just can't cut the
mustard when it comes to low voltage measurements. Except for a few isolated instances, medium- priced oscilloscopes designed prior to 1969 shouldn't even be
discussed. A scope having an ac range from
5 Hz to a couple of megahertz will not be
able to display the high -speed waveforms
racing through many digital circuits, color
TV, etc. Even if you do find a scope that can
display these waveforms, it is a hairy job
just to keep the scope in synchronization
unless it uses triggered sweep.
LEADER INSTRUMENTS LBO -S01
OSCILLOSCOPE

For several years I have been using one
of the more popular -and one of the first
triggered sweep oscilloscopes. It is, of course,

-

built around vacuum tubes and has performed quite satisfactorily. When the
Leader Instruments LBO-501 oscilloscope
came to hand, I was really not prepared for
this rather astonishing (less than $340) instrument. It is a Japanese import with solid state circuits except in certain parts of the
vertical amplifier and triggered - sweep generator. It is safe to say that the Leader LBO 501 scope is four or five different instruments
in the same package. Obviously, you can
display just about any waveform under in-

a

Monthly Series by "The Reviewer"

vestigation and you can make
extremely
accurate measurement of sign amplitude.
Frequency (or time) can b measured
through the use of the switc -selected or
variable time base (17 option ) . You can
change the graticule and cony rt the LBO 501 to a vectorscope, and you an also use
it fcr television servicing and repair with
help from the factory -calibrat d fixed frequency sweeps ( vertical rate of 33.3 mS
and horizontal rate of 127.0 µS .
Naturally, this scope has tri gered sweep
and once the test probe is co netted, the
display becomes impervious to y other signal coming in for the duration f that sweep
period. After retrace, the sw ep is again
triggered and the cycle repe ts. Because
random triggering is eliminate there is no
trace jitter. Such a circuit lend itself to the
use of a series of different swe p rates, and
since they are all extremely linear, the
scope's horizontal graticule an be calibrated in microseconds. mill seconds, or
even seconds per scale division This is how
frequency is measured. Besides the sweep
speeds that range from 1µS to 0.2 second
per horizontal division, a variable control
is provided for in- between measurements.
A X5 magnifier switch permits the operator
to expand the center of the sweep for close in waveform examination. T e horizontal
can also be triggered from an external
source and access has been pr vided to the
horizontal amplifier input with t the sweep.
The bandwidth here is claimed y the manufacturer to be from 2 Hz to 20 kHz.
<

1

,

Performance Tests. The cope speeds
of the LBO -501 were tested usi g the "Time
Base Calibrator" construction project described in the January issue of this magazine (p 331. The accuracy of the sweeps
was remarkable and this reviewer could
not discern any deviation from the square
wave pattern being produced versus the
graticule calibration. Incidentally, the very
high rate of triggered sweep showed up some
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LEADER INSTRUMENTS
LBO -501 OSCILLOSCOPE

OSCILLOSCOPE

SCC')PE

PULL VAC,

SWEEP TRIGGERING CONTROLS.
Besides obvious usual focus and intensity controls, LBO -501 permits
an option of internal or external

triggering with positive or negative
display of the triggered signal.

AMPLIFIER AND TIME BASE CONTROLS. Horizontal time base
is switch selected in 1 -2 -5 sequence from 1 microsecond to 0.2
second per centimeter of display. Calibration jacks supply voltages to verity accuracy of vertical amplifier. We found fault
with single full -on /full -off switching of graticule illumination
from rear of scope. Supplied probe not used in this photo.

100,000 -HERTZ SQUARE WAVE. To demonstrate
versatility of the scope this photo was taken
of a 100 -kHz square wave which is just starting
to show ringing and overshoot. The claimed rise
time of the LBO -501 scope is 0.035 microsecond,
which means

a

useful response to about 30 MHz.

The LBO -501 was used to
check out the Heathkit GR -370 also mentioned this
month. Display above shows the color bar signai
at the chroma circuit board. Here the horizontal
time base has been switched to the precalibrated
127 µs /cm for the TV horizontal circuit testing.
COLOR TV DISPLAY.
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high- frequency ringing that just wasn't
visible on our older oscilloscope. The vertical
calibration of the LBO -501 was checked
against the Heath EU -80 -A voltage calibrator and also found to be right on the
money. The LBO -501 has a built -in voltage
calibrator with three banana jack outputs on
the front panel providing 5.0, 0.5, and 0.05
P -P outputs. And internal calibration adjustment is available should the transistors in
this circuit "age." Similar provisions are
made for the timing switch circuits involving
television vertical and horizontal sweep
rates.
The LBO-501 is supplied with three different probe tips that screw into the probe
handle. One is a sharp needle point, one is
a bare hook for conventional test point
checks, and a third is a thumb -operated
locking hook with a 10:1 attenuator that
presents a 10-megohm, 15 -pF load to the
circuit under test.
If you haven't guessed it by this time,
your reviewer was impressed by not only the
price, but the flexibility and versatility of
the Leader LBO -501 scope. It will be interesting to see how this scope stands up under
everyday use. Due to the extensive use of
transistors the cabinet runs much cooler (no
circulating fan required) and the unit itself
is about half the weight of comparable
products. About the only annoyance noted
to date has been the graticule illumination
which is unfortunately switch controlled
from the backside of the instrument. Also
the graticule illumination cannot be varied in
intensity and if this reviewer keeps the scope
around, he intends to add a potentiometer to
vary the voltage fed those two pilot lights.

HEATHKIT GR -370 WRAP -UP
As reported here last month (p 86) the
assembly process of the Heathkit solid -state
color TV Model GR -370 took 34 hours-including time spent building the remote control GRA -70 -6. The receiver produced a full
raster at first turn -on and everything looked
OK until the antenna was connected. Then
the picture tore and the age was ineffective.
Resistance checks ( see last month, p 88 )
indicated that the transistors and resistors
were OK and that the problem was probably
an open capacitor. As it turned out, this was
true and the retouched photo shown here
may give builders an idea of what to look for
when soldering in the plastic- coated "green"
,

Mylar capacitors.
The GR -370 has been operating for several
weeks -as this is being written -and outside
of normal minor "aging -in" adjustments, we
are quite pleased with the performance. The
"instant -on" (really delayed some seconds)
turns out to be one of those things we won-

SOLDERED. Only major
building the Heathkit GR -370 was ou
to realize that one lead of an agc b
tor had not been soldered. It is a c
lem with small (green colored) Myl
that have been dipped in plastic.
plastic gets on the wire leads and
electrical connection. This retouched
how solder puddles around the wire
than adhering as shown in the other
IT LOOKED

headache in
own failure
pass capacimmon probr capacitors
ome of the
prohibits an
hoto shows
lead, rather
connections.

der how we managed to get alo g without.
Setting brightness, noise limiting AFT, convergence, purity, etc. were all rel tively easy
and positive. The return of the t ne control
is a blessing in cutting down s me of the
Saturday morning cartoon viole e.
In general, the experimenter
11 find the
GR -370 (or GR -270) a unique an challenging kit -building experience. If
vacuum tube color TV has been assem led in the
past, the new emphasis on acces ibility and
ease of servicing will be apprecia ed. And, if
all the stories about the longevi y of solid state are true, the GR -370 will outlast all
other receivers by a wide marg

RUSSELL BCB ANTENNA BOOSTER
In case you didn't know it, th re's some thing missing in just about every transistor ized AM broadcast band receiv -antenna
input terminals. About a deca
ago, you
couldn't buy a BCB portable ra io without
antenna input terminals. But, a manufacturers became more cost conscio s and ferrite loopsticks more efficient, t e antenna
terminals were eliminated. It is uite likely
that 25% of those listening to M broad casts have excessive backgroun noise and
weak signal reception.
The experimenter could open u just about
any transistor AM portable an . add a few
turns and his own antenna term al connections. A better way appears to be getting
one of the Russell Products "Rae io Antenna
Booster" encapsulated loopstick and lay it
on or attach it to his AM portab The Russell Booster has its own anten a wire and
ground lead ( with alligator clip) The user
simply clips the ground lead to any appro-
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priate metallic ground and unrolls the 4' insulated antenna wire. Inductive coupling between the ferrite loopstick in the Russell
Booster and the receiver loopstick adds up to
30 dB of signal on the AM broadcast band.
I almost wish that there was something
tricky or startlingly unusual about this
gadget, but it is just as the advertiser claims
and really works. Your reviewer has used it
in conjunction with the Radio Shack "ACDC Long Range TRF" AM receiver as a red hot DX'ing combination. Daytime reception
of AM broadcasting signals 90 -125 miles distant is no problem and at night the only
major headache in using the Russell Booster
is curbing my natural tendency to "DX" and
listen to KSL, Salt Lake City, rather than
something local to the New York metropolitan area.

INDUCTIVE COUPLING. The Russell Booster is
an encapsulated loopstick with antenna wiinding.
The wires at right are the ground lead and antenna of the Booster. The user simply positions the
Booster to insure inductive coupling to the ferrite
loopstick in the AM broadcast band receiver.

THE GOOD IDEA-BUTDEPARTMENT
Some months ago your reviewer received

in the mail an "Extendo -Mag" telescoping

magnet from United States Magnet. Actually, I shouldn't say "telescoping" magnet
since the magnet itself obviously does not
telescope, but the chrome -plated arm to

which the Alnico -5 magnet is attached extends and retracts. In this particular gadget,
the manufacturer has collapsed the ExtendoMag to 5" and attached a shirt -pocket clip
to the barrel. The extended length is just
under 18 ".
Since I am up in the front line when it
comes to having a handy magnet around the
lab to retrieve nuts, bolts, screws, etc., that
have a knack of finding their way into inaccessible areas, I was very pleased to give
the Extendo -Mag a trial. I must admit that
I'm not too sure why the manufacturer bothered with the pocket clip unless he thought
fumble- fingered experimenters might lose
the magnet also.
In any case, I tucked the Extendo -Mag in
my shirt pocket and went about my day's
business. It wasn't too long before I noticed
that strange things were happening. It was
becoming very difficult to remove my pen-

TAKE IT WITH

YOU. The Extendo -Mag is made

to extend to 18 inches or collapse to 5 inches.
A pencil clip permits carrying Extendo -Mag in the
shirt pocket. Your reviewer gave it a try, but
found the over-energetic magnet a Good Idea -But!

cil from the same shirt pocket since the
Extendo -Mag didn't want to break up the

partnership. When I solved that problem,
I found I was "wearing" 6 -32 nuts and bolts
on my shirt front!
This is a good idea, but I don't think too
many users will take advantage of the
pocket clip.

FOR MORE INFORMATION
Leader Oscilloscope -Circle No. 88 en Reader Service Page 15 or 95.
Heathkit Color TV- Circle No. 89 on Reader Service Page 15 or 95.
Russell Antenna Booster -Circle No. 90 on Reader Service Page 15 or 95.
Extendo-Mag- Circle No. 91 on Reader Service Page 15 or 95.
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SHORTWAVE LISTENING

-Is

there more to the upsurge of interest
Propaganda -Circa 1975
in facsimile broadcasting than meets the eye (no pun intended) ?
Is it possible that a few daring shortwave broadcasters are
considering the following scene: a Soviet DX'er turns on a receiver
but instead of VoA propaganda, it brings forth a subversive
anti -Marxist comic strip? In South Africa, an SWL is receiving
the daily installment of his favorite news magazine-which by now
had been banned from conventional entry into that Republic. And
Fidel Castro, who never takes a back seat when it comes to internation
broadcasting, is beaming the newest Black Panther manifesto into
the United States via Radio Habana's transmitters. Unlike direct
international TV broadcasts from space, the technology exists to
transmit all sort of printed pages. North American DX'ers can
readily verify this by tuning 3357 kHz (NSS, Washington, DC) or
5345 kHz (NPG, San Francisco, California) and listen to the
insect-like sounds of facsimile transmissions (weather maps)
each and every evening. (Submitted by the Short Wave News Service)
SHORTWAVE LISTENING

More on Chibom 1 -Tape recordings sent by various routes to Pe ing are now
being acknowledged by the Academia Sinica (Academie des Sciences ' e Chine).
In a letter dated September 30,1970,W illiam A. Matthews reports tl following
text: "The great call issued by Chairman Mao, the great leader of th Chinese
people, 'we too should produce man -made satellites' has come true or April 24,
1970. It is a fruitful result achieved by the Chinese people under the ;uidance
of Mao Tsetung Thought and after being tempered in the great prole rian cultural
revolution. The music of 'The East Is Red' and the telemetric signals you
received were broadcast by China's first man -made earth satellite."
MEDIUMWAVE LISTENING
New Zealand Goes Into Private Radio -The establishment of the
New Zealand Broadcasting Authority with the intention of setting u
two broadcasting networks is creating worldwide interest. Radio
Hauraki (see POPULAR ELECTRONICS, September, 1970, p 86) operate .
so successfully that the government- reacting to public pressure
decided to open the broadcasting field to private commercial as well
stations operated by the NZBC. Five stations have now been licensed
and Radio Hauraki was the first to go into operation when they
signed on at 6:00 a.m., September 26, on 1480 kHz. Mediumwave
stations in New Zealand are not permitted commercial programming
on Sundays. At this writing the commercials include: 1XW, Radio
Waikato, Hamilton (930 kHz), 2 kW; 1XP, Radio Plains, Thames (1 20 kHz),
1 kW; 1XK, Radio Waitomo, Te Kuiti (1170 kHz), 1 kW; 1XA, Radi
Hauraki, Auckland (1480 kHz) 5 kW; 1XI, Radio International, Au i land
(1590 kHz) 5 kW. (Submitted by Arthur Cushen, MBE)

-

,

,
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SHORTWAVE LISTENING

Satellite Broadcasting-Although most of the talk at the International
Broadcasting Convention, London, September, 1970, dealt with TV, a
technical paper on shortwave broadcasting attracted the attention
of many attendees. The BBC revealed that they had studied the possibility
of 11- and 13 -meter band international broadcasts from satellites.
Regarded as technically feasible, the transmitter need not have more
than 1000 watts power output and a satellite could be in a relatively
low orbit going around the earth once every 2 or 3 hours. No plans
were discussed for putting this scheme into practice, although
certain members of the audience had knowing smiles on their faces.
CITIZENS RADIO (CB)

Citizens Band Museum -In one of the most ambitious projects
ever undertaken in the short history of CB, the Citizens Radio
Association of Rockland, Inc. has announced plans for the construction
of the nation's first and only CB historical museum. It is destined
to be located on the Association's 40 -acre camp grounds in the Catskills
in Ulster County, New York. The museum will contain not only historical
artifacts, but will house a research library and a "Hall of Fame"
to honor CB'ers who have made vital contributions to the furtherance
and best interests of CB. Club participation throughout the country
is being requested and details are available from Robert Knight,
KMD4178, c/o Citizens Radio Association of Rockland County, Inc.,
P.O. Box 295, Nanuet, N.Y. 10954.
AMATEUR RADIO

Portable and Somewhat Mobile -One of the
biggest challenges of ham radio is packing up
your equipment and heading for the open places.
Probably the most interesting maritime mobile ham
station is aboard "FLIP ", the Floating Instrument
Platform for oceanographic research. FLIP, a steel
tube about 20 ft in diameter and 325 ft long, is
towed into position and the bow end is flooded so
that it sinks, lifting the aft end out of the
water. Shown here in its two positions, FLIP is
also the home of several radio hams: Butch Smith,
K6GHO; Dave Holloway, K6DHD: and Romeo
Vadnais, K6IIX. Conceived at the Marine Physical Lab.
of Schripps Institute of Oceanography and funded by
the U.S. Navy, FLIP may sometimes be seen at the
B St. pier in its home port, San Diego. (Submitted
by W6IIX. Photos courtesy Marine Physical Lab.)
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OPPORTUNITY
AWARENESS
Thoughtful Reflections On Your Future
Tenth in a Monthly Series by David L. Heiserman

Selling Inventions
Although I have not received a patent as yet,
I have designed a circuit for a new kind of
burglar alarm. I am not telling anyone exactly how it works, but have tried to sell the
idea to several large firms. I always walk
away with the idea that these people are
laughing at me. What are the chances of
getting someone to buy my idea?

It is very doubtful that a responsible engineering or manufacturing firm would be
laughing at you. Most companies treat
"walk in" inventors quite seriously.
Contrary to some popular beliefs, however, modern industrial manufacturers don't
go out of their way to find new product ideas
from the man on the street. Most companies
have more ideas than they can possibly produce and many such ideas come from their
own expensive research and development
labs. For financial reasons, most manufacturers would prefer to keep all the inventing
"in the house."
If you have a really good idea, you must
be prepared to convince fellow technicians
and engineers that the thing actually works.
You'll have to reveal every detail and prove
with a working model that the idea is as
great as you think it is.
The biggest risk in the invention business
is not legal, but psychological. Every time
you walk into an engineering office, you run
the risk of having your ego deflated. Many
inventors have fooled themselves into thinking that their brainchild is the greatest thing
since the invention of the wheel. Just be sure
that your practical judgement has not been
clouded by visions of fame and fortune.
The public relations supervisor for a
major aerospace firm says that his company
tries hard not to discourage people who walk
in off the street with a new idea. If the inventor presents all of the details of his gadget and it is not acceptable, the engineers
explain why the company doesn't want the
idea. If the engineers believe the idea isn't

at all practical, they may take he time to
point out the technical reasons.
Experience and Income
You keep talking about careers in lectronics
for beginners, or for technician that are
attempting to advance themselves in the indusky. I've been an electronics echnician
for 22 years. Although I don't ha e a diploma from any electronics school, I m a high
school graduate and would like to have your
estimate of what my present sal ry should
be and what I can do to further y career
at my age.

With your experience your sa ary should

be between $7500 and $12,000 pe year -de-

pending upon geographic locatin. The national average income for techn cians with
your background is about $9801 per year.
By way of comparison, beginne s with no
formal technical training start t with an
average income of just under $6 r 10.
Obviously, your salary will . so depend
largely upon the type of comp y you are
working for, your responsibiliti= s, and the
kinds of products being manu ctured or
services rendered.
A salary report by the Engi eers Joint
Council shows that your next 1 t years of
experience aren't going to inc ease your
earning power by any great amunt. Most
technicians earn salaries that top ut around
20 -25 years. Thus, your future ere might
be considered bleak and restrict d to "cost
of living" salary adjustments.
Note, however, that technician who have
an Associate Degree (EE) ave age about
$10,300 per year with your experience.
It would appear preferable to take some
time over the next four years
d get that
Associate Degree. Better yet, ve serious
consideration to the new Bachel rs Degree
in Engineering Technology. Wit your experience and a BSET, you could i mediately
command an $11,000 -plus salary.
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SOLID STATE
One Hundred Seventy-Seventh in a Monthly Series by Lou Garner

ACCORDING to the American Automobile
Association, over a half -million automobile accidents each year result from "im-

proper overtaking." This frightening statistic might be reduced substantially if a new
solid -state detection system developed by
Sylvania's Wakefield Development Laboratory Wakefield, MA 01880) were to come
into widespread use.
Designed to meet the specifications of a
major automobile manufacturer, Sylvania's
Vehicle Proximity Detection System, Model
HS -200, will respond to vehicles within 30
feet of its sensor, covering an area slightly
larger than a single traffic lane. Its intended
application is to alert a driver to vehicles
moving into his rear blind zones, as illustrated in Fig. 1.
A passive ultrasonic systems the HS -200
reacts only to those high frequency sounds
generated by a moving vehicle, such as road
tire and engine noises. A passive design
approach was selected by Sylvania's engineers after a thorough investigation of
radar, active ultrasonic and infrared detection techniques) when it was found that
simple active systems, in general, could not
I

(

I

(

discriminate between real target vehicles
and such stationary objects as fences, signposts, tunnels, etc., and, moreover, were extremely sensitive to rain, snow, dust, salt,
shock, vibration, and severe temperature
changes.
The system's functional block diagram is
shown in Fig. 2. In operation, signals picked
up by an ultrasonic transducer (microphone) equipped with a directional horn are
coupled through a tuned circuit to a high gain, solid -state amplifier. An agc circuit
with a 20 -dB dynamic range serves to suppress ambient highway noises, while a signal
integrator and threshold detector, together,
insure a response only to target vehicles.
rejecting shock and similar pulse -like signals. The signal is "cleaned up and fed to a
solid-state lamp driver. The output is a
10 -volt, 100 -mA. dc signal capable of energizing a panel lamp on the vehicle's dash.
Circuit parameters are chosen so that the
system is insensitive to vehicles traveling at
less than 35 mph, thus avoiding nuisance
alarms when in bumper -to- bumper city traffic.

In practice, the pickup transducer (s) may

into his
Fig. 1. Sylvania's Vehicle Proximity Detection System alerts a driver to vehicles moving
cars.
rear blind zones. A passive ultrasonic system, it reacts only to high-frequency sounds of moving
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2. In de ection system,
signals picked up by ultrasonis mike are u ed to activate
a visual alarm on dashboard.
Fig.

DISPLAY
SIGNAL

THRESHOLD
DETECTOR

be mounted either in a special rear -view

mirror package or within the vehicle's rear
fender (s) as part of the tail- and -turn -light
assembly. The electronic control module may
be placed wherever convenient.
Although it was developed using a clever
design approach, the proximity detection
system is relatively simple. Given the basic
block diagram (Fig. 2) and operational philosophy, then, an advanced hobbyist might
be able to devise his own functional unit for
home construction. At the very least, the
design and assembly of a system with comparable performance should prove to be an
interesting and challenging project for the
serious experimenter.
Reader's Circuit. Submitted by J. L.
Elkhorne (76 Roselawn Drive, Independence,
KY 41051), the voltage controlled relaxation
oscillator circuits illustrated in Fig. 3 may
be used in pulse generators, electronic musical instruments, SCR control systems, and
specialized test equipment. With modifications, the circuits also may be used as analogto- digital converters for telemetry and computer applications. Essentially similar, both
circuits are adaptations of conventional UJT
relaxation oscillator designs.
In the circuit shown in Fig. 3A, control
transistor QI is connected in series with

charging resistor R2. An inc ease in Q1's
base bias voltage reduces its
itter- collector resistance, thus reducing Q2's emitter
RC time constant and increasi g the output
rate. In experimental tests, E home found
that raising the do control volt ge from 0.62
to 1.40 volts shifted the pul e rate from
approximately 2 Hz to 3 kHz.
A somewhat different tech ique for rate
adjustment is used in the shu t-control circuit given in Fig. 3B. Here, QI forms a
voltage divider in conjunctio with series
resistor R2, thus modifying th slope of C1's
charge curve and limiting Q 's maximum
emitter voltage. As before, a increase in
Q1's base bias voltage will re' uce its emitter -collector resistance. In th s case, how ever, the effect is to reduce t e oscillator's
pulse rate (frequency).

Manufacturer's Circuit. uggested by
Siliconix, Inc. (2201 Laurelwo d Road, Santa Clara, CA 95054), the wi e -band FET
video amplifier circuits shown in Fig 4 may
be used in TV sets, radio rec ivers, r -f remote controls, telemetry equi ment, analog
computers, oscilloscopes, signa tracers, electronic voltmeters, counters, o in virtually
any application requiring an a mplifier stage
with a high input impedance a low input
capacitance, and a broad frequ ncy response.
+10

+10

01

2N2270

+
CONTROL
VOLTAGE

RI

150K

PULSE
OUTPUT

CONTROL
VOLTAGE

10

PULSE

(B)

OUTPUT
R4

CI

loon

.02pF
to

(A)

Fig. 3. These UJT relaxation o cillator circuits
have a variety of uses. In both,
frequency is
controlled by changing base bias voltage on Q1.

e
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With input impedances of up to 10 megohms,
all three circuits employ a type 2N5397
n- channel FET.
The common -source stage shown in Fig.
4A can furnish an average gain of 10 dB
with a 70 -MHz bandwidth and an input capacitance of approximately 8 pF, assuming
a drain -to- ground distributed capacitance
of about 2.5 pF shown dotted as Cd)
Gain is sacrificed for bandwidth in the arrangement shown in Fig. 4B. In common with
most source -follower designs, this circuit has
less than unity gain (0.96) but its bandwidth
is 270 MHz, and its input capacitance only 1.5
pF. As before, C, is considered to be 2.5 pF.
A bipolar transistor, Q2, is teamed with
the FET in the final circuit, Fig. 4C, to
achieve an optimum compromise between
gain, bandwidth, and low input capacitance.
According to Siliconix, this circuit furnishes
10 dB gain and has a bandwidth of 90 MHz,
while its input capacitance is a mere 1.0 pF.
Again, C,, is estimated to be 2.5 pF.
All the video amplifier gain, bandwidth
and input capacitance figures are approximations, of course, and may vary somewhat
in practical circuits, depending on the characteristics of the individual components used
for assembly as well as the skill of the builder in minimizing lead inductances and distributed circuit capacitance.
From the Simple to the Sublime. An
essential part of circuit development procedures, breadboard techniques are used by
hobbyists and design engineers alike. In
practice, an individual breadboard may be
as simple as a scrap piece of perf board on
which an experimental circuit is wired, or as
elaborate as a multi -subsystem rack which
is patch -wired to simulate complex process
control networks or computer systems.
Recently, we've learned of two commercial "breadboards" which should be of interest to experimenters specializing in solid state circuitry. One, available in several
versions, is of moderate size, quite inexpensive, versatile and easy -to -use. The other is
extremely small, moderately priced, somewhat complex, and also versatile and easyto- use -provided one has access to (or can
afford) a fairly expensive accessory.
The simpler of the new breadboards is
illustrated in Fig. 5. Dubbed EXPERI/
BOARD by the manufacturer, the Circuit
Accessories Co. 514 S. River Street, Hackensack, NJ 076011, these units are offered in
six different versions -three 4" X 6" types
which sell for a mere $1.95 each, and three
6" X 9" models at $3.75 each. All six versions are similar except for size and pattern
and all are essentially etched circuit boards
with large pads suitable for lap soldering.
The type 46D1 and its larger companion
model, type 69D1, have patterns designed
(

-1-15

LI
RI

IyH

6200
OUTPUT

L_
1.

.

R2

22011

.OIiF

,

(A)
+12

OUTPUT

,

4.7K

èd

-12

--

I

(B)

(C)

(

Fig. 4. Wide -band FET video amplifier circuits can
be used in any application requiring a high input
resistance, low input capacitance and broad frequency response. Circuit (A) has a 10 -dB gain with
70-MHz bandwidth; (B) has lower gain but a much
higher bandwidth with 0.96 gain for 270 MHz; (C)
is optimum compromise-10 dB gain for 90 MHz.
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SOLID STA TE

Garble
disposal

(Continued from pay e 87)
for maximum use in bread oarding dis crete component circuitry.
ype 46 -IC -1
and 69 -IC -1 have special pat erns suitable
for 14 -lead dual -in -line IC's. inally, types
46 -IC-2 and 69 -IC -2 are desi
d for TO -can
type IC's with up to ten leads. he IC models
may be used with lap-solder connections
or, if preferred, drilled for sta dard IC sockets.

The Cobra 24 strikes through garble
and static everytime. All you get is a
crisp and clear message on all 23
crystal -controlled channels (no extra

crystals needed).
Thanks to:

Measuring only 0.070 X 0.0 5 -inch (real/y!), making it the smallest w 've ever seen,
the other "breadboard" comes omplete with
over 50 integral component including 6
high frequency npn transisto s, 2 medium current npn transistors, 2 lat ral pnp transistors, one common -collecto pnp transistor, 4 base -emitter junctio diodes, one
5.2 -volt Zener diode, 30 cente -tapped resistors with values ranging fro 30 to 200,000
ohms, 4 pinched resistors wit values above
25,000 ohms, and 2 junction c pacitors.
Identified as the type SG3 01 QuikChip
by its manufacturer, Silicon General, Inc.
(7382 Bolsa Ave., Westminst r, CA 92683)
the device is actually an unco mitted monolithic IC chip with isolated co ponents and
a number of bus bar strips. T e units themselves are furnished premoun d on uncased
TO -100 packages. Relativel inexpensive,
the devices sell for less than t dollars each
in unit quantities.
In practice, the designer fi st develops a
schematic diagram compatible with the component values and device par meters on the
chip. Next, using the schema is as a guide,
he lays out his intended circu t on a scaled up worksheet which duplicate the IC chip's
geometry. Finally, actual circ it connections
are made using a microscope - quipped commercial wire bonder. If desi ed, the completed IC can be capped an sealed using
conventional techniques.
If you find Silicon Gene al's little IC
breadboards fascinating and find yourself
developing the "gotta- try -it -' ch," we suggest you resist the urge to or er a few until
you check your wallet. The s all accessory
standard wire bonder
eded for circuit interconnections can be a ee bit expensive. GTI's (GTI Corporation, Dix Engineering Division, 1399 Logan Av Costa Mesa,
CA 92626) Bondsonic ultraso is wire bonder, for example, sells for a out $2,500.00
,

A Dynascan exclusivel full 5 -watts of
clear message with DYNABOOST speech

compression.
All solid -state plus FET and integrated
circuitry for stability and dependability.
Selective, dual- conversion, superhet receiver with ceramic filter to give superior
selectivity and gain.
Operates on 12 volts DC. Meets FCC requirements.
Positive /negative ground operation without internal wiring changes needed -with
reverse polarity protection.

The Cobra 24 also features a dynamic
push -to -talk microphone, an illuminated channel selector and "S" meter
for night transmission and a PA /CB
switch with adjustable volume. Plus
many more features that make the
Cobra 24 the most powerful and dependable radio in its class. Write us
or see your local distributor for our
catalog.
Just be sure you get the Cobra 24
and let the other guys collect the
garble.

Cobra 24 Net: $ 169.95
Optional PAC Power Supply -$32.95

C b ra
Product of Dynascan Corporation
1801 W. Belle Plaine
Chicago, Illinois 60613

CIRCLE NO. 2 ON READER SERVICE PAGE

-a

-

,

each.
All in all, a small EXPER /BOARD and
a handy soldering iron can b a lot cheaper
way to breadboard, albeit no as intriguing
as working with an IC chip!
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5. New breadboards are
available in six sizes and patterns and are etched circuit
boards with lap soldering pads.
Fig.

new BCD decimal counter and binary hexadecimal counter, multifunctional TTL /MSI
devices with three control inputs for mode
selection. Suggested applications include

Brochures and Things. Two valuable
new Application Notes have been published
Box 880A,
by Fairchild Semiconductor
Mountain View, CA 940401. Written by
members of the company's Systems and
Applications Engineering Group, the notes
discuss new Fairchild devices and their ap1

counters, multistage programmable counters, up /down counters and cyclic D/A con version.
The second paper. APP -189, RF Applications of the FT0601 Dual -Gate MOSFET, is
a 12 -page publication by Srih'r man Sir which

plications.

Entitled The 9310 -9316 Counters, Application Note APP -184 (10 pages) describes a

If you can't come to the world's newest, largest
and most exciting electronics department
store, well mail the store to you!

Exclusive!

Knight -Kit and
Science -Fair

New! 1911 Allied Radio Shack Catalog
460 pages- thousands of electronic values!

Kits.

Exclusive!

Big Choice of Audio Items
Factory- Direct Savings!
Allied TD -1099. 3 -Head Stereo Tape

Realistic
Lifetime

...

Tubes.

Deck. Walnut -grain case.

Exclusive!
Battery -A-

Realistic STA -120.

Month

_

El-FM Stereo Receiver.

Club.

F

World's finest

MAIL COUPON

Witt

selection of
famous brands

-in

Wideband AM,
140 Watts.

$179.95

case.

$269.95

...

or bring to

Allied Radio Shack store.

617
ALLIED RADIO SHACK, 100 N. Western Avenue,
Zhicago, Illinois 60680
Yes! I want your big new 1971 Catalog. I enclose E1 for mailing
and handling refundable with my first purchase of $1 or more.

one book!

Muddle

RADIO SHACK

I

ADDRESS

Slieer

7I-y

STATE

r

WORLD'S LARG

I

t

;

;

I

I

t

' E

N

J

check

OF

I

r

i

ZIP

Route and Boa No.

money order

cash.

48 STATES. SEE YOUR PHONE BOOK.
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New Heathkit solid -state 25" ultra rectangular Color TV with exclusive
MTX -5 Matrix picture tube

This is the world's finest color TV ... and you can prove it to
yourself. Compare the standard features of the new "371" to any
color TV at any price ... and you'll agree.
MTX-5 picture tube... standard. Developed by Heath engineers
in conjunction with leading domestic picture tube manufacturers
to provide optimum picture quality. Specially formulated etched
glass face plate cuts out unwanted glare ... gives increased contrast without sacrificing brightness ... delivers the sharpest, purest,
most natural 315 sq. in. of color you'll ever see.
Unique solid-state design ... under development for over 5 years:
45 transistors, 55 diodes, 2 SCR's; 4 advanced Integrated Circuits
containing another 46 transistors and 21 diodes; and just two tubes
(picture & high voltage rectifier) combine to deliver performance
and reliability unmatched in the industry. Modular plug -in circuit
boards permit easier assembly & service.
3 -stage solid-state IF... standard ... delivers higher gain for
better overall picture quality. Factory assembled & aligned.
Exclusive design solid -state VHF tuner ... MOSFET design for
greater sensitivity, lower noise & lower cross -modulation. Delivers
visibly superior color reception. Assembled & aligned.
Automatic Fine Tuning... standard. Just push a button and the

u New Heathkit solid -state "Legato"
25 -pedal Theatre Organ

The most versatile musical Instrument ever created ... here today in easy -to- assemble kit form, saving you hundreds of dollars
over comparable organs. A truly professional instrument, designed
exclusively for Heath by the famous Thomas Organ company.
Exclusive Thomas Color -GIo key lights show you correct notes &
chords. Match the colors with your left hand, letters with your right.
The unique Color -GIo keys and comprehensive Thomas organ
course supplied will have you playing complete professional
sounding songs in minutes, without musical knowledge.
15 manual voices, 4 pedal voices ... any or all at the flip of a tab.
SOLO: Diapason 16', Bass Clarinet 16', Trumpet 16', English Horn
8', Oboe 8', Violin 8', Tibia 16', Tibia 8', Tibia 4', Tibia 2'. ACCOMPANIMENT: Diapason 8', Saxophone 8', French Horn 8', Oboe Horn
8', Cello 8'. PEDAL: Diapason 16', Major Flute 8', Bass Clarinet 8',
String Bass 8'.

New Heathkit solid -state
14" portable Color TV
Console performance with portable convenience ... that's the
new GR -169. Heath engineers took the highly sophisticated circuitry of the new GR -371 above, modified it slightly to accommodate the smaller picture tube, eliminated the AFT feature, and put
it in a handsome, compact cabinet. The result is a portable that
performs better than any portable at any price ... and better than
most consoles as well. Features the unique Heath solid -state
chassis for unexcelled performance and long -term reliability.
4

assembled & aligned AFT module tunes n perfect picture & sound
automatically, instantly... eliminates ma ual fine tuning.
VHF power tuning ... standard ... sca thru all VHF channels
and one preselected UHF channel at the push of the button.
"Instant- On
standard. A push of th power switch brings inscant sound, picture in seconds. Prehea d picture tube filaments
extend picture tube life.
Automatic noise limiting and gated
GC ... standard. Keep
pulse-type interference to a minimum, aintain signal strength at
a constant level.
High resolution circuitry ... standard. Improves picture clarity.
Adjustable video peaking lets you select the degree of sharpness.
Adjustable tone control ... standard. L is you vary the tone from
the built -in dual cone 6x9" speaker from deep, rich bass to clean,
crisp highs.
Hi -fi sound output... standard. Permit playing the audio from
the "371" thru your hi -fi or stereo for bet er reproduction.
Exclusive Heath owner -service capabi ity built -in. Heath color
TV's are the only sets on the market that
n be serviced by you ...
without special equipment or knowled e. The exclusive Heath
manual, combined with the built -in dot generator and volt -ohm
meter make service and adjustment easy
. and save money.
The GR -371 is the world's finest color
. Order yours now. Kit
GR -371, 125 lbs.... $579.95'. Other sol d -state color TV's in 227
& 295 sq. in. sizes from $489.95 ".

"...

...

200 watts peak power from two separat solid -state amplifiers
one for the Leslie system, one for the ma n system.
"Stereo" sound. 2 -speed rotating Leslie to create the liquid tremolo beauty of the theatre organ
2 -1 " speakers in the main
system. Play some voices thru the Leslie, others thru the main systom to create a lifelike "stereo" effect.
Two 44 -note keyboards ... both manual tilt & overhang for easier
playing. Accompaniment manual range
F1 to C5; solo manual 16', 8', 4', 2' ... F1 to C7.
25 -note heel & toe pedalboard... exclusi e Thomas Radial -Arc design, permits easy, tireless pedal playing. Range 16' & 8', CO to C3.
Other features include selective repea percussion for "strum -

...

ming" effects; selective attack percussio for crisp piano or guitar
sounds; Reverb for concert hall realism; ariable vibrato and easy

assembly with the famous Heathkit manu I.
Put a universe of sound in your home oday ... order your new
TO -101 now. Kit TO -101, 299 lbs
$ 495 `. Playmate & Band
Box accessories also available.

...

Other features include modular plug -in
assembly, faster service. Solid -state 3 -st
gain for improved picture quality. Factory
tuner uses MOSFET design for greater s
nor color pictures. Front panel secondar
minor adjustments without removing chas
Heath self- service features built -in provi
capability... and you can do it without sp
ment.

Now... frequency measurement at a p rice you can afford. Delivers stable, accurate counting from 1 H: to over 15 MHz. All integrated circuitry for top performance,
igh reliability. Automatic
trigger level for wide range input with ut adjustment. Five digit
cold- cathode readout with Hz/kHz rang to and overrange indicators give 8-digit capability. Input Z 1 meg 3hm shunted by less than
20 pF for low circuit loading. Order yo er new IB -101 today. Kit
IB -101, 7 lbs
$199.95`

of the following Heathkit Electronic Centers:

330 E. Bail Road
EI Cerrito, 94530
6000 Potrero Avenue
La Mesa, 92041
8363 Center Drive
Los Angeles, 90007
2309 S. Flower St.
Redwood City, 94063
2001 Middlefield Rd.
Woodland Hills, 91364
22504 Ventura Blvd.

COLORADO
Denver, 80212
5940 W. 38th Ave.
GEORGIA

MASSACHUSETTS

Atlanta. 30305

5285 Roswell Road

ILLINOIS
Chicago, 60645
3462 -66 W. Devon Ave.
Downers Grove, 60515
224 Ogden Ave.

MARYLAND

Rockville, 20852
5542 Nicholson Lane

controls permit periodic
from cabinet. Exclusive
complete owner service
cial knowledge or equip -

is

New Heathkit solid-state 15 MHz
frequency counter

See these and 300 other Heathkit suggestions at one
CALIFORNIA
Anaheim, 9280$

nsitivity... delivers supe-

It all adds up ... to the new Heathkit GR 169 ... the world's finest
portable (and one of the world's best c soles too!). Order yours
today. Kit GR -169, 69 lbs... $349.95"

New Heathkit solid -state 80 -10 Meter
Amateur Receiver

The world's best ham receiver. Tunes USB, LSB, AM, CW & RTTY,
80 -10 M. 15 MHz WWV coverage. 100 & 25 kHz calibration. Dual
gate MOSFET front end for greater dynamic range. Solid -state factory assembled & aligned Linear Master Oscillator for rock-solid
tuning with 1 kHz readout. 1/4 uV sensitivity for 10 dB S +N /N. 2.1
kHz selectivity with built -in SSB crystal filter ... optional AM & CW
crystal filters available. Fast, easy assembly. Order your SB -303
now. Kit SB -303, 21 lbs.
$319.95"

circuit boards for easier

ge IF provides increased
ssembled & aligned VHF

Wellesley, 02181
165 Worcester St.
MICHIGAN
Detroit, 48219
18645 W. Eight Mile Rd.
MINNESOTA
Hopkins, 65343
101 Shady Oak Rd.
MISSOURI
St. Louis, 63123
9296 Granulo Ave.
NEW JERSEY
Fair Lawn, 07410
35-07 Broadway (Rte. 4)

NEW YORK

Jericho, LI., 11753
15 Jericho Turnpike
New York, 10036

35 W. 45th Street
OHIO
Cleveland, 44129

5444 Pearl Rd.
Woodlawn, 45215
10133 Springfield Pike

PENNSYLVANIA

Philadelphia, 19149
6318 Roosevelt Blvd.

Pittsburgh, 15235
3482 William Penn Hwy.
ERAS
Dallas, 75201
2715 Ross Avenue
Houston, 77027
3705 Westheimer
ASHINGTON
Seattle, 98121
2221 Third Ave.
WISCONSIN
Milwaukee, 53216
5215 W. Fond du Lac

Retail Heathkit Electronic Center prices slightly higher to
cover shipping, local stock, cons( nation and demonstration
facilities. Local service also avail ble whether you purchase
locally or by factory mail order.
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Five New Heathkit® Solid -State Ideas

25 -pedal

theatre organ

0 25 ' ultra -rectangular
Color TV

4

Amateur radio

receiver
15 MHz

Another great idea:

i

14" portable
Color TV

3

frequency counter

LHEATHKIT]
rHEATH COMPANY, Dept. 10 -2
Benton Harbor, Michigan 49022
Enclosed is $

Please send model (s)
Please send FREE Heathkit Catalog.

Send for your
FREE 1971

a

Schlumber0er Company
,

plus shipping.

Please send Credit Application.

Name

Address

Heathkit catalog
today!

City

L

Zip
State
'Mail order paces; F.O.B. factory.
Prices S specifications subject to change without notice.
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SOLID S'TA' rE
(Continued from pagt 89)
Lafayette's
1971 Golden

discusses design and performan e

Jubilee
Catalog

é1Otjj
enniverácy

Your 1st Guide To
Everything in Electronics

(10131 Bubb Road, Cupertino
has issued the second volume

Stereo /Hi -Fi Components
Musical Instruments and Amplifiers
Photography Equipment
Ham and CB Gear
Public Address
Systems
Tools and Test Equipment
Educational and Optical Equipment
Black and
White /Color Televisions
Police and Fire Monitor Receivers
Books and Parts
Plus Thousands of Additional Items

Lafayette Radio Electronics Dept. 35021
P. 0. Box 10, Syosset, L. I., N.
Y. 11791

-

Send Me the Free Lafayette
Golden Jubilee 1971 Catalog 710

!

am

a--

-'

35021

Name

!

Address
City

I

State

1

Zip

(Please include your zip code)

!

CIRCLE NO. 11 ON READER SERVICE PAGE

LONG DISTANCE CB
MOBILE ANTENNAS
Our fiberglass "Racers 4 & 6"
have tunable tips so you can tune
your SWR to 1.1:1 and get the
most distance out of your mobile
transceiver. Extra strong, non fraying military grade fiberglass
... fits all standard %n -24 thread
mounts. The prices are right, too.
Racer 6
Racer 4
Racer Mounts

!

6' length

S11.95

4' length

S11.25
$

4.95

See your local CB dealer.
TUNABLE TIP

avanti
Avanti Research & Development, Inc.
1

fCAtheir
new
Devoted
95014 )

series of booklets, GaAsLite "ps.
entirely to opto- isolators, this ew 28 -page
publication covers phototrans stor, photo diode, and photoSCR couplers . d isolators.
Design considerations, applicat "ns, and test
methods are discussed, with . number of
practical circuits included for r ference purposes. One interesting section s devoted to
the use of opto-isolators in co puter interface applications. For a copy o this worthwhile publication, contact your earest Monsanto distributor or write dir-ctly to the
company.
Down, Down, Down go s miconductor
prices while up, up, up go sale Despite the
nation -wide recession, semic I ductor devices continue to fare well in the marketplace compared to vacuum tub s. According
to data compiled by the EIA M rketing Services Department, U.S. fact ry sales of
semiconductors showed a 2.0% gain during
the first seven months of 1970, compared to
a similar period in 1969. In c ntrast, U.S.
factory sales of receiving tube were down
22.3% from 1969 sales during similar period. Actually, these figures
whole story, for some solid -stat
doing much better than others
survey period, for example, sa
lithic IC's registered a whoppi

n't tell the
devices are
During the

es of mono g 41.4% in-

crease when measured agains comparable
1969 sales. while sales of dis rete devices
recorded a 5.2% drop. Obviou y, the trend
is toward an increased use of I 's.
Aside from technical perf rmance, the
prime reason for the increasi g popularity
of semiconductor devices is t e continuing
drop in prices. When first in roduced, for
example, Raytheon's original type CK722
"experimenter's transistor" so d for a low,
low (for those days) $7.50 eac Today, excellent experimenter types are available for
about 25¢ each in modest qua tities. In another category, Fairchild's riginal type
709C IC operational amplifier old for some
$64.00 each when introduced a few years
ago. Today, the same unit sell for a mere
$1.49 in unit quantities and for ess than one
dollar in 100 lots.
-Lou
.

FOR LOWEST
POSSIBLE SWR

CIRCLE NO.

character-

istics of a new MOSFET and outlines the
special features that make it id al for use as
a UHF, VHF or FM amplifier, ' HF and FM
mixer, or i -f amplifier.
Monsanto Electronic Specin1 Products

ON READER SERVICE PAGE
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POPULA

'

ELECTRONICS

READER SERVICE PAGE

free information service:

Here's an easy and convenient way for you to get additional information about
products advertised or mentioned editorially (if it has a "Reader Service
Number ") in this issue. Just follow the directions below... and the material
will be sent to you promptly and free of charge.
On coupon below, circle the number(s) that
corresponds to the key number(s) at the bottom or next to the advertisement cr editorial mention that is of interest to you. (Key numbers for
advertised products also appear in the Advertisers'
Index.) Print or type your name and address on the
lines indicated.

1

2

Cut out the coupon and mail it to: POPULAR ELECTRONICS,
P.O. Box 8391, Philadelphia, PA 19101.

no t es

If you want to write tc the editors of
POPULAR ELECTRONICS about an article

on any subject that does not have a key number, write
to POPULAR ELECTRONICS, One Park Avenue, New
York, N.Y. 10016. Inquiries concerning circulation

subscriptions should be sent to POPULAR
ELECTRONICS, P.O. Box 1096, Flushing, N.Y. 11352.
and

r

2/71 -2
Void after March 31, 1971

Popular Electronics

P.O. BOX 8391

PHILADELPHIA, PA. 19101

12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20
32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40
52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60
72 73 74 75 76 77 78 79 80
81 82 83 84 85 85 87 88 89 90 91 92 93 94 95 96 97 98 99 100
1
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11
21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31
41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50 51
61 62 63 64 65 66 67 68 69 70 71

NAME (Print clearly)
ADDRESS
CITY
February,

STATE

ZIP CODE
95
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These long playing
cartridges will
outperform any long

ELECTRO -CULTURE
lirnfrrll'rrnu purr 70l
unless well -watered. Peas ant carrots are in

this group. Further, electric reatment must
be stopped if days are hot am sunny. A simple photoelectric relay circui , connected in
series with the power line, prt vides adequate
cr nit rol for this purpose.
Note that plants are mavericks in many
ways and do not necessarily show uniform
yield patterns. Electronically peaking, being
living organisms. species util ze the energy
contained in the phosphate b lids of adenosine tripitosphate (A TP) to rive reactions
Nvhirlt lead to maintenance . nd growth of
cells. tissues. etc. Titis ATP is produced from
adenosine di phosphate (ADP) by processes
involved in aerobic respiratio , fermentation,
and electromagnetic bionucle r constituents
of photosynthesis. In many
ys, plants are
nrgnu +t semiconductors and pparently feature electron transport syst .ms which, in
higher plant mitochondria, re exactly the
same as those for animal n itocbondria in
ways of generating enzyme.
Itowever, taken together, se once has only a
vague idea why plants react
applied electro- culture and related metl As mentioned
earlier. The field is wide open or experimentation and improvement. and t certainly lias
exceptional hopes for the flit' re.
.

t

ent Standard"

-

Tracks as low as 0.1 grams in laboratory playback arms. List Price -$99.95.
999VE /X "Professional " -Recommended
tracking force 1/4 to 11/4 grams. List Price
$79.95.
Free copy of "Guide to Sound Design for
1971 "; Empire Scientific Corp., 1055 Stewart
Ave., Garden City, N.V. 11530

a

a
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7 ON

CONTROLLED

QUALITY
CRYSTALS by

V

CRYSTEKI
The "On- Channel" Crystals
FOR

CITIZEN BAND
Channels
23

and

"Mars"

HAM OPERATORS
Commercial 2 -Way
Marine Monitor
See your Distributor for Speedy

"Zip Certificates"

CRYSTEK
formerly Texas Crystals
Div. of Whitehall Electronics Corp.
1000 Crystal Drive
Fort Myers. Florida 33901

CIRCLE NO.

5 ON

4117 W Jefferson Blvd.
Los Angeles. California 90016

READER SERVICE PAGE
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STEREO SCENE
(Continued from page 77)
muffled during all but the loudest passages.
Clearly, the Dolby couldn't really get to
the root of the cassette hiss bugaboo until

somebody started releasing Dolbyized cassettes, recorded with the initial compression
on them and all ready for playback stretching. Finally, this is happening. VOX has
already released two Dolbyized cassettes,
Ampex has announced that future cassette
releases will be Dolbyized, and I'm led to
believe that other pre- recorded cassette
manufacturers are doing likewise.
The fact that un- Dolbyized tapes sound
muffled when played via the Dolby stretcher
raises a question of concern to the person
who doesn't feel he can afford a Dolby B
in any form right now: What will the
Dolbyized cassettes sound like played back
"straight"? Well, frankly, they'll have the
hottest -sounding high end you ever heard.
The cassette manufacturers are aware of
this. They are also aware that many people
tend to equate the amount of treble with the
degree of fidelity, and will consequently
think they are hearing higher -fi than ever
before. The assumption is, evidently, that

people who know better can either cut back
on their treble control, for a semblance of
fidelity, or can buy a Dolby- equipped cassette machine. In other words, the new cassettes will be aimed at critical listeners, at
the expense of the uncritical listeners.
If the general public doesn't rebel at the
hot high end on the new cassettes, maybe
the industry will carry things a step further
and do the same thing with disc recordings,
for a Dolbyized disc playback must be heard
to be believed! Ticks, pops and swishes
practically disappear, and those that remain
have the edge taken off them so they are
much more easily ignored. If you have a
Dolby- equipped recorder, you can get some
idea of what Dolbyized -disc surface noise
sounds like, by recording some unmodulated
but typically noisy grooves (lead -in grooves,
for instance) without the Dolby in circuit,
and then playing it back while switching the
Dolby stretcher in and out for comparison.
This duplicates the actual situation in that
the surface noise, originating after the disc
is cut, is subjected to Dolbyization only in
playback.
Perhaps the Dolby disc has in fact already
passed the speculation stage. Rumors within
the industry have it that Ray Dolby has developed a C Dolby. Could it be the same as
a B, but with rumble- reduction added ? Maybe. We shall see.
HYQI-

VERY SOFT SOUND

MODERATELY
SOFT SOUND

LOUD SOUND

loo

1000

The Dolby B's effect on frequency response during recording (solid lines) and playback

(dashed). Mirror -image playback action exactly cancels
treble boost that was applied
to low -level passages during
recording, restoring the original flat response to sound.

10,000

,FREQUENCY

DIGITAL CLOCK KIT
A totally electronic, solid state clock. Trouble free,
sharper, clearer display with R.C.A. Numitron
readout tubes. MSI -TTL logic on only one circuit
board. New design eliminates line noise.
Special introductory offer includes free walnut case.
SEND CHECK OR MONEY ORDER TODAY
Seven segment display
Hours, minutes, seconds
Choose 12 or 24 hour clock

Solid State, easily assembled

LOGICONCEPTS, INC.
22513SO.NORMANDIE /TORRANCE,CALIF.90501
Write for list and prices of other Logiconcept kits.
CIRCLE NO. 12 ON READER SERVICE PAGE
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ULTIMATE COUNTER

AT YOUR DOOR

(Colfli1IICl1,

-ui

page

4.)

Signals Required. A positive- oing pulse
at the clear input, forces all outpl is to a low
level. T I) or down counting can e operated
from any positive -going pulse a 1 110 shaping or squaring circuits are requi ed as long
as the signal is clean and has n spikes or
noise pulses. The counter will ti figer from
pulses as narrow as 20 nanoseco ds. The direction Of counting is dependent
which input is toggled while the other is kept high.
The four data inputs are high lev 1 while the
load line is kept low.
The four outputs of ICI Nvil change to
agree with the data inputs indep ncdently of
the counting input. The borrow utput is a
pulse equal in width to the count own input
when the counter underflows. Th carry output produces a pulse equal in t idth to the
count up input when the counte overflows.
Cascading of stages is performed .s shown in
Fig. 4A.
To program a new modulo, the carry output
is connected to the load input (s e Fig. 4B)
and the four BCD data input lin s are preset
with the required digital code, w th A being
the first bit, B the second, etc. o obtain a
modulo -G, for example, connect he data inputs for a binary four (A = 0, B = O,
C = 1, D = 0). The counter will lien start at
four, count to nine, and pick up a four again.
Of course, the readout tube will have to be
wired so that the number 1 light instead of
the 4, 2 instead of 3, etc. Any m dulo can be
selected merely by applying the c. rect binary
logic to the data input terminals Ind modify ing the readout tube wiring accon
Input for a logic 1 must be 40
at 2 volts.
The signal source must go below 0.8 volt and
be able to sink 1.6 mA from the IC in order
for it to go to a logic O. Thes" valises are
standard for the Series 74 IC's a d represent
a fan -in of L
1

Fill in coupon for a FREE One Year Subscription
to OLSON ELECTRONICS' Fantastic Value Packed
Catalog
Unheard of LOW, LOW PRICES on
Brand Name Speakers, Changers, Tubes, Tools,
Stereo Amps, Tuners, CB, and other Values. Credit
plan available.

-

NAME
ADDRESS
STATE

CITY
GIVE ZIP CODE

If you have
his

friend interested in electronics send
for a FREE subscription also.

a

name and address

OLSON ELECTRONICS
Dept.

IN

F

i

260

5. Forge

Street

Akron, Ohio 44308
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McGEE RADIO Co.
WORLD'S BEST SELECTIONS
AND LOWEST PRICES

SPEAKE
ALMOST EVERY SIZE FROM

11/2 TO

18

INCH

WOOFERS- TWEETERS -CROSSOVERS
MANY HIGH
McGEE'S

FIDELITY KITS

176 PAGE 1971 CATALOG

SENT

FREE

ON

REQUEST

NORELCO HI -FI SPEAKERS
McGEE HAS ADDED A FULL LINE OF NORELCO
HI -FI SPEAKERS FOR THE SYSTEM BUILDER.
McGee ships orders all over the U.S. When requesting
our catalog please give name, address and zip code.
Our 41st year in Kansas City. Catalog offers everything for Hi- Fidelity audio P.A. systems. All kinds of
microphones. Names such as Shure, Bogen, ElectroVoice, University, Altec, Ampex, G.E. Tubes and Transistors. All kinds of parts. Everything for Educational
and Industrial electronics. Write for your catalog today.

McGEE RADIO

CO.- 1901 -PE

McGee St., Kansas City, Mo. 64108

CIRCLE NO. 14 ON READER SERVICE PAGE
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SUBSTITUTION BOX
(Continued from .page 65)

mounted inside the chassis and the two resistors associated with the bridge (R25 and
1126) are mounted on a small piece of perf
board which is then attached to the meter
terminals. The complete system is wired as
shown in Fig. 1. When it is finished, use
some form of rub -on letters to identify the
controls and switches.

Operation. To use as a substitute resistor. place S26 in the RESISTANCE position and
set the appropriate switches on the front of
the instrument to total the desired value. The
resistance is available across J1 and J2.
To use the Wheatstone bridge, place S26
in the ERIDGE position and set 1127 for maxi mum resistance. Connect the unknown resistor to J1 and J2 with appropriate test leads.
Depress pushbutton switch S25 and operate
any of the resistor switches. Note the direction and amount of meter movement. If the
meter reads "too little," increase the resistance; if "too much," decrease the res.stance.

Prototype has
resolution, but

a 10 -turn potentiometer for close
a conventional pot may be used.

Continue adjusting the known resistance until
a mull is obtained on the meter. As the needle is brought nearer zero, adjust R27 to obtain greater sensitivity.

-

IT'S LIKE HAVING AN ELECTRONICS STOREHOUSE
OF 70,000 PARTS RIGHT IN YOUR HANDS!
Now Available --the "Most Wanted"
Catalog in the Electronics Industry
msit complete, most factual,
most waitec catalog in e ectronics
today! Aliec Electronics' 616 -page
book is re r buyiig guide to everything in electronics. It's backed
fastest
service
posby
the
sible plt.s the full resou-ces that
have made Js THE electronics supply
house in the couitry for 50 years.
Send for your catalog today!
Get the

THEF E'S AN ALLIED

ELECTRONICS

PE-2

Gentlemen:

INDUSTRIAL C4TAL06
ORDER

DESK PT EACH

OF THE

850 4LLIED

RADIO SHACK STORES

Pleas= Send Ne a Copy of ycur
New 1971 Catalog No. 710
I

Enc

ose $2.00 (Credited is my first Order)

NAME
T TLE

ALLIED ELECTRON/CS
A

Subsidiary of TANDY CORP.
2400 W Washington Blvd.
Chica o. III. 60680

COMPANY
ADDRESS
CITY

3-AT

E

ZIP
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(Continued from pag 10)

SUBSCRIBER SERVICE

Please include an address label when writing about your
subscription to help us serve
you promptly. Write to: P.O.
Box 1096, Flushing, N.Y.11352

was qualified according to the orms of the
industry."
I took a lead from that bit o information
and since that time have con entrated on
making a decent living in co munications.
Of course, the work I do requirs an FCC license but that is not too diffic It to accomplish and possession of such a icense opens
many doors to the bearer. (Pos.ibly because
many employers respect that w ich they are
not able to attain.) I believe ea nings in this
field can equal those of a tyi.ical college
graduate serving as an electro ics engineer,
providing of course he has no worked up
into management.
N. Jon sox, W2OLU
appan, N.Y.

CHANGE OF ADDRESS:

Please let us know you are
moving at least four to six
weeks in advance. Affix
magazine address label in
space to the right and print
new address below. If you

have

a

question about your

subscription, attach address label to your letter.
TO SUBSCRIBE:
5
1

yrs. $21
yr. $6

Specify:
You

Check below.
3

New

yrs. 515
Renewal

Payment enclosed
get 1 extra issue

per year as a BONUS!

Bill me later.

`AFFIX LABEL-5nJ
0454

print name
address

"Digital Measurements
1970) most welcome!

city
zip

state

code

Add'I postage: $1 per year outside

U. S.,

its possessions

&

Lab"

(November

W.

Canada.

ABOUT YOUR
SUBSCRIPTION
Your subscription to POPULAR ELECTRONICS iS
maintained on one of the world's most modern,
efficient computer systems, and if you're like 99%
of our subscribers, you'll never have any reason
to complain about your subscription service.
We have found that when complaints do arise,
the majority of them occur because people have
written their names or addresses differently at
different times. For example, if your subscription
were listed under "William Jones, Cedar Lane,
Middletown, Arizona," and you were to renew it
as "Bill Jones, Cedar Lane, Middletown, Arizona,"
our computer would think that two separate subscriptions were involved, and it would start sending you two copies of POPULAR ELECTRONICS each
month. Other examples of combinations of names
that would confuse the computer would include:
John Henry Smith and Henry Smith; and Mrs.
Joseph Jones and Mary Jones. Minor differences in
addresses can also lead to difficulties. For example, to the computer, 100 Second St. is not the
same as 100 2nd St.
So, please, when you write us about your subscription, be sure to enclose the mailing label
from the cover of the magazine
else copy your
name and address exactly as they appear on the
mailing label. This will greatly reduce any chance
of error, and we will be able to service your
request much more quickly.

-or

MORE OF THE "NEW LOOK"
Your "New Format" is su . erb. I went
temporarily berserk and cut 1 articles out
of your last three issues to file n my circuit
library. Particularly found " inding Your
Own Transformers" (Septemb r 1970) and
CONWAY

ustin, Texas
LEADING OR LAGGING
In your "Quiz on AC Circuit heory" (December, p 44) there are two pos ible answers
for Nos. 8 and 10. Thus, for No. 8, IC can be
28 mA; and for No. 10, IC can . e 25 mA.
E. F. CATEY
armel, Calif.

This is true since the quest ons did not
state whether the total currents were leading
or lagging.

OUT OF

TI UNE

Your nomograph for determ ning "Reflex
Enclosure Dimensions" (Decem er, p 64) will
be valuable to many of us do -' -yourselfers.
But before embarking on a ply ood- cutting
spree, may I suggest the direct ons be modified slightly. The line connect ng the four
columns must be horizontal at a times.
1

ERIC HODSON

Presidio of M nterey, Calif.

It certainly must!
t00
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QRP THING

POLICE!

i( ("utruucd f rum page 44)

FIRE!

WEATHER!

aeros the output. The 18 -volt battery supply
may be mule up of three (i -volt lantern cells
in series.

With the key up, only transistor QI draws
current and the tooter indication slurild be
about 5 mA. \\'ith the key down, tune ('3
toward minimum capacity and observe how
the meter indication rises to 100 m.\ or more
as the driver stage tune: to 7 Mllz and (,) ; is
fed r -t' putter. Now. tune (' i in the pi- sect Mn
for a dip in current and then retnue ('3, ('2

and Cl in that order for maximum current.
1t should be found that ('1 and ('2 have a very
slow -to- respond effect on the output or current dratvii front the battery supply. Minor
juggling of Cl will "rubber" the crystal

oscillator.
Although maximum r -t' putter output correspond, closely, in tuning, to the dip (of
('f) in current, it is more satisfying to measure actual r -f output. This can be done with
any convenient directional power output
meter.°

fter tuning up with the 50 -ohm dummy
load, the transmitter can be connected to a

Hear The News
BEFORE It's News!

Only

Realistic "Patrolman"
2 -Band VHF

Monitor

monitor emergency
radio calls. Two separate tuning knobs for 30 -50
MHz and 152 -174 MHz -no need to detune one
to tune the other. Solid-state. 117 VAC /12 VDC
for home or car. Thousands in use! Sold only by
Allied Radio Shack.
For everyone who wants to

FIND BURIED COINS!

ANTIQUES!

A

resonant 40 -meter antenna fed by a 50 -ohin
coax cable.
has been the recipiof nothing but good reports (consistently
:nul most hams on the other end of a
QS() are unwilling to believe that they are
listening to a signal running about 0.3 watt
output. The entire \Vest ('oast of North
America has been worked on 40 ureters on or
close to 7135 kllz -the most -used Ql(l' fre-

Results. The Q1í? rig

RELICS! JEWELRY!

Knight -Kit
Metal Locator;

ent

)

2.

3.

nears metal, audible
signal tells you where
to dig. Solid- state,
battery powered, fun
to build. Exclusive at
Allied Radio Shack!

2995

-2-

quency in the band.
1.

Only

It's fun, it's
practical! Finds all
kinds of valuable metallic
objects up to 6" below
ground. As detector

"The Camper's Special." H. B. Smith, POPULAR
ELEITRONats, August 1965. p 48.
"QRP Special." C. Green, Electronics Illustrated, September 1965, p 84.
"A One -Watt Rig for 40 Meters," F. L. Dwight.

Free Color Catalog
At 850 stores coast to coast
or mail coupon to:

UST, November 1966. p 40.
4.

is
5.
6.
7.

8.

9.

"A Transistor 5- Watter for 80 and 40," D. De-

Maw, QST, June 1969, p

11.

"Mini- slitter: The Ultimate in Miniature,"
H. S. Pyle, 7.; Magazine, March 1968. p 18.
"Transistor Rig for 40 Meters." E. Marriner,
Ham Radio Magazine, July 1968. p 44.
"The Needle Swings to QRP," H. S. Pyle, Heat
Radio Magazine, December 1968. p 36.
"The Crystal Oscillator." H. D. Olson, Hen:
Radio Magazine, July 1969. p 33.
"The QRP 80 -40 C. W. Transmitter," D. DeMaw,

2627 W. 7th St.,

Ft.

Worth, Tex. 76107

Dept.

E E

Name (print)
Street
City

I
S=at=

Zip

QST, June 1969, p 11.

10;
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ELECTRONICS MARKET PLACE
NON- DISPLAY CLASSIFIED: COMMERCIAL RATE: For firms or individuals offering commercial products or services, $1.25 per word
(including name and address). Minimum order $12.50. Payment
must accompany copy except when ads are placed by accredited advertising agencies. Frequency discount: 5% for 6 months; 10%

for 12 months paid in advance. READER RATE: For individuals
with a personal item to buy or sell. 800 per word (including name
and address). No Minimum! Payment must accompany copy.

1 column
2%" wide), $110.00. 2"
1 column, $215.00.
3" by 1 colum n, $320.00. Advertiser to
supply cuts.
GENERAL INFORMATION: First word in a Il ads set in bold caps at
no extra charge. All copy subject to pul lisher's approval. Closing
Date: 1st of the 2nd month preceding cover date (for example,
March issue closes January 1st). Send order and remittance to:
Hal Cymes, POPULAR ELECTRONICS, On Park Avenue, New York,
New York 10016.

DISPLAY CLASSIFIED: 1" by
by

FOR SALE

JAPAN & HONG KONG DIRECTORY.

Giant bargain catalog on fiber optics, transistors, diodes,
photo cells, rectifiers, SCR's, zeners, parts. Poly Paks, P.O. Box
942, Lynnfield, Mass. 09140.

AMATEUR SCIENTISTS,

FREE!

GOVERNMENT Surplus Receivers, Transmitters, Snooperscopes, Radios, Parts, Picture Catalog 250. Meshna, Nahant, Mass. 01908.
ROCKETS: Ideal for miniature transmitter tests. New illustrated
catalog. 250. Single and multistage kits, cones, engines, launchers,
trackers, rocket aerial cameras, technical information. Fast service.
Estes Industries, Dept. 18 -B, Penrose, Colorado 81240.
LOWEST Prices Electronic Parts. Confidential Catalog Free. KNAPP,
3174 8th Ave. S.W., Largo, Fla. 33540.
WE SELL CONSTRUCTION PLANS. TELEPHONE: Answering Machine,

Speakerphone, Carphone, Phonevision, Legal Connector, Auto Dialer,
Central Dial System. TELEVISION: $35.00 Color Converter, Tape Recorder, 3DTV. $25.00 Camera. HOBBYIST: Electron Microscope,
96 Hour Tape Music System, Ultrasonic Dishwasher, Radar -Oven,
Electronic Tranquilizer. Plans $4.95 each. COURSES: Telephone
Engineering $39.50, Detective Electronics $22.50, Anti -Detective
Electronics $27.50. NEW SUPER HOBBY CATALOG AIRMAILED
$1.00. Don Britton Enterprises, 6200 Wilshire Blvd., Los Angeles,

Calif. 90048.
WEBBER LAB's. Police & Fire Converters. Catalog 250. 72 Cottage

Street. Lynn, Mass. 01905.
INVESTIGATORS, LATEST ELECTRONICS AIDS. FREE LITERATURE.
CLIFTON, 11500 -L NW 7th AVE., MIAMI, FLORIDA 33168.

--

meters. "Hawk " -25 watts output
$59.95; "Hornet " -50 watts -$98.50; "Raider" -100 watts
$139.95; "Maverick- 250" -250 watts-$244.95; AM /SSB. "Scorpion" 50 watt 12 volt mobile- $99.95; "Bandit II" 100 watt
mobile -$169.95. 20 -35 megacycles. (Illegal Class D 11 meters.)
Dealer inquiries invited. D & A Manufacturing Co., 1217 Avenue C,
Scottsbluff, Nebraska 69361.
LINEAR

AMPLIFIERS:

10

ELECTRONIC PARTS, semiconductors, kits. FREE FLYER. Large catalog $1.00 deposit. BIGELOW ELECTRONICS, Bluffton, Ohio 45817.

RADIO -T.V. Tubes -360 each. Send for free catalog. Cornell, 4213
University, San Diego, Calif. 92105.
PSYCHEDELIC catalog. Posters, lighting, etc. Send 500 for handling
to Hole In The Wall, 6055PE Lankershim, North Hollywood. Calif.

91606.
CLEARANCE SALE rectifiers, transistors, 1000's other items. Catalog
150. General Sales Company, 254 Main, Clute, Texas 77531.

MECHANICAL, ELECTRONIC devices catalog 100. Greatest Values
Lowest Prices. Fertik's, 5249 "D ", Philadelphia, Pa. 19120_

-

KIT! Terrific for Experimenters, Industry,
Only $116.95! Starter kits: $18.95 up.
up. Catalog FREE. Phone: 402 -987 -3771. Write: ATV
RESEARCH. 1301 Broadway, Dakota City, Nebr. 68731.

SPACE -AGE TV CAMERA

Education.
Plans 250

Electronics, all merchandise.
World trade information. $1.00 today. Ippano Kaisha Ltd., Box
6266, Spokane, Washington 99207.
Electronics Hobbyists, Experimenters, Students
. Construction Plans-all
complete, including drawings,
schematics, parts lists with prices and sources .
. Radar -Build
your own ultrasonic doppler radar. Detect motion of people, automobiles, even falling rain drops. Transistorized, uses 9 volt transistor
battery- $4.50. . Long -Range "Sound Telescope" -This amazing
device can enable you to hear conversations, birds and animals, other
sounds hundreds of feet away. Very directional. Transistorized. Uses
9V battery- $3.50 .
. Robot Man -Mov:s hands and arms -$3.50
. Or send 250 coin (no stamps) for complete catalog. Other items
include Psychedelic strobes, light shows. lasers .
. 46 different
projects. Technical Writers Group, Box 5694, State College Station,
Raleigh, N.C. 27607.
CITIZEN BAND Radios, SSB, AM, Swan CB, Amateur. Accessories,
Free Catalogue. Dealers send letterhead for factory prices. Call 714894 -7555, "Baggy's" Radio, 6391 Westminister Avenue, West -

minister, Calif. 92683.
DIAGRAMS- Radios $1.50, Television $3.00. Give make and model. Diagram Service, Box 1151PE, Manchester, Conn. 06042.
ELECTRONIC Ignition. Various Types. I tformation 100. Anderson
Engineering, Epsom, N.H. 03239.
NEW! PHONE PATCH with automatic switch. Now you can record
those important conversations automatically. ONLY $19.95. Cheico
Electronics, 11835 Wilshire Blvd., Los Angeles, Calif. 90025.
BACKGROUND MUSIC, continuous commercial -free. Solid -state
MUSICON SCA ADAPTER plugs into any FM Tuner, Receiver. Line
powered. 5 year guarantee! Only $39. postpaid. K -Lab, Box 572Z,
South Norwalk, Conn. 06856.

SEMICONDUCTOR LIGHT EMITTING DIODES- bright red
lights replace light bulbs. Typical life 100 years. Operate at 1.65
volts, 50 milliamps. Order 2 for $2.98 NOW. Data sheet and instructions included. Monsanto Compan , Hobby Section, 10131
Bubb Road, Cupertino, California 95014.
NEW

CONVERT any television to sensitive,

biß- screen oscilloscope. Only
minor changes required. No electronic gxperience necessary. Illus.
trated plans. $2.00. Relco -A33, Box 10563, Houston, Texas 77018.

catalog, parts, circuit boards fo POPULAR ELECTRONICS
projects. PAIA ELECTRONICS, Box 14359, Oklahoma City, OK
73114.
FREE

MATRIX ARRAY COMPONENT UNITS; neeied in experimenter laboratory and repair shop, catalog 100. CUHINCO, 2404 Stratton Drive,
Rockville, Maryland 20854.

CIRCUIT BOARDS: Complete Job Shop
418. Monon, Indiana 47959.

peration. Jetca, Inc., Box

Solid- state.

DISCOVER HIDDEN
TREASURE

BURGLAR ALARM SYSTEMS and accessories. Controls, bells, sirens,
hardware, etc. OMNI -GUARD radar intruder detection system, kit
form or assembled. Write for free catalog. Microtech Associates,
Inc., Box 10147, St. Petersburg, Florida 33733.

A powerfully
sensitive instrument

B &K TEST EQUIPMENT UNBELIEVABLE PRICES. FREE
CATALOG AND PRICE SHEET. FORDHAM RADIO, 265 EAST 149TH

detects gold, silver, coins,
relics, etc. Fully tested
transistorized
guaranteed.

SENCORE,

STREE1, BRONX, N.Y. 10451.

-

Send

ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS- Distributor prices, Free catalog. Box
2581, El Cajon, California 92021.

for Free Catalog

JETCO,

WITH A JETCO ELECTRONIC
METAL
DETECTOR

-

-

"

/

$29.95
up

P.O. Box 132 PEM, Huntsvi le, Texas 77340
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MOBILE linear with 40 watts output and compact size of 3H -5W -70
for $74.95 factory wired; kit available for $64.90. (Illegal class
D 11 meters). 50 watt base unit factory wired $72.95, kit $59.90.
Star Communication, Rt. 8, Paducah, Ky. 42001.

EQ4? Send For

PSYCHEDELIC LIGHTING MANUAL! Make strobes, kaleidoscopes, organs, etc. Send $2.95. Lightrays, 1315 -D Weaver, Philadelphia, Pa.

19150.

ORDER FREE
IF NOT SHIPPED
IN 24 HOURS!

New Items

BACKGROUND MUSIC (SCA) ADAPTER.

Kit Catalog: Shortproof Powersupply $39.50. Ultrasonic Alarm
$37.25. SWTPC, Box B32040, San Antonio, Tex. 78216.
FREE carbon resistor: Limit one USA. Send Stamped Envelope.
Bigelow Electronics, Bluffton, Ohio 45817.
CITIZENS Band-Shortwave Listener -Ham equipment from Amrad
Supply, Inc. Free Flyer, 1025 Harrison St., Oakland, Calif. 94607.
WRITE for catalog of unusual audio products for professional use.
FREE

Timekeeper, Box 762, Mineola, N.Y. 11501.
COLOR organs big savings broad line, guaranteed. Brochure 100.
Rotch, 1636 Canton Avenue, Milton, Mass. 02186.
SERVISET MODEL E -C. Commercial counterpart of our Navy model
D -AN. A Complete troubleshooting lab that fits in your pocket.
$24.95 P.P. 30 -day guarantee. Free info. WA1HXZ Lee Electronic
Labs, 88 Evans St., Watertown, Mass. 02172.
RADIO DISPATCHER CALLBOOKS! EXCLUSIVE, OFFICIAL LISTINGS: CALLSIGNS, FREQUENCIES! LATEST REVISIONS,
NATIONWIDE. CATALOG, SEND STAMP. COMMUNICATIONS, BOX
56 -PE, COMMACK, N.Y. 11725.
NEW expanded catalogue featuring relays, test equipment, and components at reasonable prices. Send 100 to Gust & Company, Box
POLICE -FIRE

24081, Edina, Minnesota 55424.
IC'S transistors, components -50% off! Catalog: 100. Nebula, Box
1115, Lafayette, Indiana 47901.
COLOR converter for B &W television. Electronic Patented system.
Free Brochure. Bele Electronics Corp., 111 Northeast Second Avenue,
Miami, Florida 33132.
PSYCHEDELIC Strobe Kit: Complete with 110w /sec. tube, reflector,
chassis and cabinet $17.50 plus postage and insurance. 2 lbs.
(Extra tubes $3.50) SWTPC, Box E32040, San Antonio, Texas 7821E.
Electronics Catalog. Tremendous bargains.
partment C -691 D, Hewlett, New York 11557.

FREE

Edu -Kits,

De-

Kit Catalog: Color Organs $11.00, Psychedelic Strobes $17.50,
Professional quality- lowest prices. SWTPC, Box F32040, San Antonio, Texas 78216.
FREE

Plans; Visible and infrared Solid State
.
AVAILABLE NOW.
Investigate fascinating
Lamps; Matching receiving Photodiodes .
optoelectronics field. Build profitable secret communications, alarm,
control systems. Amazing possibilities! New 1971 Catalog, 25r.
Lundart, University Station 4008 -E5, Tucson, Arizona 85717.

..

..

.
$2.00. 2 -FM microphone trans.
$2.00. Sound
$1.00. FM telephone transmitter
$2.00.
-missile tracker .
Space
monitor
telescope . . . $2.00.
Equipment and kits available. Howard, 20174 Ward, Detroit, Michigan 48235.

CONSTRUCTION PLANS: Laser

mitters

.

.

.

.

REPAIR that set! Individual instructions, sketches, $5. Money -back
guarantee. Charles Brown, 321 Price, Philadelphia, Penn. 19144.
TV

TUNER

REPAIRS -Complete Course Details,

Many Plans, Two Lessons, all for $1.
Box 833, Redding, Calif. 96001.

12

Refundable.

Connects to any FM Tuner.

6- transistor circuit. Complete kit $11.00; standard inexpensive coils
are easily available. Plans & PC Board only, $4.50. Wallace Enterprise, Inc., 83 -15 98th Street, Woodhaven, N.Y. 11421.

UNIVERSITY AVE. SAN DIEGO, CALIF. 92105

4219

KITS $2.99. Buy two, one free. Free information. Aline, 434 West
4th Street, West Islip, New York 11795.
CBers Build your own 250 watt linear. Instructions $2.00. Elec-

tronic catalog 250. Roberts, Box 403, Whiting, Indiana 46394.

O,94

CORNELL'S
New Color
Catalog
40 Pgs

PLANS AND KITS

BUILD your own electronic COMPUTER. New book explains theory,
practical details. $2.25 postpaid. Cinnamon Press, Box 8453 -A,
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55408.
BURGLAR alarm. Plans for reliable alarm systems for home or automobile $3.00 each. Both for $5.00 Plans, Box 54, Bronxville, N.Y.

10708.
"DISTANCE CRYSTAL SET CONSTRUCTION" Handbook-500. "Coil
Winding" -500. Catalog. Laboratories, 2612 -L Butano, Sacramen-

to, Calif. 95821.

Kit Catalog: Digital Microlab $29.95. Also Segmented and
Nixie Readouts, Timebases, Scalers, Electronic Digital Clocks (all
featured in Popular Electronics) SWTPC, Box C32040, San Antonio,

FREE

Tex. 78216.

PRINTED circuit kit, Etchant, Resist. Thinner, Copper Laminate,
and Brush. Send $5.75 to Admiral Etching Co., 57 Union Street,

Worcester, Massachusetts 01608.

Kit. Introductory. SCR's, many plans, circuit theory. $4.95.
John Huntley, 909 Wisconsin, San Francisco, Calif.
94107.

SCR

Catalog free.

CIRCUIT KITS: COMPUTER, STROBELITE, AUDIO.
Catalog free. KAYE ENGINEERING, Box 3932 -A, Long Beach, California 90803.
INTEGRATED

kit Catalog: Amazing new Universal Digital Instruments with
plugins as featured in Popular Electronics. Unbeatable prices.
SWTPC, Box D32040, San Antonio, Tez. 78216.
FREE

TESLA COIL-40" SPARKS! Plans $5.00. Information 500. Huntington Electronics, Box 9 -P, Huntington, Conn. 06484.

Kit Catalog. Why does every major College, University, Technical School, Research & Development Center buy from us? Because
we have the highest quality and lowest prices. Free catalog. SWTPC,
Box H32040, San Antonio, Tex. 78216.
FREE

COLOR CONVERTER FOR
BLACK AND WHITE TELEVISION
New electronic patented system. A do- it- yourself kit
for hobbyists and experimenters. Plans and instruc-

tions available. Write for free brochure.

BELE ELECTRONICS CORP.

111 Northeast Second Avenue, Miami, Florida 33132
NSTANT Sound and picture from tube type radios, TV's, Stereos.
Complete instructions for simple, low cost circuit addition $1.50.
Holbrook Research, Box 11282, Richmond, Virginia 23230.

Repair Tricks.
Frank Bocek.

MOTOROLA HEP BOOKS HEP -400 Solid State Projects 500, HEP 407 IC Projects $1.00, HEP -408 FET Projects $1.00, HEP -414
Power Circuits Handbook $2.00, HMA -32 IC Projects 250, HMA -33
FET Projects 250, HMA -36 Ham Radio IC Projects 250, HMA -37
Home Handyman Projects 250. Complete line of HEP Semi- conduc-

tors. Add 100 for postage. Circuit Specialists Co., Box 3047, Scottsdale, Arizona 85257.
MOTOROLA HEP HOBBY KITS HEK -1 five IC's and instructions
$3.95, HEK -2 contains FETS and nine projects $3.95, HEK -3 Radio
Amateur Kit contains three IC's and ten projects $5.95. Complete
line of HEP Semiconductors available. Add 250 for postage. Circuit
Specialists Co., Box 3047, Scottsdale, Arizona 85257.

HIGH FIDELITY
Hi -Fi, components, Sleep Learning Equipment,
tapes. Unusual Values. Free Catalog. Dressner, 1523R, Jericho
Turnpike, New Hyde Park, N.Y. 11040.
TAPE RECORDERS,

DIAMOND NEEDLES AND STEREO CARTRIDGES at low, low prices
for Shure, Pickering, Stanton, Empire, Grado and ADC. Send for
free catalog and price sheet. We will be happy to quote on any
cartridge- Magnetic, Ceramic or Crystal. All merchandise brand
new and shipped PREPAID. LYLE CARTRIDGES, Dept, P, 265 East
149 Street, Bronx, New York 10451.
Low quotes:
Penna. 19001.
LOW,

all components and recorders,

HiFi, Roslyn,
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& INDUSTRIAL TUBES, TRANSISTORS. All Brands
Biggest Discounts. Technicians, Hobby sts, Experimenters -Request
FREE Giant Catalog and SAVE! ZALYTRON, 469 Jericho Turnpike,
Mineola, N.Y. 11501.

Attach the tiny 2 inch -8 oz. ASHWORTH
SOUND REPRODUCER to practically anything,
autos included, and the entire object becomes a
Hi- Fidelity speaker. Connects like speaker to any
radio, phono, tape player, or amplifier. Seen on
the TODAY and TONIGHT T.V. shows. Winner of
Popular Mechanics Magazine "Scientific Achievement Award."
Literature on request. Dealer plan and displays available.
RELIANCE ELEC. MFG. CO., INC.

-

RECEIVING

TURN AN ENTIRE WALL $995
INTO A LOUDSPEAKER Postpaid

THOUSANDS and thousands of types of electronic parts, tubes,
transistors, instruments, etc. Send for ree Catalog. Arcturus Electronics Corp., MPE, 502.22nd St., Unio City, N.J. 07087.

l

RADIO & T.V. Tubes -360 each. Send fo free catalog. Cornell, 4213
University. San Diego, Calif. 92105.

New Albany, Miss. 38652

TUBE Headquarters of World! Send

Kit Catalog. Amplifiers: Lil Tiger $11.10, Universal Tiger
$30.00, Preamp $44.50 (Featured in Popular Electronics) SCA
Adaptors $14.55. SWTPC, Box A32040, San Antonio, Tex. 78216.
FREE

1

tronic equipment) Barry, 512 Broadway,

for Catalog (tubes, elecY.C. 10012.

TUBES-Lowest

prices. Foreign -Amer can. Obsolete,
receiving,
special purpose, transmitting tubes. S nd for tube, parts catalog.
United Radio Company, 56 -P Ferry St., Newark, N.J. 07105.

WANTED

REPAIRS AND SERVICES

CASH PAID! Unused tubes, electronic equipment. Barry, 512 Broadway, NYC 10012.

rebuilt and aligned per
anufacturers specification.
Only $9.50. Any make UHF or VHF N nety day written guarantee.
Ship complete with tubes or write for fre mailing kit and dealer brochure. JW Electronics, Box 51C, Bloomi
on, Indiana 47401.
TV Tuners

QUICKSILVER, Platinum, Silver, Gold, Ores Analyzed. Free Circular.
Mercury Terminal, Norwood, Mass. 02062.

-

TAPE AND RECORDERS
TAPE

RECORDERS,

Tower, Lafayette Hill,

TAPE -blank,
Pa. 19444.

PERSONALS

pre- recorded.

25f.

Catalog

MAKE FRIENDS WORLDWIDE through i ternational correspondence.
Illustrated brochure free. Hermes, Berlin 11, Germany.

OLD radio programs on tape. 6 hours for $8.00. Catalog 500. Don
Maris, 1926 Cherokee, Norman, Okla. 73069.

INVESTIGATORS, LATEST ELECTRONIC AIDS. FREE LITERATURE.
CLIFTON, 11500 -K NW 7th AVE., MIAMI FLORIDA 33168.

STEREO TAPE RENTAL for particular people. Free catalog. Gold
Coast Tape Library, Box 2262, Palm Village Station, Hialeah, Fla.

SECRET LOANS BY MAIL. Borrow $110 to $1500 for any good
reason in absolute privacy. No intery ews, no endorsers, no cosigners. Fast service. Write Dial Fina ce Co., Dept. B -593, 410

33012.
EXCITING Apollo 11 moon landing tapes. 30 minutes. Specify speed.
Guaranteed. $4.00. Box 2373, Van Nuys, Calif. 91401.

Kilpatrick Bldg., Omaha, Nebraska

-

6810'.

INSTRI IE_TIAN

-all major labels -3,000 different
free brochure. Stereo -Parti, 55 St. James Drive, Santa Rosa, Ca.

RENT 4 -Track open reel tapes

95401.

LEARN ELECTRONIC ORGAN SERVICING at home all makes including
transistor. Experimental kit -trouble -s tooting. Accredited NHSC,
Free Booklet. NILES BRYANT SCHOOL, 3631 Stockton, Dept. A,

TUBES

Sacramento, Calif. 95820.
TUBES

"Oldies ", latest. Lists free. Steinmetz, 7519 Maplewood,

LEARN WHILE ASLEEP, Hypnotize!
frange catalog free. Auto suggestion, Box 24 -ZD, Olympia, Wash ngton 98501.

Hammond, Indiana 46324.

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING ORDER FOl M

Please refer to heading on first page of this section for complete data concerning terms,
closing dates. etc.
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Electronics Engineering earned mostly by correswrrdence. Free brochure. Dept. G -9, Grantham School of Engineering,
1505 N. Western Ave., Hollywood. California 90027.
DEGREE in

effective home study courses in Electronics Engineering
Technology and Electronics Engineering Mathematics. Earn your
Degree. Write for Free Descriptive Literature. Cook's Institute of
Electronics Engineering, (Dept. 15), P.O. Box 10634, Jackson,
Miss. 39209. (Established 1945).

HIGHLY

BOOKS
FREE catalog aviation /electronic /space books. Aero
329PE Aviation Road, Fal!brook, California 92028.

Publishers,

FREE book prophet Elijah coming before Christ. Wonderful bible
evidence. Megiddo Mission, Dept. 64. 481 Thurston Rd., Rochester,
N.Y. 14619.

FCC FIRST CLASS LICENSE THROUGH TAPE RECORDED LESSONS.

Also RADAR ENDORSEMENT. Radio License Training, 1060D Duncan,
Manhattan Beach, Calif. 90266.

PLAYBOY magazines buying and selling all dates.
2901 Oak, Evansville, Ind. 47714.

WANT AN F.C.C. 1st CLASS LICENSE? WANT TO BECOME A DISC JOCKEY? REI has a school near you VA approved. Call toll free:
800 237 2251 or write REI. 1336 Main St., Sarasota, Florida
1

MAGAZINES

33577. Florida Residents call: 813 -955.6922.
PASS FCC Amateur, commercial examinations easily with simplified,
economical books and code records. Free catalog. Ameco Publishing,
314P Hillside, Williston Park, New York 11596.

MEMORIZE, STUDY: "1971 TESTS -ANSWERS" FOR FCC FIRST AND
SECOND CLASS LICENSE. -plus "Self -Study Ability Test." Proven!
$9.95. Satisfaction guaranteed. Command, Box 26348-P, San Francisco 94126.

-

FREE brochure self- improvement books. Eldon McBrayer, 412

Arthur

Street, Huntsville. Ala. 35805.
DRAFTING (Electronic, Mechanical, Architectural). Home Courses
$25.00. Send $2.00 first lesson. Prior, Inc., 2309.169 Sheet, White
stone, New York 11357.
-

Jerald

Daily,

JAPAN PUBLICATIONS GUIDE Business, pleasure, education.
INTERCONTINENTAL, CPO 1717, Tokyo 100 -91.

$5.00.

OVER 2,000,000 backdate magazines!
917 -PE, Maywood. New Jersey 07607.

Specify needs. Midtown, Box

HYPNOTISM
"MALE- FEMALE HYPNOTISM" EXPOSED, EXPLAINED! "SECRET
METHOD" -THEY NEVER KNOW! $2, RUSHED. GUARANTEED! ISABELLA HALL, SILVER SPRINGS, FLORIDA 32688.

°

SLEEP Learning. Hypnotic method. 92
ASR Foundation, Box 7021PE HC Station,

effective. Details free.
Lexington, Ky. 40502.

MAGNETS

INVENTIONS WANTED
INVENTIONS wanted. Patented: unpatented. Global Marketing Service, 2420 -P 77th, Oakland, Calif. 94605.
PATENT Searches including Maximum speed, full airmail report and
closest patent copies. $6.00. Quality searches expertly administered.
Complete secrecy guaranteed. Free Invention Protection forms and

Write Dept. 9, Washington Patent Office
711 14th Street, N.W.. Washington. D.C. 20005.

MAGNETISM (100) page script newly discovered magnetic principles
($3.00). Jesse Costa, Box 26. Waquoit, Mass. 02536.

PHOTOGRAPHY -FILM,
EQUIPMENT, SERVICES

"Patent Information."
Search Bureau.

INVENTORS! Don't sell your invention, patented or unpatented. until
you receive our offer. Eagle Development Company, Dept. 9, 79 Wall
Street. N.Y.. N.Y. 10005.

SCIENCE Bargains Request Free Giant Catalog "CJ" -148 pagesAstronomical Telescopes, Microscopes, Lenses, Binoculars, Kits,
Parts. War surplus bargains. Edmund Scientific Co.. 300 Edscorp
Bldg., Barrington, New Jersey 08007.

FREE

"Directory of 500 Corporations Seeking New Products." For
information regarding development. sale, licensing of your patented/
unpatented invention. Write: Raymond Lee Organization, 230 -GR

RECORDS

Park Avenue. New York City 10017.

POPULAR organ albums factory direct. Concert Recording, Lynwood.

PATENT SEARCHES, including copies of related United States Patents. Inventors, attorneys, manufacturers use our "WorldWide"
Airmail service Free: "Invention Record" form and "Information
Every Inventor Needs ", Hayward Company. 1029HR Vermont, Wass ington. D.C. 20005.

SPECIAL interest records available, produced by the editors of the
world's leading special interest magazines. Send for free catalog.
Record Catalog -PE, Ziff -Davis Publishing Company, One Park Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10016.

INVENTORS: Protect your ideas! Free "Recommended Procedure ".
Washington Inventors Service, 422T Washington Building, Washington, D.C. 20005.

"Tips on Safeguarding Your Invention." Write:
United States Inventors Service Company, 501 -H Thirteenth Street
N.W., Washington, D.C. 20004.
FREE PAMPHLET:

GOVERNMENT SURPLUS
$53.90...

...

Boats,
Multimeters, Oscilloscopes. Transceivers,
Typewriters, Airplanes,
Electronics Equipment. Wide Variety, Condition. 100.000 Bid Bargains Direct From Government Nationwide Complete Sales Directory and Surplus Catalog $1.00. (Deductible First $10.00 Order :.
Surplus Service. Box 820 -J, Holland, Michigan 49423.
JEEPS Typically From

Trucks From $78.40

GOVERNMENT LANDS Low as $1.00 acre.

Millions Acres!

For ex-

.
plus "LAND OPPORTUNITY
clusive "COPYRIGHTED REPORT"
DIGEST" listing lands throughout U.S.: and valuable 17 z 22
send
Land
Disposal, Box 11071 -PP,
$1.00.
treasure map of U.S.;
Indianapolis, Ind. 46201.

GOVERNMENT Surplus. How and Where to Buy in Your Area- Send
$1.00. Surplus Information, Headquarters Bldg., Box 8225 PE.
Washington, DC 20024.

Calif. 90262.

PRINTING
different, 1,000 personalized name address labels
imprinted CB/HAM call letters, or phone number,
$1.00. Bargain catalog FREE. D. Electronics, 4725 45th NE,
Seattle, Wash. 98105.
SOMETHING

with zipcode,

OFFSET Printing. Free catalog. Speedy Print, 1906 Swede, Norristown, Pa. 19401.

EMPLOYMENT INFORMATION
FOREIGN and USA job opportunities available now. Construction,
all trades. Earnings to $3.000.00 monthly. Paid overtime, travel
bonuses. Write: Universal Employment, Woodbridge, Conn. 06525.
JOBS ON SHIPS! Good Pay! Europe, Asia, Worldwide! Who to see
and Where -51.00. Seaways, PE, Box 121, Elliott City. Maryland

21043.
FLORIDA jobs. List of Florida companies employing electronic tech.
nicians, $2.00. Cape South Co., 7172 Milwaukee Ave., West Mel-

bourne, Florida 32901.
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FREE! BIG BARGAIN CATALOG-NEW EDI ION listing thousands of
bargains including U.S. & B.N.A. stamps packets, albums, acces-

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES
I MADE $40,000.00 Year by Mailorder! Helped others make money!
Start with $10.00 -Free Proof. Torrey, Box 318 -N, Ypsilanti, Michi-

sories and supplies. Also, fine stamps
om our approval service
which you may return without purchases nd cancel service at any
time. Jamestown Stamp, Dept. E21EG, 1 mestown, N.Y. 14701.

gan 48197.

"999 Successful Little Known Businesses" Work home,
Plymouth 445 -T, Brooklyn, N.Y. 11216.
FREE BOOK

$200.00 DAILY In Your Mailbox! Your opportunity to do what mail order experts do. Free details. Associates, Box 136.1, Holland,
Michigan 49423.
MAKE BIG MONEY raising chinchillas, rabbits, guinea pigs for us.
Catalog-250. Keeney Brothers, New Freedom, Pa. 17349.
HOW to make $1,000,000 in only ten years! Start with $10! Details
Free! International Service, (PE), Box 11796, Atlanta, Georgia.

30305.
$2000.00 MONTHLY possible. Details.
Shermanoaks, California 91413.
FREE CATALOGS. Repair

Ropchan,

Box

5341

X,

air conditioning, refrigeration. Tools, sup-

plies, full instructions. Doolin, 2016 Canton, Dallas, Texas 75201.
MAILORDER! Make big money working home. Free report reveals
millionaire's trade secrets! Executive (1K2), 333 North Michigan,
Chicago 60601.
PIANO TUNING learned quickly at home. Tremendous field! Musical
knowledge unnecessary. GI Approved. Information Free. Empire
School, Box 327, Miami, Florida 33145.

"996 ODD, UNUSUAL, SUCCESSFUL BUSINESSES" on
request! Work home. National -22. Kerrville, Texas 78028.
FREE BOOK

SELL! Home-Auto, Fire -Burglar Alarms, Extinguishers. Watchdog
Alarms, Williamsburg, Ohio 45176.
INTERNATIONAL trade. Sources, bank references, etc. Details $1.00.
Laval International, Box E126, St. Clair Shores, Mich. 48083.

BIG EARNINGS selling Hertel Bibles. New 3- dimension cover, finest
reference edition sells fast. Demonstrator furnished. Big commissions. International Book, Dept. PE, Boy 118, Wichita, Kansas

REAL ESTATE

...

FREE
SPRING 1971 CATALOG! Descri bes and pictures hundreds
of farms, ranches, town and country homes, businesses coast to
coast! Specify type property and locat on preferred. Zip Code,
please. UNITED FARM AGENCY, 612 -EF West 47th St., Kansas
City, Mo. 64112.

RUBBER STAMPS
RUBBER ADDRESS STAMPS $2.00. SIGNATURE $3.50. FREE CATALOG. JACKSON'S, BOX 443-G, FRANKLIN PARK, ILLINOIS 60131.

ACTION SPORTS FILMS
NEW YEAR'S

SAVINGS- Indianapolis "5C0" COLOR FILMS. Choice
1967, 1968, 1969.
.
$12.95 each po tpaid. Indicate Super 8 or
Regular 8mm. SPORTLITE -PE, 20 North Wacker Drive, Chicago
60606.

MISCELLANEOUS
WINEMAKERS: Free illustrated catalog of yeasts, equipment.
Semplex, Box 12276, Minneapolis, Minn. 55412.
WINEMAKERS . . . FREE Illustrated Supply Catalog of yeasts,
Equipment. Recipes. Winemaker, Box 11071 -PP, Indianapolis,
Ind.

46201.

COMPUTER LOGIC CAN BEAT THE RACES! New
Unimac electronic
computer. Tremendous leverage; speed aid situation handicapping.
Six analog logic stages. Instant programming
all thoroughbred
tracks -conditions-performance. Fast, superbly
accurate, significant!
Kit or complete. Write: Unimac, 372E, LaCanada,
Ca.

91011.

67201.

TREASURE FINDERS

DISPLAY CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING

NOW!

-filled collectors edition; send 500 for
postage. Also request free literature on ultrasensitive, professional
Fisher Detectors. FISHER RESEARCH, Dept. PE -2, Palo Alto, CaliFREE TREASURE GUIDE! Fact

available in

fornia 94303.

GOLD, Silver, Relics! Located with powerful Detectron Metal Detectors. Free Information. Terms, Detectron, Dept. PE2, Box 243, San
Gabriel, California 91778.
TREASURE FINDER

locates buried gold, silver, coins, treasures.
powerful models. $19.95 up. Free catalog. Relco -A33, Box 10839,
Houston, Texas 77018.
5

MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS
30% DISCOUNT name brand musical instruments.

Free catalog.
Freeport Music, 127 -N Sunrise Highway, Freeport, N.Y. 11520.

STAMPS
WOW! 110 ALL DIFFERENT GERMANY 10¢ Commemoratives, Airmails, High Values, Big catalog, bargain lists. Also, fine stamps
from our approval service, which you may return without purchases
and cancel service at any time. Jamestown Stamp, Dept. A21EG,

Jamestown, N.Y. 14701.

YOURS FREE! 20 Almost Rare Stamps from 12 Lost Nations-Most
a Half- Century Old! Nations overrun by invaders and
never freed

again. Stamps so appealing that experienced and beginning collectors alike will want them. You get 110 other stamps from Britain's
Lost Empire plus illustrated Album to keep as a Bonus should you
buy $1 from our Approval Selection. Or return Album and 110
stamps with selection and buy nothing. Cancel Service anytime. But
Lost Nations stamps are yours to keep! Send 10f for mailing while
supplies last. Kenmore, Milford LN -681, New Hampshire 03055.
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For advertisers who

want to achieve maximum exposure at minimum expense, this is the opportunity of
a lifetime for you!
The special low rates are:

1" by
2" by
3" by

1
1
1

column (25/g" wide)....$110.00
column (25/8" wide)....$215.00
column (25/8" wide)....$320.00

(Ads larger than 3 column inches not accepted for the
ELECTRONICS MARKET PLACE -Please ask for regular ad-

vertising rates.)
Of course, regular non -display Qlassified Ads continue

at $1.25 per word (minimum $12.50).
For immediate action in getting your Display (or non -

Display) Classifieds into the ver
call or write:

next available issue,

Hal Cymes, Classified Adv rtising Manager
POPULAR
One Park Avenue, New Y rk, N. Y. 1 001 6
(212) 679 -7 00
POPULAR ELECTRONICS

UNUSUAL SCIENTIFIC BARGAINS

SPECIAL

POPULAR ELECTRONICS

,f,

.
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FASCINATING "ACTION" LAMPS!

NEW DIMENSIONS IN
BEAUTIFUL LIGHTING
All errate Illusion lamps are

FEBRUARY 1971

ing. Turn on any one
new style lamas,nrarid

om "tarira on" with
whirling, ever-changing pLt
terns and colors. Table-top
N ".
12" heat- driven glass
the

ATO'I)SPH P:RES or motor.
driven 16" and 24" plastic
models itable -top or hanging
515
('(11.011 COLUMN
Patterrns loop and roll around
tall. 7" dta. plastic and
motor -driven unit. Illusions
theyup
down
On block
next brightlr r Loral
plastic section of the 14" high, meat -driven PAGODA. COMBO
r
a -bY globe. the plastic "ael ion'' column.
swltrh turns on glass.
both. Heat- driven and
" high. Six additional and Interchangeable masks
are available for ach sensational decorator lamp.
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ADVERTISER

Allied Radio Shack
I

89, 99, 101

Avanti Research & Development

REPLACEMENT

94

Co.

McGraw -Hill Book Co.

Cleveland Institute of Electronics

36, 37, 38

....72,

73, 74, 75

Courier Communications

13

5

Crystek

96

2

Communications Div., DYNASCAN CORP.

6

Edmund Scientific Co.

25

$24.95
BUILD -IT- YOURSELF STROBE KIT
$19.95 Ppd.
71,343AV
GENERATOR
ELECTROSTATIC
VOLTAGE
HI-

88
107

NNO

FOURTH COVER

Electro- Voice, Inc.

7

Empire Scientific Co.

8

Heath Company

9

Johnson Company, E.F

96

90, 91, 92, 93
6

ICLH Research & Development Corp.

I I

lt
oeoia
mnlptntl,

l

yety
yet ó' P iIli

-

Demonstrates lightning
}:Imo's tire. repulsion f chore`
safe.

electrostatic dust collection, 21í
m
other electrical wonders,
1111x. 611 -cycle. AC. Humidity r.
0.90°1. Current. 1.5 to 2.5 n
frame
base,
amps. Aluminum
charge collector. Unbreakable 'l.
tie, Insulating column. Ht. 17"
Olt". Full instruction=.

.553.75 Ppd.
70,264AV
STATIC ELECTRICITY GEN No, 70,O70AV
PSYCHEDELIC LIGHTING HANDBOOK

II

Lafayette Radio Electronics

94

12

Logiconcepts

97

13

Mosley Electronics, Inc.

16

14

McGee Radio

98

SECOND COVER,

National Technical Schools

ot

17

72, 73, 74, 75

15

Olson Electronics

16

Panasonic

17

Progressive "Edu- Kits ", Inc.

18

RCA Electronic Components & Devices
RCA Institutes. Inc.

I, 2, 3.

ligh:-show production
including strobes, black lights
proiectors, crystals. organic lides
Solerized
mirrors,
color
organs.
color. light boxes. Mus:eVlsion.
etc. Shows how ro ' psycbedelize"
parties, musical groups, how' or
how to set up 'electric trips" for
private gathering.. 8th" x 11^
looseleaf paper for 8 rings.
$3.00 Ppd.

Stock No. 9100AV

LONG -WAVE BLACKLIGHT FIXTURE

/

refl,
chalk, crayons. minu
adjustable aluminum 'enactor.
harm., or on corner.
Mount v
11x' L., i44" w., rya^ B.

r"

24

Regency Electronics. Inc.

19

Sams. Howard W. & Co., Inc.

9

20

TDK Electronics Corp.

8

21

Telex Communications Division

22

Turner Company, The

14

Extremely versat-le, compactly designed, lan[ wane (32014)00 angblack ligl'.1 lui travio lei) fixture. Ban 6-watt 110 -V lamp with
harmful
shorten alter- ellmlolet
shorter wave ]trawl, /et rays.
to identify minerals, tonal, bacteria-check for surface flaws,
for nts.
a a gas leuoreseent
Incl.
g
paper.
power.
chalk with fins.
stroms
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24

paged

psychedelic

5

19, 20, 21

packed

Ppd.

Fully explains latest In psychedelic
lighting equipment, techniques.
developments. Covers all facets of

98

18,

....$19.50

:nforntation

100

National Radio

Institute

$25.00 Ppd.

...

$6.25: 41!4'-$7.25: 61/2"-S6.75
ASKS-3P/
MASKS-3P/4"-$6.25:
1st LOW -COST XENON STROBE!

571,342AV

4

10

"-

$31.00 Ppd.
$40.00 Ppd.
$65.00 FOB
$65.00 FOB
$115.00 FOB
591.50 FOB
963.50 FOB
558.00 FOB

Price breakthrough In bright, ciliatile electronic strobes. 50W/Second
xenon tube. Variable Bash rate -5n
oc per minute. Long Ilte -muer
than 1.nn0.ni0 flashes. Printed
cult board design. Safe, durable
Externally mount's'
Bakelite
s .
hulk. plastic r shield. 6C1142,í\_" II
Perfect for psychedelic, do,
action lighting effects for hnn,'
light shows. parties. displays. Ppd.

CREI, Home Study Div.,

3

ATMOSPHERES
8 " -NO, 80.139AV
12 " -NO. 85.198ÁV
16 " -No. 85,196AV
Hanging -NO. 85.197AV
24 " -No. 85.202AV
Hanging -No. 135,201AV
COMBO LIGHT -No. 80,147AV
COLOR COLUMN -NO. 80.140ÁV
PAGODA LITE-No. CO. 14IAV

...

..............$12.50 PPd.
Stock No. 70,364AV
$4.75 Ppd.
REPLACEMENT BULB
Stock No. 60,124AV
Order by Stock No. -Check or M.O.- Money -Back Guarantee
EDMU \D SCIENTIFIC CO, 360 EDSCORP BLDG, BARRINGTON, NJ. ONO

WRITE FOR GIANT FREE CATALOG

"AV"

Comfletelly n
edition. New
Items. c tegories, Illustrations.
148
y .to-real pages
packed
with 4000 unuscal Items. Dozens
of electrical and electromagnetic
parte
etnorlen. Enormous selection ac of Asroonoml _al Telescopes. Microscopes.
lnncularn.
Magnets.
Lenses,
Magnifiers,
Lessen, Prisms. Many war surplus Stems: for hobbyists. experimenters. workshops, .'actor,

16
10

F.-

U.S. Army
23

THIRD COVER

Xcelite, Inc.

Write for raining "AV

12
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S
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BUILD 20 RADIO
and Electronics

Reg. U.S.

Pat. Off.

Circuits
PROGRESSIVE HOME
RADIO -T.V. COURSE

Now Includes

***
**
**

12 RECEIVERS

3 TRANSMITTERS
SQ. WAVE GENERATOR

SIGNAL TRACER
AMPLIFIER
SIGNAL INJECTOR
CODE OSCILLATOR

*
*
*
*
*

No Knowledge of Radio Necessary
No Additional Parts or Tools Needed
EXCELLENT BACKGROUND FOR TV
Training
SCHOOL INQUIRIES INVITED

Sold in 79 Countries

FREE EXTRAS

YOU DON'T HAVE TO SPEND
HUNDREDS OF DOLLARS FOR A RADIO COURSE
,EDU

SET

-Nit' otters you an outstanding PRACTICAL HOME RADIO COURSE at a
rock - bottom price. Our Kit is designed
to train Radio
Electronics Technicians, making
use Of the most modern methods of home training. You& Will learn radio
construe
Lion practice and servicing. THIS IS A COMPLETE RADIO COURSE IN theory.
EVERY DETAIL.
You will learn how to build
using regular schematics; how to wire and solde
In a professional manner; howradios,
to
service
radios.
You will work the standard type o
punched metal chassis as well as the latest Development of Printed Circuit chassis.
You will learn the basic principles of radio.
will construct, study and work with
RF and AF amplifiers and oscillators, detectors, You
rectifiers, test equipment. You will learn
and practice code, using the Progressive
Code Oscillator. You will learn and practice
trouble- shooting, using the Progressive Signal Tracer. Progressive Signal
Injector. Progressive Dynamic Radio & Electronics Tester. Square Wave Generator and the
accompanying instructional material.
You will receive training for the Novice. Technician and General Classes of F.C.C. Radio
Amateur Licenses. You will build Receiver, Transmitter, Square Wave Generator. Code
Oscillator, Signal Tracer and Signal Injector circuits. and learn how to operate them. You
will receive an excellent background for television, Hi-Fi and Electronics.
Absolutely no previous knowledge of radio Or science is required. The 'Edu -Kit" Is
the
of many years of teaching and engcs
experience. The Edu -Kit will
provide
provide you with a basic education in Electronics antl
and Radio, worth many times
price you pay. The Signal Tracer alone is orth more than the price of the kit. the low

PLIERS-CUTERS

VALUABLE C ISCOUNT CARD
CERTIFICATE OF MERIT
TESTER INSTRUCTIONS MANUAL
HIGH FIDELITY CUIDE
QUIZZES
TELEVISION BOOK
RADIO
TROUBLE-SHOOTING BOOK
MEMBERSHIP IN RADIO -TV CLUB:
CONSULTAT ON SERVICE
FCC
AMATEUR L CENSE TRAINING
PRINTED CIRCUITRY
I

and car radio . You will learn how to
use the professional Signal Tracer, the
unique Signal Injector and the dynamic
Radio & Elec ronlcs Tester. While you
are learning
practical way, you
will be able to dothis
many a repair job for
your friends and neighbors, and charge
fees which w'II far exceed the price of
the Edu -Kit. Our
Service
will helo you with Consultation
any technical problems you may have.

ages and backgrounds have successfully
used the "Edu -Kit" in more than 79 countries of the world. The "Edu -Kit" has been
carefully designed, step by step. so that
you cannot make a mistake. The "Edu -Kit"
allows you to teach yourself at your own

rate.

NO

i

Instructor is necessary.

PROGRESSIVE TEACHING METHOD

The Progressive Radio "Edu -Kit" is the foremost educational radio kit in the world.
and is universally accepted as the standard in the field of electronics training- The "EduKW' uses the modern educational principle of "Learn by Doing. Therefore you construct,
learn schematics, study theory, practice trouble shooting-all in a closely integrated program designed to provide an easily-learned. thorough and interesting background in radio.
You begin by examining the various radio parts of the
Edu-Kit." You then learn the
function, theory and wiring of these parts. Then you build a simple radio,
With this first
set you will enjoy listening to regular broadcast stations learn theory. practice
testing
and trouble -shooting- Then you build a more advanced radio, learn more advanced theory
and techniques. Gradually, in a progressive manner, and at your own rate, you will
find yourself constructing more advanced multi -tube radio circuits, and doing work like a
professional Radio Technician.
Included in the "Edu-Kit" course are Receiver, Transmitter, Code Oscillator, Signal
Tracer, Square Wave Generator and Signal Injector Circuits- These are not unprofessional
"breadboard" experiments. but genuine radio circuits, constructed by means of professional
wiring and soldering on metal chassis, plus the new method of radio construction known
as "Printed Circuitry. These circuits operate on your regular AC or DC house Current.

FROM OUR MAIL BAG
J. Stataitis of 25 Poplar PI., Waterbury. Conn., writes: "I have repaired
several sets or my friends, and made
money. The i Edu -Kit" paid for Itself. I
ready to spend $240 for a Course.
bas
ut I found our ad and sent for your
Ben Valeri ,, P. O- Box 21, Magna,
Utah: "The Eau -Kits are wonderful. Here
I am sending you the questions and also
the answers or them. I have been in
Radio for the last seven years. but like
to work wit Radio Kits, and like to
build Radio esting Equipment. I enjoyed every
ute
worked with the
different kits ithe Signal Tracer works
Tine. Also li e to let you know that I
feel proud of ecoming a member of your
Radio-TV Clu
15Th Monroe Ave..
Huntington.
Va.: "Thought
you a
w lines to say that I received my Ed -Kit. and was really amazed
that suCh a
rgaln Can be had at such
a low price. I have already started repairing radi s and phonographs. My
friends were really surprised to see me
get into the swing of it so quickly. The
Trouble -shooting Tester that comes with
the Kit is really swell, and finds the
trouble, if there is any to be found.

THE "EDU -KIT" IS COMPLETE

1

will receive all parts

and instructions necessary to build twenty different radio and
electronics circuits, each guaranteed to operate. Our Kits contain tubes, tube sockets, variable. electrolytic. micra, ceramic and paper dielectric condensers. resistors. tie strips,
hardware, tubing, punched metal chassis. Instruction Manuals. hook -up wire, solder.
selenium ectifiers, coils volume controls and switches, etc.
In addition, you receive Printed Circuit materials, including Printed Circuit Chassis,
special tube sockets, hardware and instructions. You also receive a useful set of tools, a
professional electric soldering Iron. and a self- powered Dynamic Radio and Electronics
Tester. The 'Edu-Kit' also includes Code Instructions and the Progressive Code Oscillator.
in addition to F.C.C. Radio Amateur License training. You will also receive lessons for
servicing with the Progressive Signal Tracer and the Progressive Signal Injector, a High
Fidelity GUlde and a Quiz Book. You re ceive Membership in Radio-TV Club. Free Consulta.
tion Service, Certificate of Merit and Discount Privileges. You receive all parts. tools.
Instructions. etc. Everything is Yours to keep.
Progressive Edu -Kits" Inc.. 1189 Broadway. Dept. 692D, Hewlett, N. Y. 11557.
You

- - - --

.

- - - --

UNCONDITIONAL MONEY -BACK GUARANTEE

Please rush my Progressive Radio "Edu -Kit" to me, as indicated below:
Check one box to indicate choice of model
Deluxe Model $31.95.
New Expanded Model $34.95 (Same as Deluxe Model plus Television Servicing
Course).
Check one box to indicate manner of payment
I
enclose full payment. Ship "Edu -Kit" post paid.
I enclose $5 deposit. Ship "Edu -Kit" C.O.D. for balance plus postage.
Send me FREE additional information describing

"Edu -Kit."

Name

Address

PROGRESSIVE "EDU -KITS" INC.

1189 Broadway, Dept. 692D, Hewlett, N.
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SERVICING LESSONS

You will learn trouble -shooting and
servicing in a progressive manner. You
will practice reoairs on the sets that
you construct. You will learn symptoms
and causes of trouble in home, portable

THE KIT FOR EVERYONE
the 'Edu -Kit" a worth -while Investment.
Many thousands of Individuals of all

F TOOLS

SOLDERING IRON
ELECTRONICS TESTER

The

YOU do not need the slightest background
In radio or science. Whether you are interested In Radio & Electronics because you
want an interesting hobby, a well paying
business or a job with a future. you will find

Electronics Technicians Since 1946

Y.

11557

PRINTED CIRCUITRY
At

I

no increase

in price, the "Edu -Kit'
now includes Pri iced Circuitry. You build

Printed Circuit Signal Injector, a unique
servicing instrum nt that can detect many
Radio and TV troubles. This revolutionary
new technique of radio construction is now
becoming popular in commercial radio and
a

TV sets.
A Printed Circuit is a special insulated
chassis on which has been deposited a con.
ducting material which takes the place of
wiring. The variots parts are merely plugged
in and soldered tq terminals.
Printed Circuity is the basis of modern
Automation Electronics. A knowledge of this
subject is a nece>sity today for anyone Interested In Electronics.

CIRCLE NO. 17 ON READER SERVICE PAGE
Printed in U.S.A.

POPULAR ELECTRONICS

The Army can take

your hobby and turn it
into a career.
Tear down an engine
or snap a picture or solder some
wires to a speaker to rock the
room.
Maybe you call it a hobby
or a knack or maybe even your
thing.
And, you know, the Army
can take that favorite talent of
yours and turn it into a rewarding,
lifetime career.
We have more horsepower
than the Motor City.
We have cameras that can
take a portrait of a bird a half
mile away.
We have electronic
equipment so new that it hasn't
even been named yet. The Army
needs people to run it all and
keep it running.
We can train you to be an
expert. What's more, we'll
guarantee this training in writing
before you enlist.
Send for our free book.
Use the coupon or write:
Army Opportunities, Department
200A, Hampton, Virginia 23369.
It's full of things. Maybe
yours is one of them.
Your future, your decision.

Choose ARMY.

Army Opportunities
Date
Dept. 200, Hampton, Va. 23369
I'd like to find out more about how the Army
can turn my hobby into a career. Please send nie
your free booklet.

Date of Birth_

Name
Address
City

State

County
Zip

Phone

Education
2PE 2 -71
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...in which there are a modest number of winners, inevitably
a few losers, and a great deal of inner satisfactioa.
Feedback. We believe in it. And we have utter
faith in how it works.
That's why we dare to construct the Ultimate
Feedback Loop: from Buchanan, Michigan to
your home and back. It's on behalf of what we
modestly proclaim is the most exciting design
advance in any compact system: Motional

Feedback.
What we ask of you is simple: visit any E -V
showroom. Listen to the new Landmark 100
system (even if you aren't now shopping for
a compact). Then tell us what you heard, what
you think, what your reaction was. In short,
provide us with direct feedback from your mind

to ours.

Especially note the contribution made by our
Servo -Linear* motional feedback circuits.
Unique ccmponents that sense and measure
actual core motion continuously comparing
it and correcting it to agree perfec :ly with the
original signal.
But don't listen to just the Lancmark 100.
Compare it. With anything. Components. Compacts. Whatever. Any price, any style. Be critical
if you like. Or laudatory. But above all be honest.
Your reward? For most of you, only the satisfaction that you have made a direct, meaningful contribution to the state of the art. And to

-

-

five of you those we judge to have submitted
the most provocative, germane, succinct commentary (be it pro or con) we will award your
choice of $399.95 worth of any E -V equipment
(peculiarly enough, the exact orice of a Landmark 100)!
For serious contestants, some background
data on the Landmark 100 is in order. So we
urge you to write for of r modestly bombastic
brochure on the subject. (Write direct; if you
use the reader service number in this magazine
it may take too much time.) While the brochure
and the review reprints we send you might
bias the feedback, we're willing to take our
chances.

-

THE FINE PRINT:
All entries must be received by Mach 31, 1971 and the contest
is void where prohibited. And of course E -V employees, representa-

tives, dealers and their employees, competl ors and their lackeys,
our advertising agency and all their Immediate relatives are not
eligible. Neatness counts a little, but it's the thought that really
matters. No entries will be returned, and al become the property
of Electro- Voice, Inc., to do with as we please. Members of the E -V
sales and engineering staff will be the sole judges. A list of winners
will be provided to all who enclose a self -add essed, stamped envelope. We can only accept entries submitted on an official entry
blank, validated by a participating dealer. And just one entry per
person, please.
Send today for our Landmark 100 brochure. It has large color
pictures of our little jewel to help you find it in the store. You also
get a list of participating dealers, an entry blank, and all the latest
reviews. Thus armed, go directly to your dealer, listen, and write.
But do It soon. Time is short.
E-V Trade Mark

UINC1<<44(1
*aNaYe7/V

Look for these
odd-shaped speakers.
Or fetter yet,
fisten.

"CC

ELECTRO.VOICE, INC.
Dept. 214P, 630 Cecil St., Buchanan. Michigan 49107
Please send me literature on the landmark 100,
list of ertici-

ptd

11,
This is the
Landmark 100.
Look for it.
Win it if you can.

CIRC
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Feedback

L

op Co tut.

Name
Address
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PlsseYbe promÿ

blank for the
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